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Features 
Italian Fashion Victims 
Splash! Italia! On the six-and-three-quart err h anniversary oi 

soccer s World Cup being held in that boot-shaped country 

in the Mediterranean where they filmed Stealing Beaut), 

SPY presents its first annual in-depth guide to chic-ing 

with die fishes. Its ciao rime..38 

The New Queens of Teen! 
Indisputable phenomenon; on the forty-second-and-a- 

halfth anniversary of Vladimir Nabokov s Ijtiita* adorable 

little teenage girls are finally taking over the planet. 

Damon Trent tells you what it all means; Poppy Z* Brito in¬ 

vestigates the extent to which Chelsea Clinton is involved; 

Will Self remembers when Nadia Comaneci was the only 

teen who mattered, and then starts to feel weird about the 

whole .situation. . . . .42 

The Faking of Malcolm X 
The fallout from Spike Lee's first epic is only now begin¬ 

ning to, erT fall out. Having snuck into Mecca under dubi¬ 

ous circumstances, maneuvered his name into the 

scriptwriting credits, and been less than gentlemanly with 

a Muslim scholar he hired as a technical consultant, Lee 

may just have succeeded in edging out Woody Allen as the 

sleaziest guy in Madison Square Garden’s first two rows of 

seats, reckoi is Philip Nobile.. >... 50 

Men's Seif 
Remember when it was only the female segment of the pop- 

ulus that needed to buy a monthly how-to manual on the 

minutiae of being alive? Yup, that was quite recently—be¬ 

fore an avalanche of apple butter, low-fat chicken substitute, 

and abdominal posing creme rolled through the foothills of 

publishing, leaving the incredible Mmi*s Health magazine in 

its sludgy wake. Weve done a parody,..59 

columns 
Below the Beltway 
After years of viewing women as foldable remote controls for 

the appliances in his hotel suites, silver-haired politico Bill 

Clinton seems to have found a way to harness their essence for 

political ends, writes Bronwen Maddox . ,, » 30 

Business 
Check it out. The most prominent business experts in the 

world, the Dow Jones Company, suck at doing business! We 

couldn't make this stuff up if we tried, Thanks to Jim 
Surowiecki we don't have to..32 
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Letters 

Special, expanded summer edition of the American Satirical 

Society s favorite Letters section! ** * 8 

Contributors 
Male, female, gaunt, bald, unpronounceable, monosyl¬ 

labic—what do we care? As long as you can write like 

Jack London and have a friend who owns a camera, you 

can be a SPY contributor, . . . . . ...... 12 

Spy Index 
A working knowledge of the alphabet should be all you need 

to traipse your finger across this brutally useful intra-mag¬ 

azine road map.* 72 

Naked city 
Men in Disguise 
Anti-OJ. types, de-’srashed; funny goings-on beneath 

Chuck D s baseball cap. ..,... 16 
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And making people swear...18 

Summer Calendar 
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Separated at Birth 
Tony Hendra's flowery prose...and Tony Hendra’s yxtra- 

flowery prose?...22 

Thinking It Over 
St, Pats Cathedral declines a sandwich, irony experts mull 

Wendy’s burgers .......... 24 

Enormous Questions 
Why didn't Striptease win “Best Picture’'? What are alliga¬ 

tors like? Is God rich? 26 

Caller LD. 
Who's calling please? 
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oup Readers write 
the Wronns From the SPY 

Mailroom 
'Mistaken identities" is a the¬ 

atrical device we have always adored 

down here in the mailroom. As illus¬ 

trated by comedies from Shakespeare s 

Twelfth Night to ABC's Three's 

Company, hilarity inevitably ensues 

when there's uncanny resemblances, 

lost notes, mix-ups at the train sta¬ 

tion, wigs or fake breasts at least 

somewhere in the story. We re assum¬ 

ing that a plot point of this nature ex¬ 

plains why Kent Brovvnridge, senior 

VP-general manager at Wen tier 

Media, wrote a letter to the editor of 

Advertising Age (reprinted at right) 

about a story that actually appeared 

in SPY While probably not as funny 

as the Three's Company episode in 

which Mr. Parley confused Jack and 

Larry lor gay lovers, the mysterious 

incident made a few of us down here 

indulge in a speculative chuckle all 

the same. 

But Mr. Brown ridge wasn’t the 

only SPY reader who got his wires 

crossed this month. A Mr. M. 

Gregory, from Schenectady, NY, 

wrote us about a new product called 

the Sky Sock, which he claims "allows 

my penis to fly first class even if I'm 

in coach/' We re not sure what exact¬ 

ly the Sky Sock does or is-—thankful¬ 

ly, Mr. Gregory did nor send any 

photos or diagrams of the product— 

but we have taken measures to for¬ 

ward his letter to a publication more 

appropriate for his particular brand of 

"press release.1' (Note to the folks at 

Cmuie NaU Trawler*, expect a small, 

pen is-" sock‘-containing package 

soon,) 

Confused by all of this confusion, 

we ourselves came dangerously close 

to flubbing, almost forwarding to 

Playbill the stack of Rent-related e- 

mailings we d been inundated with. 

As Jo, our newest mailroomer, was 

M’s Golden Showers SPY published a vile, churlish, and 

unfair article in the April issue call¬ 

ing David Pecker [press dent-CEO 

and chief operating officer, Hachette 

Filipacchi Magazines} an A-hole. 

David is my friend. He’s one of a hand¬ 

ful of true stand-up people in rhe magazine 

publishing business. You can do business 

with him without lawyers and contracts. He 

returns phone calls. He doesn't hide behind 

martinets. You can have a frank discussion 

with David and it won't appear on “Page 

Six" [the New York Post's gossip page}. 

Yes, David is aggressive. That’s why his 

company is prospering. That's why the folks 

at H ache ere got good raises this year, k also 

has a tor to do with the fact that David has 

created over 100 jobs in rhe jrasr several years 

(net of any staff curs). 

One of the reasons SPY gives for de¬ 

spising David is that he used to be an ac¬ 

countant. Wow! SPY must think that 

Herman Melville and T.S, Eliot are A-holes, 

too, 

SPY gets particularly exercised over 

David's belief that it s his ultimate responsi¬ 

bility and right to cut an article is he deems 

it inappropriate. Isn't this the venerable 

"buck stops here" philosophy? Is Harry 

Truman on the A-hole list mo? 

Kent Brou-midge 

Senior VP-General Manager, 

Wennei Media. 

New York, NY 

[Note: This letter was not sent to SPY, but 

rather to Advertising Age magazine, which 

published it,) 

SPY admits to thinking there's something funny 

about accountants■—it might have to do with 

those green visors they insist on wearing or those 

bunchy things around their arms—hut tins isn't 

really what we object to about David Pecker. Our 

problem with Pecker—as with Ron Galotti—is 

that be is an asshole. We thought wed made that 

clear. Surry* 

Cover to cover, what a wonderful pub¬ 

lication you folks put out] \ don't 

even mind Fashion SPY’s {April 

1997) shameless huckster ism when you show 

rhe testicular fortitude to expose guys like 

Pecker and Galotti {"The Two Biggest 

Assholes in Publishing"}. You even have rhe 

good sense to studiously avoid the VK word 

in "Plumbing the Information Supertoilet" 

unrif the very end (“there isn't shit on the 

Internet"). What I d like to know is this: 

Plow do you suppose William S, Burroughs 

got away with "criminal imprudence" in 

Mexico? { "The Spy Book of Love") Did he 

have some dirt on the judge? 

La fry Dewing 

Bethel CT 

In a manner of speaking, yes, you might say "dirt ” 

was involved, 

Let me just say, "1 wuv 00," not so 

much for the hilarious ups on how to 

sray single bur lor iisunj; chat stupid, 

gag-me-with-a-couch expression that always 

makes me laugh out loud, 

K-M Tran 

Calgary, Alberta 

My, what a big mouth you have, K-A! p to be 

gagged by a much. It must be wonderful to hear 

you laugh out loud. 

Shades of agreement: We will proba¬ 

bly be well into the next millennium 

before twu designers (Donna Karan 

and Anna Stu) will agree on using the same 

color CELADON,., for anything {"The 

Shades of Exhaustion," April 1997/ Mark 

your ribbons, gentlemen! 

Jean Lewis 

Los Angeles, CA 

I he lady at the bookstore told rne that 

SPY was a good magazine. I just don’t 

think I'm witty enough to enjoy it. 

Tatra E. Bur ford 

Clarion, PA 
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wucnoo Tailin’ mil? Did Bova's best chum from his kid days 

just come out or something? Just like 

Diffrent Strokes, where every show hit 

you over the head with a morality tale, these 

Bova articles have sunk deeper anti deeper 

into Liamn-obvious PC-messaging p'Bova 

Has Two Mommies," April 1997}, Come on, 

a magazine as sarcastic and oursider-insider- 

isb as yours shouldn't have to resort to pub¬ 

lishing "lesbians are people too" stories. 

That’s obvious, and even the Coors Lite mod¬ 

els you lured were hardly enough to keep me 

from thinking mean tilings about this so- 

called Bova character. 

Peter Bray 

Portland. OR 

Uv prutc.it! PC-mmaging urmidrr-tmidm arc 

people, too-—though it's true, we still haven't quite 

made up nur winds about bmi to classify that so- 

railed Bora character. I tell you whar, between "Bova Has 

Two Mommies" anil "Plumbing the 

Information Supertoilet," my brain is 

numb with ecStacy. Those had to be the 

funniest articles I’ve read in at least a year, 

Bova rules! 

I Xt?t Century 

via the Internet I just finished reading hall at the April 

issue of SPY, and being a man 1 nat u¬ 

rally read the article about two mom¬ 

mies first, I have a question for you. Are 

you trying to say that having one mommy 

is the reason I became a criminal "just like" 

my (acber? Am I also a violent child abuser 

and spousal batterer "just like" my father 

{who was, in addition, an alcoholic drunk 

driver}? Or are you suggesting, like all the 

psychologists and special interest groups, 

chat I am "just like my father" because he is 

my role model? 

Now, it I had two mommies, who would 

I be fust like.'' Art they to be considered rote 

models? Da I .still use the opinions of the psy¬ 

chologists and special interest groups, that 

men are the root of all evil, or do I make some 

sort of exception because ifs two mommies? 

What if it was two daddies? What if it was 

my mommy and my older sister? Or my 

mommy and her mammy? I’m so confused, 

it sounds all the same to me. 

5. Beard 

Los A ttgeles. CA 

Glad you asked: So. 

Fpontal MIU I was just wondering why a magazine as 

c«m>1 and critical of moronity as yours 

feels the need to ALWAYS put mostly 

naked women on the front cover, 1 know sex 

sells, but I didn’t think y"kill were that lame, 

1 think its been eight out of 10 cavers with 

T Si A on them and I don’t get it. Not that l 

can’t deal with a mostly naked woman on the 

cover, but its just OLD already. I low about a 

mostly naked Johnny Depp for variety? 

jmmjer A mu Magi.t 

Atlanta, CiA 

Just a note to comment on the state¬ 

ment in your article "Khat Credo: 

Shake, Shake Djibouti!" {April 19971 

Don’t Get Mad... Get Even! 
Gary Brodsky has written the best damn “get even" 
book ever “THE ART OF GETTING EVEN” 

You'll di&cover how simple and easy ft is (not to mention fun) to take 
your sweet rownge on ell Iho miscreants who Vo been torturing you!* 1 

With THE ART OF GETTING EVEN" it's 
no more Mr, Nice Guy! Just as Dave had 
his slingshot to slay Goliath, you'll have 
Gary Brodsky, the master of revenge, to 
guide you against the slings and arrows of 
outrageous beurocrats and desk jockeys. 
This do it yoursetl justice manual will show 
you step-by-slep such secret dirty tricks as: 

*Thie Diamond Studded Revenge 
♦Drug Store Drama 
-Drive-up Banking Surprise 
■The Old Beer Blast Maneuver 
■The Parking Violation Violation 

And many, many, morel And they're all 
perfectly legal! In this 195 page hardcover 
book, you'll find more ways to torment and 
torture your enemies than anywhere else! 
And we“re not talking kid stuff here! You 
wont find old chestnuts like the pizza deliv¬ 
ery gag or phony magazine subscription 
stunts! No, no, no I 

THE tKMRUCKBf 
Jismi \IAM U 

GARY BRODSKY 

If your tired of taking crap from day after day 
from jerks that have nothing better to do than 
make your life miserable -'THE ART OF GET¬ 
TING EVEN” is the book for you. 
You'll rind such a. vast array of revenge tactics that you’ll be able to 
choose just the right scheme to suit your tormentor! 

Don't be a wimp...get 
"THE ART OF GETTING EVEN" 

I I'm not afraid to make others suffer for screwing with me! 
[send me ■ -copies of the TXE ART OF GETTING EVEN* 
*$19.95 (Plus £3.50 for postage and handling} 
ifor each book. Enclosed find either a check or a money order in the 
] amount of £_- —_ 
iSolson Corporation 
12342 East 17th Street 
i Brooklyn, NY 11229 

^Name------ 
l 
•Address_ I 

rCity-- tt- - 
L______ 

State Zip 
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licking stamps and carefully fastening 

them to the computer monitor, we re¬ 

membered that the boys upstairs had, 

in fact, published a word or rwo about 

the show. ‘1 was shocked and pretty 

much disgusted to learn that you in¬ 

cluded the Tony Award—winning Rent 

on your list of the 100 worst things of 

S 996," said an anonymous cyber-ten- 

ant, "How anyone could allege such 

a thing is. beyond me, Rem is all 

about acceptance, compassion, love, 

and the desire to care for others and 

be alive. Rent has prompted me to 

"seize the day" in a way that nothing 

else could. And you call it the 69th 

worst thing of 1996???????’ 

Another angry ftetf/-ophile writes 

"Hello! 1! Did you even get what 

Rent was about???” And still anoth¬ 

er quips, "Didn't you people get the 

message of the show??? Don’t you 

understand the symbolism and the 

depth??? You people lack so 

much!!!” Weil spotted, Unlike the 

average Rent lover, the average SPY 

mail roomer does indeed lack a 

chimpish obsession with multiple 

punctuation marks. 

We were shocked, but secretly 

delighted, to find that a lot of you 

SPY readers out there belong to a 

segment the general population 

commonly refers to as nudists. 

Writes Sarah Jacobs, "What's with 

the fashion section? 1 hope this 

doesn't become a regular feature. 1 

like the city the way it is at the front 

of the magazine—naked/' Con¬ 

versely, a reader who wishes to go 

unnamed declares, “What's with alt 

these babes on your covers? At first 1 

thought they were a statement 

against the overly PC media, bur 

now I think you’re just adhering to 

the old standard, "sex sells." And 

still another reader proclaims, "If \ 

see one more hair on Dan Bova’s 

naked back, lam going to go cele- 

hare." We're not Sure if’ that's an ar¬ 

gument for or against nudity, but we 

think there might be a proverb in 

t h e re st >me w he re. 

At the end of the article, the author states 

chat "a quarter of these hookers art HJY-pos- 

icive and most of them refuse to use con¬ 

doms." In fact, it h the johns who patronize 

prostitutes who refuse ro wear them and are- 

in this way responsible for the spread of IIIV. 

The prostitutes themselves nre after financial 

gain not sexual pleasure, and thus, are more 

disposed to use protection. The men who 

hire them are after sexual stimulation and of¬ 

ten will not pay a woman who insists on us¬ 

ing a condom, despite the chances of 

contracting HIV, 

Clancy Cat-mar 

San Francisco, CA 

ll Jusl Doesn't Ad lip I guess it is riot only visionaries like 

David J, Pecker who enjoy ‘’value- 

added" selling in their magazine. Let's 

see, a major ad for Joe Boxer on page 10, Joe 

Boxc-r interview and ribbon on page 28 and 

Joe Boxer sprinkled all over the "Bova Has 

Two Mommies” story. How much free un¬ 

derwear can each page bring you? 

Steve Zara 

lndianapolis, IN I'm not sure exactly how a magazine 

works ns ad department, but doesn't 

product promotion usually take a back¬ 

seat to article publication? 1 don't mean to 

sound snotty, sarcastic, confused, or out of 

line, Normally, I'd be on the ocher side of 

the letters to the editor, but whenever you've 

gotta flip through seven tn eight pages of 

high-octane, full spread consumer bait (i.e. 

ads) to get to the mailbag column it makes 

for a difficult read. What am I to do? I want 

to read your magazine, bur if I keep buying 

alt the pop-culture fashion merchandise you 

so boldly recommend, I won't have any mon¬ 

ey left to spend on SPY. Can this mind- 

bend tug fluff be averted, or will I end up 

being the only guy in the poorhouse with a 

good sense of fashion? Cut the Cosmo crap 

and gimme that nitty-gritty nihilistic sar¬ 

casm [ so well deserve. 

Chris Baugh 

Blacksburg, VA 

“Don't you understand?! It doesn't matter about 

the ad department! It doesn't matter about the 

high-mane, full-spmtd consumer had! U doesn't 

matter about the pop-culture fashion merchandise 

we recommend! We’re ail going to die! Nothing 

matters! I feel sick!" 

That better? You deserved its 

NO IIS. AMIS. OP BUNS I quickly found out about the mention 

of my sire "Tour de Butt1' in 

‘Plumbing the Information 

Supertoilet" {April 1997| after seeing the 

number of hits on my page suddenly increase 

by almost 50%, Based on discussions with 

my friends, your perception of me having 

qualities such as "largish" and “usually flab¬ 

by” doesn't seem to Lx- shared, Not that 1 

care Hell, if I had an enormous cottage 

cheese arse, I would still be doing it. It s just 

a, goofy thing to do and makes tor some en- 

terraining conversation at social gatherings, 

as well as allowing me to meet lots of inter¬ 

esting and kind people all over the world. As 

much as people wanr to psychoanalyze me 

and say that I'm obsessed with my rump, T 

deny it again and again and reiterate my dis¬ 

gust with how this country, as a whole, deals 

with simple, non-offensive nudity. 

Scott "Buttboy" Pstiver 

puli-erbp teleport, com 

Maybe some of the “kind" and "interesting" people 

you've met at "social gatherings,f across the country 

could help explain what sort of nudity is offemm, 

if your cottage-cheese arse splayed in front of na¬ 

tional monuments is nor. Eh, Butt boy? 

those cock* You were right. Our local border for 

Naze a was involved w f t h sponsorship 

of local cockfights {'‘Pepsi—Be 

Young, Have Fun, Watch Chickens Die," 

Holiday Issue 1996}, He's not anymore* and 

we've taken steps to make sure it doesn't hap¬ 

pen again. You helped us fix a mistake. 

We also want to assure you chat the re¬ 

sponse your writer got when he contacted us 

runs totally counter to the way we typically 

respond ro the media or consumers. We've 

clarified that with our people coo. 

Where we can fairly- take issue with 

[Gary] Rosenberger's article is on his specu¬ 

lation that our local bottler's cockfight ing 

sponsorship is somehow related to out recent 

business woes in Latin America. You don't 
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need an MBA to recognize that conclusion as 

a total non sequitur. 

Brad Shaw 

Directin' of Ptiblk Relations 

Pepsi-Cola Company 

Swnets. NY 

ceieopity smpiij Usually 1 agree wirh SPY's celebrity cri¬ 

tiques, hut the last two issues have 

gone too tan Both contained repeti¬ 

tious, vicious attacks on Elton John. This 

reader happens to find him extremely attrac¬ 

tive. Jf mtire heterosexual men were like him* 

the world would be a better place, 

Cheryl Herman 

Rock bland, IL 

Became thtra wouldn't be any people. 

Once in a while you guys make fun of 

a celebrity whom I respect* but 1 

wouldn’t have it any other way. When 

1 see a letter to you Complaining about one of 

your criticisms of a famous person it really 

pisses me off. As I see it, the whole point of 

this magazine is to rip on those whom the 

rest of the media refuse to expose as the hu¬ 

man beings they are. 

Ca nitron Seybolt 

17a the Internet 

The Outer Reaches I thought I would drop you a line and 

perhaps become one of SPY's most re¬ 

mote readers. I have to admit, 1 never 

read your magazine until I joined the Peace 

Corps and came to Mongolia. You'll be 

pleased to know that SPY is very big here. 

Both of the Engl ish speakers in my town en¬ 

joyed the last issue immensely. Do you per¬ 

haps have a copy in Mongolian? Russian 

would be fine too. 

Mark Stibich 

Mongolia 

We called Huang Xiao Pa, ouster and manager of 

the Yincbuav, China, outpost of Hudson Sens to 

see if he could help you out with a few copies. He 

replied. "Wo men may on net ge sh/i, Set ge thuya 

da him!" We 'n not sure exactly uhat that 

means—we think maybe something about a 

duck—■but he did make a spitting sound as he 

hung up the phone. Hope that helps! 

M s a development industry profVsskin- 

fllal and longtime SPY reader* I have 

Ml followed the saga of V. the Bulgarian 

(SPY Letters, December 19961 and your 

market-based approach to his dilemma with 

interest. J applaud you. While those readers 

offering to pay the cost of his T-shirt are un¬ 

doubtedly good-hearted souls, their ap¬ 

proach is shortsighted, Subsidies are part of 

the problem, not the solution. As long as 

goads such as these are provided to this re¬ 

gion from wealthier countries free of charge, 

the humor, satireTand libel sector of the East 

European economy will continue to experi¬ 

ence slow growth anti be a drag on the re¬ 

gion’s development. SPY-brarid logo 

sportswear might brighten the picture for 

our friend V,, but if his country is to recov¬ 

er from decades of Soviet dictatorship* 

Bulgaria will need to rind its own twisted 

outlook on life, 

Jon D. Thiele 

Western Ukraine Initiative 

Lviv, f brattle 

I am a longtime reader of SPY. However* 

since my incarceration, I haven't been 

keeping it up. Please let me know il it 

would be |uossible to subscribe for less than a 

year. I realize this request is out of the ordi¬ 

nary, bur there is a good chance 1 will be re¬ 

leased in six months and I can go back to 

buying it on the newsstand, SPY is my fa¬ 

vorite source of humor and current events, 

and in here 1 need as much ofL both of those' as 

I can get. 

David Tretiak 

4J8902I 

San Dkgo, CA 

Years ago, SPY made a practice of dispensing free 

magazines to our numerous incarcerated readers 

across the country. We were asked to stop, hmrieg 

due to a high incidence of prisoners, fashioning the 

magazines into .1 hits amt shanking one atioiher 

w/th them in the showers. Sorry, 

unresolved issues I took a 10-year hiatus from reading SPY 

and just came back with the Holiday 

Issue. The first page I turned to was the 

“December Calendar of Disasters. My 

friends and 1 had long fantasized about do¬ 

ing a disaster calendar but you beat us to the 

punch! Not only was the calendar hilarious 

but the calendar girL.BELLLSSlM A! !| Thank 

you for bringing some hilarity and female 

perfection back into my life! 

tndus tad Wix. netemt. com 

Considering that SPY came out 10 year.r ago, our 

accounting department calculates you read approx¬ 

imately half of the first issue's masthead kfnre stop¬ 

ping. Glad to haw you back, Nidus tad: 

Jenny McCarthy hies appeared wide- 

eyed and open mouthed on the cover 

of every magazine known n> man* 

from People to Popular Mechanics, but you were 

[lie first one to have the sense to put her 

in diapers. 

Andrew Ho wet Is 

via the In term-1 

One word for “I Just Called to Say I'm 

Stupid ’: Genius! [Holiday Issue 

1996] \ could go on about how 

pound for pound it was the funniest thing 

I've ever read, but instead,ro the writers and 

anyone involved* again just one word: 

Thank si 

Ben Buhl 

NY NY What you neglected ro mention in your 

little blurb about the views of raxi 

drivers f"Foreign Correspondents 

I laid Taxis for Quotes," I loliday Issue 1996) 

is chat you journalists are the worst swindlers 

ii cabby can pick up. For years, you people 

took my words for nothing and then left 

without so much as a “thank you or a free 

copy of the publication, So I started my own 

website http://gabby.com and now just about 

every English-speaking radio station in the 

world (including NYC's 1010 WINS) calls 

me for my comments and observations. And 

guess what? They then send some money. 

Pefcy Ffiiuklftt aka 7 At C7,ud?y C.ahhy 

pet eAP gabby, com 

Have )on ever thought of calling yourself "Peter 

the Meter"? 1'hat rhymes, too...,. 

Send your correspondence to the Letters Editor, 

SPY, 49 East 21st Street. lUh floor, NYC 

10010 fE-mail: Spy MagazCaol-Comi. Please 

include sour daytime telephone number. Letters nut) 

be edited for length and clarity. 
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is an Anglo-American novelist 

and writer trapped inside the body of a 132-year-old 

Georgian woman. His fiction includes the savage bil 

dungs roman M) Idea of Fun and caption copy lor the 

Ralph Liu ten catalog. He also writes regularly for the 

British press—if you can call it a press. Currently living in 

vn sen 
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is the author of the nov¬ 
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about Chelsea Clinton and her "tans." Poppy has also worked as 
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Simon and Schuster in 
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Great 
Expectations 

NOBODY MINDS IF WE QUICKLY say a few words about Robot Death Speeches, 

do they? We believe that teenage girls have taken over the world and that new "service" magazines 

for men struck a mortal blow to whatever remained of male dignity* 

All tbar's left for men to do, here in May 

of 1997, is learn that there are different 

ways of handling a crisis. You can weep, 

of course, or even be an noyingly brave 

and stoic. But if you want to be remem¬ 

bered as a person exquisitely poised be¬ 

tween dignity and cowardice, then what 
you will do immediately is start work¬ 

ing on your Robot Death Speech. 

"Look, l>ave, I can see you're really 

upset about this/' says HAL, the mur¬ 

derous supercomputer in 2001, Stanley 

Kubrick’s epic of interstellar claustro¬ 

phobia, as he's being disconnected, "I 

know IVe made some very poor decisions 

recently. But I can give you my complete 

assurance that my work will be back to 

normal.. .1 want to help you.’ 

Snappy stuff. Since the day that 

Men's Health magazine first hit the stands 

with its ab-ml ling, mind-slimming, 

unforgivably evil ethos, an era of male 

integrity has been finally irretrievably 

lost. Forget it. It's over You might as 

well just lay your head back in a fizzing 

pool of hydraulic fluid and watch as your 

nib be red-steel limbs thrash themselves 

to bits. Or you could recycle the dying 

words of HAL, "I'm afraid,I’m 

afraid...The square root of K is 

1.7724538090., dog e to the base ten is 

0,4342944/' 

Similarly, the day it became clear 

that supermotivated teenage girls were 

taking over the world and that men had 

been rendered instantly obsolete by this 

sleek, new range of smarter, sexier, nim¬ 

bler power-mongers would have been a 

classic Robot Death Speech day. Men 

would have done well to recall the final 

utterance of just-decapitated robot Ian 

Holm in the movie Alien, delivered with 

the morbid relish that only a dying an¬ 

droid can muster, '' You still don't under¬ 

stand what you're dealing with. A perfect 

organism. I can't lie to you about your 

chances. But you have my sympathies/’ 

Yes, O modem man, the hour to come up 

with a good Robot Death Speech is at 

hand. You don't want to relinquish power 

but your logic boards tell you you must. 

As Rutger Hauer so movingly put it in 

Blade Runner, as his android life force 

ebbed away. “I've seen things you people 

wouldn't believe. Attack ships on fire off 

the shoulder of Orion. 1 watched e-beams 

glitter in the dark near the Tannhauser 

Gate. All those moments will be lost in 

time. Like teats in the rain.” All of us, 

we’re sure, could well say the samel 

James Mason delivers an early Robot Death Speech to a boned Sue Lyon, in the days before girls ruled the world and the RDS became de rigour, in Lolita. 

Cobyriqhted material 
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rurytJi biiieuu nueis cinu lecttneu 

Something realty wild is the XtreemGX-1! 
One of a revolutionary line 
of cameras with mind-blowing accessories. 
GX-1, GX-2, GX-3, GX-4! 
Each is an Advanced! Photo System. 
Every model has a splashproof body! 
Each uses fool-proof Advanced Photo System film! 
(Pops in, threads itself, pops out!) 
3 photo formats! 
Plus a storable Photo Index Card! 
(And the adventurous GX-4 
does it all... underwater!) 

PnOlO 

MINOLTA 
©1997 MINOLTA CORPORATION 
www. m i n oltau sa.com 
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Lice After Death 

Imagine you're dead Your 

corpse is in a ditch some* 

where, or lodged between 

asphalt and tire, speared on 

the tip of a water ski or 

shot in the head You begfr 

lo rcir just like any other 

piece of unattended meat, 

which brings out the in¬ 

sects, colonizing your 

corpse and laying their 

eggs there. The eggs 

become larvae, scrab¬ 

bling their way to adult¬ 

hood, expanding their 

turf {and eating it) ac¬ 

cording to the awesome 

exponential taw- "One 

Mother, 10,000 Eggs." 

That's the bad news. 

The good news is that 

while this is probably 

your first up-close-arid- 

personal experience of the 

corpse-rotting process, the 

Federal Bureau of 

Investigations is very famil¬ 

iar with It and can use its 

knowledge of insect behavior 

to figure out exactly how 

and when you died. This may 

help console your nearest 

and dearest, just as long as 

nobody shows them this offi¬ 

cial "forensic entomology" 

training-manuat excerpts; 

Case No. 1 

On 4 June the partially 

dad body of a young fe¬ 

male was found alongside a 

rural highway in the north- , 

western United States. An 

autopsy revealed that she 

had died of multiple head 

Even at this late date, mysteries continue to bedev¬ 

il the OJ. Simpson case. What really happened &i 

Rockingham? How come they’ve never found the 

murder weapon? Where did chat blood on the back gate 

come from? Here at SPY* however, what always bugged 

us was this; how come so many of the prominent voices 

tor the prosecution were so obviously uvarrng disguises} 

The following photographs* taken on the sidelines at a 

1989 NFL game where OJ. was commentating* dearly 

depict the erstwhile defendant wearing die infamous 

'’disguise” that investigators found in his Bronco dong 

with a passport and cash, Joining him in incognito mode 

were two men who would later campaign for his cotivu - 

tion: Fred Goldman and Geraldo Rivera! What weird 

and deadly facial-hair cabal were rhe three involved inf 

Was Groucho Marx involved? You be the judge. 

The real Fred Goldman, before 
tragedy struck, and before he 
started wearing the unw infamous 
Disguise. 

Daredevil newsman Geraldo Rivera in less 
complicated, less disguise-wearing times. 
Reportedly* Rivera first heard about the 
Disguise from good buddy Alan Dcrshowitz. 

OJ. Simpson putting the Disguise 
through its paces, prior to stowing ft 
away in his Bronco along with cash, 
a passport, and a large plastic bag. 

Squeaky-voiced sex offender iron Mike Tyson spends a goodpart of his time 

serving up power-packed “lefts" and “rights” to a series of unlucky* and 

usually feeble, opponents—for which he was paid a cool $75 million last 

year. Even white asleep, therefore, Mike earns ducats you and I can only 

dream of! During the 20 minutes he (like all humans) spends each night 

passing through a relaxed dreamlike state called hypnagogia, the 

squat right-hander nets the relaxing lump sum of 52*853.80! 

And if he belongs to the 10% of the population who suffer from 

sleep apnea—sporadic periods of interrupted breath¬ 

ing—he snares a bed-bug-defying $142.69 for every 
minute he doesn't breathe. We kid you not, you 

read correctly; “Earnan”' Mike Tyson gets paid not 
to breathe! 

16 SPY MAY JUNE 
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Miioietoasi an cereal 
SPY: I've been buying Wheaties for months for my son, but he’s not 

changing. Your product doesn't seem to be working. 

GENERAL MILLS: He's not growing, is that what you're saying? 

SPY: Well, it's not [inly that. He's not really a winner. He quits a lot. 

The people on the bos are very much not like ham. I was thinking if he 

started his day with this cereal he would change, but he hasn't. 

GM: Is this ah hr is eating? 

SPY: Well, he has it for break last and rbtn again later in the day 

GM: OK, because you need to have a balanced diet also. Wheaties 

aren't going to change who he is. 

SPY: Really? Even if he stares at the box? 

GM: Cereal isn't going to change you. —DavidFuchs 

Loon in the Limelight Dept. 

Chick D: mt to tot 
t's hard when someone dies: all that grief, the unsaid good-byes, the unfumigabie stench. For one former 

personification of hip-hop gravitas, however—Public Enemy frontman Chuck E>—die drive-by offing of 

i el low MC Tupac Shakur proved more than just a momentary downer; It fair drove him mad. Owner of the 

most authoritative black voice this side of James Earl Jones, Chuck D used to spend his days pontificating sen¬ 

sibly on the lot of the black man in America. Since Shakur’s death, however, he haunts the Internet, enumerat¬ 

ing his IS compelling' reasons why Shakur is still alive. Same sorts of issues, just a different, madder, spin. 

THE r[NE PRINT CONTINUES 

and neck wounds inflicted 

by a heavy sharp cbject_ 

Her brother reported her 

as • ■■lining approx mately 

four days priorto discov¬ 

ery of her corpse. 

Numerous fFy lar/ae (mag¬ 

gots.:, adult flies, and other 

insects were observed and 

collected in and around the 

vietun's wo urds. $ ame 

were placed alive n small 

containers and subsequent¬ 

ly reared to produ;e adult 

flies. Others were olaced 

immediately into liquid 

preservative. Numerous 

photographs of the crime 

scene, the surrounding 

vegetation, and the corpse 

we're taken. These pho¬ 

tographs Included enlarge^ 

merits Illustrating the adult 

hies and maggots present 
at the time the body was 

discovered. 

Based on this total array 

of evidence, entomologists 

determined that the first 

OLD, STRAIGHT-UP CHUCK NEW, STRAIT-JACKETED CHUCK 
One of our objectives Is to...rebuild the 

black man." 

■The corporate philosphy of Chuck's cloth¬ 

ing line, Rapp Style: "to offer designer qual¬ 

ity sportswear that's also affordable/' 

nr 

■"Blacks have been here for 400 

years...and have nothing other than our- 

'The cover of his next album has 2Pac looking like Jesus 

Christ... Coulcf he be planning a resurrection?'' 

I3"2Pac always wore a bul¬ 

let-proof vest but for 

some strange reason he 

didn't wear one this 

time...why not?" 

JEi"2Pae Died on Friday 

the thirteenth. 
il 

selves to show for it." 

■“A black leader takes care of his kids, en¬ 

dorses some sort of family structure and 

helps keep his community together." 

■"There's a small black 

community on the North side of 

|Vl 1 

'If [a] person claims that he's at the 

steering wheel of a force of oppression, then 

you make your move, you know what I'm 

saying?" 

HUI wonder sometimes if I'm not in the 

record business but in the racket business." 

■"Mercury Records has a legacy dating 

back to Max Roach, Quincy Jones and 

the first major rap artist the great 

Kurtis Blow/' 

town. This strip is only about eight 

blocks long. [Shakur's] attackers were 

black..,Where did they go? Where did 

they hide?" 

■"Suge [Knight] said he drove 2Pac to the hospital 

and they had a coherent conversation? How bad was 
n 

1l 

' fft-J \ 
"\ u 

rU| 'Las Vegas is still very much a mob town. No 

one gets killed on the strip." 

■"There are conflicting stories that Quincy 

Jones' daughter was in the back of the 

car.*.and then she wasn't,.what's the 

deal for real?' 
\u 

* 
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THE FINE PHI NT CONTINUED 

insects to colonize the re¬ 

mains, had arrived on 31 

May, The Army sergeant 

with whom die victim had 

been Iasi seen alive was 

arrested and charged with 

first degree murder. 

The Importance of 

Blowflies: EGGS 

Emotional Tupperware 
I fni yoip nn n mii Fan 

I ike chat array of great American Presidents carved tn the side of Mount Rushmore, our current President has 

I his own distinct facial strategy lor registering passion a ltd concern. Only; instead of granite, Clinton's is 

k carved into the living Me Nugget residue of his actual head-unit. Whenever anything, you know* happens, like 

31owfly eggs wi;l typically 

hatch within one to three 

[Jays, depending on species. 

The Importance of 

Blowflies: MAGGOTS 
Typically, large numbers of 

larvae hatch together and 

move around the corpse as 

a group, In doing so, they 

disseminate bacteria and 

secrete enzymes that en¬ 

able them to consume vir¬ 

tually all of the soft tissues 

of {he corpse. Their growth 

takes several days to sever¬ 

al weeks depending upon 

species, environmental 

conditions, and the number 

pf larvae present 

Case No* 3 
Recently, in New 

England, the fully-clothed 

body of a young adult 

woman was found in a 

parking Jot located behind 

an urban industrial com¬ 

plex. No insect evidence 

was 0J3 serve cl on or 

around the body during 

the preliminary crime- 

scene survey. As the inves¬ 

tigation proceeded, 

however, andl the body 

was warmed by the morn¬ 

ing sun, small numbers of 

green bottle files 

Ulhaenicia scricata) ’were 

observed feeding at the 

bullet wound. By the time 

the corpse was removed 

from the scene., patches of 

eggs were present in and 

around the wound. 

Knowing that the previous 

day's climatic conditions 

were ideal for blowfly ac¬ 

tivity, that adult blowflies 

are not typically active at 

night, and that blowflies 

would oe highly attracted 

to the pool of blood, ento¬ 

mologists concluded that 

the victim had been killed 

during the hours of dark¬ 

ness preceding the discov¬ 
ery of the body. 

i pet- liner going down or the Republican party winning a majority of sears in the House, or even daughter Chelsea 

sticking a tough landing during a performance afThe Nuftratkar, the First Features immediately begin to morph. 

H is Lx>ttom lip heads north, eventually engulfing the upper one entirely, while the rest of his face billows gently in 

the emotional breeze. In an exercise essential co the smooth functioning of this democracy, see if you can tell w hich 

face goes with which pronouncement of national disaster, concern, or just everyday rotund bonhomie. 

A. President Clinton attends a cer¬ 
emony at the Vietnam Memorial. 
Nope. Still not going. 

B. Making sense of the TWA Flight 
BOO crash, the President consults a 
scale model of a Stinger missile, 

C. During a speech to the AFL-CIO 
convention in San Francisco, Clinton 
pauses to unionize his thoughts, 

D. At the funeral of Israeli P.M. 
Yitzhak Rabin, our leader mulls 
over the Air Force One seating plan. 

E, More thoughts on Flight 8DD. 
Whose crazy idea was it that we could 
fly in the first place? 

F. Announcing the nomination of 
Anthony Lake as CIA director* 

39 'D§ 'VP SM *01 '31 

B Libya's Colonel Gaddafi and his towel-headed friends may lambast this 
W country for our rampant drug-taking and the fact that all our women 
L are sex slaves* But take a look at the average household income for a 
ft family of four and ask yourself this: In what other country do people ac* 

tually get paid to be free? For the 20 minutes or so of freedom that the 
average American spends stuck in traffic each day listening to morning- 

show disc jockies How kazoos into the microphone* he or she accrues a 
Plymouth-rockin1 $2.76! Just for sitting in a car! Dome evening they 

can rake in a star-spangled $2,10 while enjoying the frank and 
v open debate on CNN's Crossfire. Dr if Ma and Pa America really 

-4/^ want to hit pay dirt, they’d take in Junior's three-hour Little 

— League game and earn a whopping nest»egg-heard»round-the- 
world of $12.60! 
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Dang It 
-Whycan't f swear? 

1 even in .to-** 11,11 ”** ! 

blistering 

happen. 
of the 

salt! the F-wotd. 

rroffllh^ni‘viIg,n.i-n>i»re«y^i 

can-l even type i>- '11 ,ry- 

F ..FU..FU-.= •• 

Nope. Not got1'12 

duel ^pe-' 

Persecution of innocents 
mis oi Miking rou cure 

"Joseph Buck."’ {jg-seF-'UCK) 

Turns out the woman is sick 

to htr rt-n tow! 

SETTING THE BAIT fe ]oseph Hack calling 

SPY (to VOicemaO): Ms ,Sl°®^ ^,.w York. 1 was given your nutn *r 

splash! I*#*! "«#*ine an assignment that l think you img* 

bv [name withheld]. atKi 1 ‘ . hc „ive me a call' 

i tefe** 0° 1“!” ”l“ HM . 1W*"* * “ , , 

Shiga: Hi *i« ■ » ‘ ' ' ,*1. wO*# *«" »“ ‘ 

a ^T^'-r 

or a working journalise in this rrain-spotting, gangsta-rapping age, what 

could be worse than not being able to say or &m type the F word (you know: 

starts with F, rhymes with "Hick")? Yet in an issue of the Utm Reader-—chat Harper’s of the massage- 

tool crowd—last winter, one Beth Wollsenberger Singer confessed to exactly that problem. Motivated part¬ 

ly by a genuine desire to am1 her, and partly nut of sheer human woohoolcy, SPY mounted an assault on Ms. 

Singers voicemail. posing as 
the in 

SPY (to voicemail); Ms. Siagu hi «, t, 

Sort,, you keq, ending up in voicemail liT' 

<wr hJ .p. g" “Zi, *■"»-w*. .!.>• ™ 
fl* S“T Pybl'a*». i wp ™, 

SPY. Um, we hav,...thewi a ^ £ . 

Stf H? ■ t -*«•%£ _ 
V1- Er,.. Joseph Hock? 4Tlk 

Singer: ye, gj 

SPY: Urn (inaudible whktwti - 

Singer: Y«. chunk ™u. >0U ^ hM? 

SPY: I m sorry, he’s in a meeting r,„ I h , 

he wanted me robaveame^ S’"m’ 

SPY: Yeah okay, i ll um,, w,„ um , 

Smger: He can call me, ‘ 
SPY: Okay, thanks a lot 

^ . David link and a Joseph H,Kk. 

SPELLING IT OUT 

■ *» *»«*-££.■££ Y* “h”"* ‘s“n *** **■* 

**»«. - vw w££lt^'";u'c"3-u-£- 
,Wur'""S1Pi'rpaifeJmthlJmorn;.. ^.‘atirngtorj^j, ,j1Mn 

z" “ »» r„«, 
address is. t, 11 me via e-mail my © 

WHY DON'T WE DO IT IN THE SUPERHIGHWAY? 

SPY: Thought I'd try a cyber-approach since our voice messages seem to be 

missing their targets. One of your phone messages tor some reason ended 

up in the mailbox of our accounts manager David Httok (rhymes with 

"cook ') rather than in mine. Joseph Hucque (rhymes with “duck"). Give 

me a call if you get a chance, my number is [number withheld]. 

Joseph 1 fucque 

Editor 

* * ^SPLASH! ITALIA! ** * 

Singer: Hi, this is a message for joseph^H^.-' Um, my name is Beth 

Wolfensbergcr Singer. The e-mail you sent me got here line, J don’t 

know if you have something specific in mind, or just something gener¬ 

al. I will be out of the office tomorrow' and Friday, but back nn Monday. 

Good luck {giggles]. Bye-bye. 

" RHYME and reason 

SPY: (to voicemail) Ms. Sin^r, itfj*,* (lutl)Ue., ■ 

ssrrzlm "*rve ^<,n i«* *4 ** £ 
, JC J" m *onn* t(Y you a^ain tomorrow, but if 

?,iU L p ' ^ from ™ pretty early, why don't you ttygiv- 

l?|rn^As,vebee^“ 
You 'll speak to Hack! 

Give me a call. Bye-bye. 
Singer: NO RESPONSE 

© 

© ■our 
endgame 

SPY- Hi Sussex Publishers can S hdpy 

i",,;. v«.; mi » m- * <■> 

[extension withheld] 

SPYi Joseph? 

Singer; Yts. 
SPY: Do you have the last name' 

Singer: Yes. H-U-GQ-U-E. 

SPY: Um, could you hold 

on a second? [Pause] Can Ik—oh. u- 

tension 

© 
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Jfj f. 
K • *- 

. 

: ;.r. 

Ms^ 1U 
-*>• 

t’s May, almost summer. And how bummed out are you about the prospect of spending another two months 
having sand kicked m your face, or of kicking sand In other people's faces if that's your thing? Very, right? 
That kind of behavior may have gotten you noticed in the fifties, but nowadays the only quality that matters 

in a beach bum is the G-quality: Genius! Forget about fitting into your bikini, follow the SPY workout regimen and 
fit into a fruity Spanish art film instead! 

Day 1-5: Squint off into the distance, as if after a re¬ 
ceding ship. Practice line: “This time 
tomorrow...where will they be?” 10 reps. 

Day 6-10; Practice daubing sunblock on your 
nose...and in your bellybutton. 

Day 11: With flashcards, memorize difference be¬ 
tween flotsam and jetsam. 

backwards to waiting towel. Line is, “Kroz rednammoc, 
emit siht niw uoy." 

Day 26-27: Practice putting seashelf to ear and nod¬ 
ding head, as if to cool, jazzy beat. 

Day 28: In conversations today, during pauses, line is: 
“Guess, I opened up a pearl and found an oyster. 
Huh, babe.” Make it work! 

Day 12-17; Line is “I don>t burn, I rust.” 100 reps. Day 29-30: Let a fistful of sugar or salt trickle 
through your fingers. Line is: “Each one a tiny 

Day 18-19: Disassemble microscope, use as snorkel. world.” Smile ruefully, then with crazy laughter, 
“Shit!” 5,000 reps. 

Day 20-25; Using inflatable pool set up in backyard, 
practice emerging feet first from the waves and running Day 31: Forget how to swim, 
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Calvin 
West.. 

in pinup Joel ...and royal screwup 
Princess Stephanie? 

. w 
\ 

Tough-talking tuber Mr. 
Potato Head... 

...and rude-talking nut 
Martin Lawrence? 

Mmd-expandmg artist 
David Hockney... 

...and large-headed fun 
ster Drew Carey? 

I 
and nasal satirist Bill Cable specialist Robert 

One-hit wonder Chris 
Isaak... 

...and one more Fonda 
Bridget Fonda? 

IMS IS SIMM lain Iackin brown/1 hit the town.'Oh, those well-canned Spanish chicks 

in their colored ruffle-gowns": hard-rockin' lyrics chat could easily 

have sprung from the Ups of former SPY editor Tony Hendra. 

Hendra, probably best known for his 19B4 role as Ian Fairh, manager of 

evergreen metal combo Spinal Tap, has recently found the guts to reinvent 

himself as a public champion of Spanish womens backs. Two of the fol¬ 

lowing paragraphs, written by the chunky blond SPY alum, appeared in 

Esquire and Harper*.Sr. Can you spot the phony Tony? 

A. "In Andalusia last summer, 1 was in heaven. An ocean of backs. 

Backs of caramel, backs of flan. Backs of olive, cognac, uniuna, man¬ 

darin, cafe a)n leche. In the fetias, young women parade in Day-Glo fla¬ 

menco dresses smothered with ruffles, tiered skirts sweeping the 

pavement, high in the front to protect their virgin virtue and cut to the 

tailbone in the back. No wonder Spanish guys are hot-blooded, Catholic 

countries understand the power of suggestion," 

B. "It's the third day of the Feast of La Virgin del Mar on Spain's Costa 

del Sol, and the Hotel Torreluz has barred its glass doors against scores of 

squirming, giggling nymphets. Through the heavy cu bed panes, they are 

mouthing the names of their heroes: “Enrique! " “Emilio!" "Fran! Those 

not dressed in Gap T-shirts and Reeboks are wearing bright doll-like fla¬ 

menco dresses, little mountains of ruffles sweeping to the sidewalk: when 

they turn away, the deep V-cut backs reveal an iridescence of Andalusian 

tans—flan, olive, Cognac, chestnut, (aftcon leiht\" 

C. "Sister Concepcion lifts the heavily jewelled chalice from its niche 

in the wral! and, with a pendulous crystal dropper, administers the viscous 

sacrament to the many-tongued girlhood of Andalusia. The)- kneel before 

her, flamenco dresses slathered in ruffles and slashed, almost literally, to 

the top of the butt-crack in the rear, offering up an interior decorators colo 

chart—a veritable rainbow connection—of gorgeously tanned backs. 

There are backs of flan, cognac, and caf e con lecke, backs of coast and bal¬ 

sa. Ocher backs, sandalwood backs. Backs of teak, mntombo anti fawn. Its 

better—almost—than seeing their cits, seeing their 

lovely brown backs in this way." 
3 :dTMSNV 
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Integrity Watch 

lit nee Beniee Me, SPY has built its empire, such as it is, by 

tempting the weak willed with truckloads 

of non-existent money and then giggling 

in the wings as their principles crumble. Christian 

colleges have agreed to change their names rn that 

of an old Jewish womans for millions of dollars; 

Jimmie "Dyn-O-Mite!" Walker was willing to 

lend his acting skills to a film version of Hogan's 

Heroes (lovable Nazis and all) for a much-needed 

paycheck—the list* quite literally, goes on and 

on. So when we read chat cash-strapped St, 

Patrick’s Cathedral was offering to name individ¬ 

ual pipes of its organ after members of the public, 

lor a piddling donation of $50, wo quickly dust¬ 

ed off our lantern of truth and rushed over to in¬ 

vestigate. Hope you enjoy our new direction. 

VfimeLiddy 
Si, P-atntk's Calltednii 

I -Kill Mjaii-rOii Ahciiur 
Nl-hh Yurt, NY |<M 

J Dm* Ms 1 u\4y. 

Pkiive licit;pi tiifw iliitcOmrku hi helpwiih(he rrMoralionvtyourbeautiful 
I pifnLHnp»n. Wcu*? dedk'Jk nnc pipe, and commcmeualivc icin'), to "Bacon,' 
one co "Lcciucc," ind one -please- to “Tssmaio." I realize (he usuries are ;l Sis 
unuMUil. bmt [hey Ii.hhl: j,iI significance for Hire* manlier* nf utu Malt, guy* 

h-sve been ilh US (hr Mi-vcrul years oml, well, we ihmk H tumid just be 
grc-al. 

I'hartk vim s'nr yimr lime m«J eiinrl. anil bc-i nl luck nr-irc ihc necessary tunds 
K» rcsinre the organ. Tate ..ire and. onue njiam, il|<i k-si of luck m you in ynur 
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We all know that people sometimes get down on their luck 
and need a little, you know, assistance, but is it morally right 

that welfare recipients should actually GET PAID TO 
LIVE?! The $366 a month the average welfare recipi¬ 

ent (with two kids] makes from the U.S. govern¬ 
ment may not seem like mychT until you consider 
the average human expds 150 grams of feces a 
day. That's right: these sponges rake in eight 
cents for every gram they poop! Plus, they earn 
approximately $83.IB for every millimeter their 
toenails grow as they sit watching TV. And, if that 

weren’t enough, for every inch of hair they grow on 
their non-working heads they earn $549! It's a world 

out of whack! 

Real A Usl 
Was Hollywood insider 

Arthur "The Foriz Fonzarelli 

perhaps trying to sneak a mes¬ 

sage to the outside world when 

he banged his fist on a broken 

jukebox and, as the music surged 

back to life, declared with an 

alarm-sounding thumbs up, 

”A!’ f You be the judge. But a 

mountain of evidence would 

seem ro suggest that in the en¬ 

tertainment industry, at least, 

ail's well that ends, er. with 

an A,—Ran dee Mia Berman 

AliciA (Silverstone) 

MadormA 

SelenA 

TyrA (Banks) 

SantA (Claus) 

Paul A (Abdul) 

(Alan) AldA 

MariA CcmchitA (Alonzo) 

(Paul) AnkA 
BarbrA (Streisand) 

AfrikA BambaataA 

MarisA (Tomer) 

DeltA (Burke) 

TishA (Campbell) 

ClaudiA (Schiffer) 

JuliA (Child) 

ThelmA (from Scoobie Doo) 

ElvirA 

ILitA (Ford) 

SamanthA (Fox) 

JessrcA (Hahn) 

UmA (Thurman) 

LaToyA (Jackson) 

ChakA (Khan) 

NastassjA (Kinski) 

(Pat) MoritA 

OrcA (killer whale) 

Brigitte Nielsen 

RheA (Perlman) 

AnabellA SciorrA 

PapA (Smurf) 

LorettA (Swit) 

PiA ZadorA 
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Gray Area 

Ilanis Morissette caught flak from the language faristi for misusing the word '‘ironic'' in 

her hit single “home.” We joined in the laughter, but found ourselves nerdily wondering 

whether irony, these days, has become a matter of degree, like height or pregnancy', We 

asked Ridiard Klein, author of Et/t Fat, Edward Tenner, author of When Things Bite Batik; and Steve 

Pemmlc, senior editor at A 1 eniam - Webster* \ Collegiate Dictionary, ro rank a few cases* Did they ever 

■ 0. Henry's story about a man selling his watch to buy fancy 

shampoo for his girlfriend, who, unbeknownst to him, had sold her 

hair to buy him a watch chain? 

Klein: This is double irony. He hopes that his gift w ill produce 

the greatest happiness in her, and she hopes her gift will produce the 

greatest happiness in him, but for precisely this reason, the two gifts 

cancel each other out and become gifts that produce the greatest un¬ 

happiness. Tenner; As I remember it, it was something other than 

shampoo, * ,and at least her hair was going to grow' back* 

SCORE: 8.3 

■The Who's Pete Townshend receiving medical treatment despite 

having penned the line, "Hope 1 die before I get old"? 

Klein: Dramatic contradiction, almost a form of hypocrisy. 

SCORE: 8 

■Wendy's burger magnate Dave TflQITiaS having quadruple bypass 

surgery'? 

Klein: An irony of fare, a form of dramatic irony* Tenner: 1 

I mi ly. Tins is SU r reu l, 

a violent juxtaposi¬ 

tion* Chardonnay is 

supposed to be color¬ 

less and pure and 

translucent, bur a 

black fly is like death 

amidst this purity. 

Tenner: Not really the same genre as the others. Perrault: Much 

ironic than Dave Thomas s heart surgery, 

SCORE: 4.7 

■A tequila worm in your chardonnay' 

Klein: Doubly ironic—On the one hand, [here's the surprise 

of finding something in your wine; on the other hand, there's the 

surprise of finding vour worm in something other than tequila. 

Tenner: Nor ironic. 

SCORE: 3 

have no idea about Dave Thomas's eat¬ 

ing habits. Perrault: More ironic 

than a fly in y-<ur chardonnay. 

SCORE; 6,7 

■ Bryan Adams—whose album 

Waking ap fbt Neighbm went plat¬ 

inum—buying, and temporarily 

shutting down, the pub next to his 

house London because the noise 

kept him from sleeping? 

Klein; A less interesting form of 

irony “dramatic contradiction" — 

that w hat he says and what he does 

arc two different things, 

Perrault: That's cer¬ 

tainly something 

that people would 

call ironic. 

SCORE: 6 

■ ”A black fly in 

your chardonnay ? 

Klein: That's 

kind of a Visual 

■ Rain on your wedding day? 

Klein: This is an irony of fate because a wedding day promis¬ 

es blue skies. Pe trail It; I've heard people use the word in this way* 

Tenner: Is that some sort of proverb? is something supposed to 

happen it there's rain on vour wedding day? 

SCORE: 2.7 

■Looking out your window' at the pouring rain and saying, "Oh, 

what a nice day”? 

Klein: This could be different things, 

but it could be sarcasm. 

SCORE: 1.3 

■ Susan tucci not winning an 

Emmy for 16 years straight? 

Tenner: This isn't ironic, al¬ 

though there’s something ironic 

about “prizes."" 

Perrault: Less 

ironic than 

Bryan Adams 

closing down the 

pub. Klein; Who 

is Susan Lucci? 

SCORE: 0.3 

Pete Tmvmhend and 

Dave Thomas experience 

com plications 
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Schindler's List. The Godfather. Midnight Cowboy. AN have at one time or 

another been crowned Best Picture of the Year ar Hollywood's annua] 

spasm of self-congratulation: the Academy Awards. But just how does 

a Him rise to the top of the heap and win the hearts and votes of members of 

the Academyr1 Could it possibly be as simple as just asking to be nominated'' 

Each year the producers of even dreadful films run two-page lull-color S 10,200- 

a-day ads in Variety, begging to be considered lor Best Picture. We called a number of ag¬ 

grieved studios, whose output somehow failed to garner nominations, to find out exactly 

what it was about their films they felt should have given them the edge over the The English 

Patient and Shine. —Nick Stevens 

GscaKII go nuts 

for The Nutty 

Prof (if The 

Rock doesn't 
roll away with him first!}. 

Oscar de la Ho-hum 
FIP VOir COMIMHI 

w-jarn 

H^9ti 
SPY’S CONTINUING GUIDE TO THE ANIMAL KINGDOM'S POWER-PLAYERS, 

"They don’t show affection as you or I would describe itr but they are the most 

benign of the crocodilian*. Their reputation is a consequence of them being pushed 
and Man being stupid. Let’s say you move to Florida and you’re one of those 'no 
fear1 types. You go out to the edge of your canal and you see a gator. So 

throw him a dead fish or two and then your children come out and throw 

some donuts or some marshmallows. And then Fluffy the dbg goes 
out and jumps in to grab the marshmallow, and the alligator jumps 

fm. 

Fluffy, drags him underneath, and eats him. Then 

Florida Fish & Game and they come out and they 
Also, they are difficult to sen. Males have a penis 
males don’t, hut the penis is held internally and so we 
to probe their vents,where fecal material is expressed, 

make that determination. As far as their personali 

ties, they are just like humans or other ani 
tnals—there is a wide range 
Behfer, Curator of Reptiles 
Bronx Zoo 

STRIPTEASE DA YUGHT THE NUTTY STAR TREK: 101 OALMATIONS 
PROFESSOR FIRST CONTACT 

Castle Rock Universal Imagine Ent. Paramount Disney 

“It's kind of 
obvious what sets 
it apart- 
that Demi Moore 

was paid $12.5 
million to do this.” 

“I don't know, uh, 
I mean you can’t 
quote me on any¬ 

thing, but[censored 

due to journalistic 
integrity.]” 

Executives could 
not be reached by 
phone but sent 
nifty press kit. 

“I don’t think any* 
body here is going 
to talk on the 
record about that.’1 

“You know what? 
I don't know 

(nervous giggle.)” 

THE FILM: 

THE STUDIO 

WHAT IS IT 
ABOUT THIS FILM 

THAT MAKES IT A 
CANDIDATE FOR 

BEST PICTURE? 
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EVENT 

NY Yankees 

defeat Atlanta 
Braves, 1996 

World Series 

University of 
Oklahoma de¬ 

feats Texas, 
October 1996 

CONFESSION OF DIVINE HELP VEGAS TONY SAYS 

Yankee relief pitcher and Series MVP 

John Wetteland: "My point mart is Jesus 

Christ' tf 

Oklahoma coach John Blake: "This was 

Jesus Christ working through my players/' 

Holy field defeats Boxer Evander Holyfietd: "You can choose 

Tyson , against me anytime, but when God is in- 

November valued Jesus is alive and He takes credit. 

1996 for it and I thank God/' 

"Basically, what God would have done there is bet the mon¬ 

ey line, He probably could have got about 'plus 180/ mean¬ 

ing you bet $100 to win $180* So what He was able to do 

was bet His bankroll of $1,000 and win $1,800." 

"Now Texas was an enormous favorite and in that sort of 

situation with college football, you want to bet the point 

spread. So God would have made a bet of $2,790 on 

Oklahoma, plus the points/' 

"Here's where God becomes godlike. He gets Holyfield, 

that's His entire $5,340, at 22 to 1, Now hardly anybody got 

those odds, but they were available for a while* God was 

probably the first deity in line, so He was able to do 50, too." 

2,800 

5,340 

122,820 

Florida Gators Quarterback and Heisman-trophy winner 

defeat Florida Danny Wuerffel: "CNJothing can compare 

State Seminotes, with the knowledge of knowing and having 

Sugar Bowl a loving and living relationship with Jesus/' 

"Florida was a favorite there so there was no money line 

and He would have made a straight bet on the point spread. 

So God would have bet $122,815—the maximum. His win 

on that would be $111,650." 

234,470 

Jacksonville Jaguars offensive tackle Tony Boselli; "The 

Jaguars defeat Lord healed me (of the flu) and a I lowed me 

Denver Broncos, to play/' 

January 1997 

"Once aga i n f yo u have to be a superhuman sp 0 rts bettor to get 1,406 >820 

this, but God was able to get down at 5 to 1. It's a big, pro 

game, so there's definitely money lines everywhere. So God bet 

the entire bankroll, $234,470* God's win was $1,172,350/' 

Green Bay 
Packers beat 
S.F. 49ers, 
January 1997 

Green Bay defensive end Reggie White: "The Packers were favorites over the 49ers so He again 2V685T740 
"God had a plan for this." would have made a straight bet on the point spread. He 

would have bet $1,406,812 to win what He did, which is 

$1,278,920/' 

5,127,320 

Green Bay 

Packers defeat 

Patriots, 
January 1997 

Super Bowl 

Duck-walking wide receiver and Super "It landed right on 14 [the point spread I 

Bowl star Andre Rison: "I'd like to thank so it's a gigantic rebate all over gam- 

Jesus Christ/' bling land. But 13 1/2 was out there 

and He would have snagged it God 

made an additional $2,441,580 

and probably got a free T-shirt." 

it Lamt God, according to unkempt physicist Albert Einstein, does not play dice. It’s a nice idea, 

Albert, but unfortunately not a true one. Back in the day, perl'tapcg when God—or “Jesus 

Christ" as I le insisted He be called during His famous and ill dated dalliance on this 

Earth—was indignantly upending all those betting tables on the chinch steps. He may have 

had His gambling problem under control, but sadly, like so many things over the Last 2/HKD 

God has changed, lb listen to the voices coming out of the nation s athletic locker rooms these 

days. God Jesus is not merely taking a healthy, red-blooded interest in sporting events, I le’s 

actually influencing their outcomes. With the help ol one "Vegas" Tony Curtis, publisher of 

[he “Las Vegas Advisor/ SPY set out to put together a conservative estimate of how much 

God made Iasi year with His omnipotent shenanigans—Lissoming He had started with stake 

money ol a mere SI,000. "I came to Las Vegas to beat His Vegas when 1 turned 21, explains 

Tony. "I've been a player on the streets and all that, so that's where we get this information." 

Total! 



Hello Dali! 

SPY Caller I.D. 
: Ml op Inge Girl? 

nsvvcring the relephone in the [TukIcjtl age can he an unnerving exqierience tor rhe simple bet chat 

it could be anyone on, die other end of that line! A Nazi doctor could have taken time out of h is 

busy schedule to give you a buzz, nr even a crazed Uiker. AAftGH! 

Well, relax. lair the first time ever in a national magazine, SPY uses plain old paper-V-ink technol- 

f ogt to let you detc mi tie exactly who's calling, is it Jean-Mit, hel Basquiat or Dominique Moct-anu? 

Vincent van Gogh or Liv Tyler? Simply staple the follow mg "Caller ID device tii the wall next to the 

phone and, by asking a iew simple questions, determine once and tor all the sociopolitical essence of your fellow 

conversationalist -artist or teenage girl! 

Do you squint at your Are you chasing Do you dress like Do you shave your 
thumb for a sense of epiphany in an ocean ► Gwen Stefani, lead * head and have a 
perspective? of woe and doubt? singer of Ho Doubt? pointy little beard? 

1 L 
V 

i t Does your younger JF Do you shave your T _ Have you ever farted brother amuse his legs and have pointy 
Do you hint to your * ► in front of your high ► friends with photos of ^ little breasts? 
mom that youTre using school football team? you in the shower? * 
contraceptives? i \ 

■ 

I * \ \ 
Have you ever cut a 
cow in half and pick- Has milk ever shot out Were you making a 

your nose at lunchtime? B 

1 

“statement”? 

1 
led it in formaldehyde? 9 

I I ♦ 

Does your dealer amuse 

Japanese businessmen 
with photos of you 

sticking a buliwhip up 
your bottom? ^ 

Do you keep your 
work simple, believing 
that “less is more"? 

O 

Have you ever gone 
to second base with 
a guy? 

I 
\ 

Have you ever cut a 
pickle in half and 
eaten it for lunch 
and dinner? 

♦ ♦ 
Do you date boys with 
pimples* as long as 
they have a car? 

\ 

Have you ever gone to 
Studio 54 with that 

guy Julian Schnabel? 

\ ♦ 
Do you tie up your 
hair in a “scrunchy”? 

I 

Out of the nauseating void has pro¬ 
truded another self, a shimmery 

presence on the phone. An artist! 

Omigotf!!! Like, the person you, 

like, are talking to is, like, totally a 

teenage girl! Artist? As if! 

2NSPV MAY TUM h-'C 
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I ike any magazine that gives two huocs about the shifting sexual tides of the nineties, SPY 

has been looking for a decent sex-with-rabbis advice columnisc for years now. And we 

are triumphant. Our new anonymous expert has, to date, had full penetrative intercourse 

with two rabbis (one Orthodox, one Reform.) and one rabbi's soil; she's been to third base with 

a Conservative cantor, second base with an unaffiliated, newly ordained rabbi; and lias genital- 

ly groped a Conservative rabbi during a '’business meeting." Why have an advice column on 

rabbi sex in the first place? Because Catholic priests are celibate, stupid! 

Dear Scrupled, 

Its a holy experience, and informative 

roo, lying nude with your mb hi while he re¬ 

gales you with Talmudic wisdom, whispering 

Mui men ides in your ear, pressing your body 

against his while he demonstrates on you how 

Moses parted ihc Red, how a burning bush 

smokes, how the walls of Jericho ran come 

tumbling down. My advice? If they warn to 

know you biblically, enjoy your exodus. 

Dear Ms. Fve-Had-Sex- With-Muttipie- 

Rabbis: Regular guys always want you to play a 

French maid or wear It cor set underpants. What 

should l he prepared for with a rabbi? 

—“Wet Behind the Ears," AM 

Dear Wet, 

Most rabbis have a deep ardor for 

Biblical heroes, and they usually transfer that 

zest Into bedroom antics. My exs favorite 

characters were randy King Solomon and his 

menagerie of concubines. In rhe spirit of the 

wise king, he would invite me into his desert 

tent by covering the two of us with a blan¬ 

ket, before bestowing carnal knowledge 

upon me. He would have me ride atop him, 

like Moses floating down the Nile in his bas¬ 

ket as a babe, or ask me to re-create Eve, 

whose provocative exploits with him as 

Adam alone were enough to exile us from 

the Garden. 

Dear Ms. rve-Had-Sex-Wiih-Mtiltipfe- 

Rabbis: Can yon tell what a rabbi will &■ like by 

his jwwjffl ? 

—"Looking for Clave" TX 

Dear Looking, 

Like an oversized pepper shaker in a bad 

restaurant, the length of a rabbi's sermon is 

almost always inversely proportionate to the 

size of his penis. Stay away from rabbis who 

make long-winded speeches if satisfaction is 

something that matters to you. 

Dear Ms. rva-Had-$ex-With-Munipte- 

Rabbh: i ttt thinking about switching ttv&r from 

a Reconstruction ist Rabbi to an Orthodox one. 

Should I? 

— Tom, ” NJ 

Dear Tom, 

1 recently found my boyfriends 

yarmulkc in my laser printer, and his zizith 

(ritual undergarment) in with my under¬ 

pants in the hamper Orthodox men are ter¬ 

ribly alluring because they take God with 

them into each room of your house, an in¬ 

termingling of rhe spiritual and the mun¬ 

dane that is very sexy. The blue velvet 

covers of his prayer shawl lying uncon¬ 

sciously next to a dildo on the side; the tas¬ 

sels of his ritual undergarment draping the 

edges of his erect member when he stands 

up without his pants on; the way he prays 

facing east, even though he winds up bow¬ 

ing toward two erotically entangled German 

Expressionist nudes hanging on my wall 

these are the gifts that Orthodox rabbis 

bring into your life. 

Dear Ms. rve-Had'Sex-With-Muftipie- 

Rabb/St How do you fevl about da tiny a 

Hasidic rabbis? 

—“Picky, “ PA 

Dear Picky, 

It's terribly erotic because t lie re's alvs li\ s 

the possibility that he'll make love to you in 

Yiddish, that lie'll say things like, "Metric 

shame maidele, me me k I trine puppik, w.urr 

to knipple your nipple, oy," 

Dear Ms. Irve-Had-$ex*With-Multiple- 

Rabbis: What about cantors? 

Dear Ms. rve-Had-Sex-W/tb- 
Multiple-Rabbis: Fit had m * u on a 
particular rabbi for some twh now. .\uy ups 

jor seducing him? 

—H impatient," 

Dear Impatient, 

If you want tn htxik a rabbi, 

ask him for copies of all ol his 

Yom Kippur sermons. Also, 

don't be afraid to use ritual ob¬ 

jects. One of my most suc¬ 

cessful seductions was 

during an afternoon sniree, 

when I spontaneously 

poured Manischcwitz 

kiddush wine on a 

Reform rabbi's private 

parts and licked oft the 

holy libation. We both 

felt biased. 

Dear Ms. IWe-Had- 

With-Multtpie-Rabbis: Yn. 

on my first non secular, and Ym 

feeling apprehensive about 

hat ing premarital sex. Do you 

ever feel guilty about it? 

—■" Scrupled, "If 

SPY has no evidence that the man 

pictured has ever had sex. 

"Jazz Singer," FA 

I )enr jazz, 

Their passion for the 

human voice reverberates 

nit cly between the sheets, I'll 

never forget the first time l hai I 

sex w ith a Reform cantor. 

We had undressed and 

were proceeding with 

ioreplay. Sudden tv, 

without warning, 

this nebbishy gin 

began singing 

the Psalm of 

Psalms, increasing 

his volume and tempo 

with each new gyration nt 

his pelvis. The sex wasn't 

great bur the music was 

tern fit. 

Dear Ms. Vve-Had-Sex- 

Wi th-M uf tiple- Rabbis: 

U hat. >overall, is the best ti nr. 

about being with a rabbi: 

—"Big Picture, "OH 

Dear Big Picture, 

They’re of God. Men 

that don't believe in God 

believe rhar they are God t 

simply prefer the former. 
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BELOW 

The Bellway 

ll Feminine Pieioieioi 
As HARD AS IT MAY BE TO BELIEVE, Bill Clinton was actually 

invulnerable not too long ago. No matter that there was a Chinese arms dealer on the sofa, friends 

of a Mafia hood admiring the framed photo of Bill pitch-and-putting with Greg Norman, the allegations 

that Clinton peddled Administration 

favors for cash, though so much more 

colorful than Whitewater, would not 

stick. This was in part because the 

White House springtime spin machine 

was in postseason form, it was a stroke 

of genius, after all, to present the hard¬ 

ball fund-raisers held in the Oval Office 

as “coffees." Clinton was depicted as of¬ 

fering Asia’s most ambitious exporters 

nothing more than a warm beverage 

and the grudging “drink-up-and- 

leave” hospitality that such a minimal 

gesture implies. 

But there was another, less con¬ 

spicuous, less usual force at work on be¬ 

half of the President, one that 

continues, in facr, to work for him: 

femininity. 

THERE IS Hillary, of course, 

recolored as a summer person. She 

commandeered The Rush O'Donntii 

Shouf for the inelegant launch of a 

new wide-eyed image: “Some¬ 

times I II look at my husband 

and hell be doing something re¬ 

ally official and important, and 

III rhink, my gosh, he's the 

President and we live in the White 

House. Forget healthcare and wel¬ 

fare reform; her role in the second 

term is now clear—it is to spin Bill's 

image into that of a proper hus¬ 

band, and his patchy record into one 

worthy of the history books, 

But Hillary's new aura hardly 

compares in intensity with those of 

Chelsea Clinton, Madeleine Albright, 

and Katharine Graham, the three new 

yonic totems of Washington, All three 

are deemed to have had that political¬ 

ly invaluable asset; a difficult personal 

history, triumphantly overcome. 

Criticism is deemed churlish, or in 

Washington's favorite term of condem¬ 

nation, “mean-spirited.'' 

In Chelsea’s case, newspapers now 

deny with straight faces that they might 

ever have thought the First Adolescent 

less than perfect. This year, while 

comparing Chelsea’s dress to Carolyn 

Bessette Kennedy’s wedding gown, rhe 

Washington Post, for example, noted that 

“Four years ago, the shining blond Gore 

girls were the objects of adoration and 

12-year-old Chelsea Clinton was the butt 

of cruel television jokes/’ 

Television? The Post allows itself a 

shorter memory than it does its inves¬ 

tigative targets. Four years ago, it used 

its front page to publish one of the cru¬ 

dest pictures ever printed ol the gawky 

12-year-old. As rbe Post’s rival, the 

Washington Times remarked at the rime, 

‘ The Washington Post used its front page 

to publish the one-—-maybe the only— 

shot depicting Chelsea as a goofball, 

with her head tipped back and her 

tongue hanging our. You would have to 

be an insensitive oaf not to cringe at 

the thought of Chelsea on Monday 

morning, spotting the picture over her 

bowl of cornflakes, running from the 

cable in a flood of tears.’’ 

It may be unacknowledged 

guilt that has led Chelsea's former 

tormentors to reverse their position 

so decisively. But underlying the 

new plaudits is also the recogni¬ 

tion that it might not have been 

easy ro survive the First Family, and 

that despite having a compulsive 

flirt as a father and a hyperintelli- 

gent cattle futurist as a mother, she 

has apparently emerged with self-es¬ 

teem intact. 

A similar tribute is awarded to 

Madeleine Albright. Just weeks after she 

won Senate confirmation as Secretary7 ol 

State, the Washington Post revealed that 
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her parents were Jewish refugees from 

the Holocaust. To Madeleine* this was 

apparently news* although Saudi aides 

mutter that they always suspected, hence 

their opposition to her appointment. 

Saudis aside, the disclosure has won 

her yet more support in a town that is, as 

pronounced by Neu'jwtiek. ' Mad about 

Madeleine.'1 Lowly attorneys and staffers 

on the metro red line feel that they un¬ 

derstand her, that they are close to her. 

Even her critics, uncomfortable with her 

abrasive style (remember This is cow¬ 

ardice* not cojones"), now feel that her 

family's struggles excuse her. 

THERE CAM be no doubt that it 

helps bill Clinton to replace the fleshy 

symbolism of Gentiifer Flowers and 

Paula Jones with the more comforting 

spectacle of feminine heroism. Certified 

Clintonistas* however, are not the only 

ones enjoying this particular role. Take 

Katharine Graham, She overcomes acute 

shyness to survive her charismatic hut 

manic-depressive husband, transforms 

the uncharisma tic Washington Post into a 

plausible rival for the New York Times, 

and finally triumphs by writing a 

painfully revealing autobiography, 

Yet the btxik is nor quite as reveal¬ 

ing as critics suggest. Nora Ephron* not. 

one to overlook the clues of an affair, is 

one of the few to note that ’’Mrs, Graham 

is extremely circumspect about her ro¬ 

mantic life in the years since her hus¬ 

band’s death." She elaborated* "1 had to 

read page s7H several times, and I’m still 

not sure, but I think she’s saying that she 

had sex with Adlai Stevenson the night 

before he dropped dead on the street in 

London, On the other hand* there may 

be some other reason why he left his tie 

and glasses in her room." 

If Mrs. Graham were president* 

there might have been calls tor a special 

counsel to investigate. But she is close to 

being Queen of Washington; her town, 

which has a strong sentimental streak* 

and a respect for a confession well 

phrased* may perhaps demur from prob¬ 

ing further. 

New image or not. Bill Clinton 

should be jeaJons. —ISrtrnt wi A\nihhx 
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lie Dow of Undepachieving 
Every weekday morning in New York City/ the PATH train trundles 

beneath the World Financial Center, bearing bankers and traders dressed in suits and cashmere coats, 

caffeinatecl and warm and comfortably but intensely engaged in scouring the pages 

of the Wat/ Street Journal for any infor¬ 

mation that might be of use in the days 

attempt ro make tons and tons of cash. 

The Journal, of course, is the re¬ 

source of first resort for finding out what 

Gillette closed at yesterday or whom 

Taco Bell named to be its regional vice- 

president, But the newspaper is filled 

with a rarer sort of information, as well, 

Jt lias run some ol the best investigative 

pieces of the past decade and a half—it 

broke the story of AI Gore’s money-mak¬ 

ing visit to an ascetic Buddhist temple, 

tor example—and has refreshingly few 

qualms about running front-page articles 

on rabbit meat or the living death rhat is 

being an Au Bon Pain 

branch manager. It is a 

source ol strange, esoteric 

insights. 

Not too long ago, 

however, a PATH train 

hustling under Wall Street 

would have revealed a sign 

at odds wit h the Journal s 

reputation as supreme and 

placid depository of finan¬ 

cial wisdom: “Dow Jones 

Employees Deserve a Raise 

NOW/' the sign said. And 

if one of the subway riders 

should have angled his or 

her raised eyebrow from 

the sign to the stock sec¬ 

tion in the paper, he or she 

would have lound some¬ 

thing even more disquiet¬ 

ing: that amidst the most 

awesome bull market in history, after an 

entire decade of companies turning in 

record profirs all across the board, Dow 

Jones, the company that owns the Wall 

Street Journal anti the financial magazine 

Barronr, was trading at almost exactly 

die same price it had been ten years ago. 

In fact, of all the stocks in the Standard 

and Poors Publishing Index over the 

last ten years, Dow Jones has performed 

the worst. 

It wasn't ALWAYS this way. 

The lasr time there was a gaudy go-go 

market, the mid-eighties, Dow Jones was 

a company with one of the best financial 

brands in the world, thc Journal, and a 

knack for keeping profits high. Bur at 

some point amidst merger-and-acquisi¬ 

tion mania, Dow Jones bigwigs decided 

that it wasn't enough just to publish 

newspapers. It would have to become a 

media giant, as well. 

Unfortunately, no one at Dow Jones 

could figure out exactly how to pull that 

off. Bad investments and missed oppor¬ 

tunities ensued. Dow Jones executives 

sold when they should have held, bought 

when they should have passed, and when 

they should have gobbled, they daintily 

picked at their plates. 

They sold their stake in Continental 

Cable vision just before the 

blooming of the cable in¬ 

dustry. When they were 

given the chance to run 

business news at CNN, 

they refused. NBC outbid 

them for control of the 

Finanical News Network. 

And, perhaps most remark¬ 

ably, they paid 51.6 billion 

for a real-time financial ser¬ 

vice-—a network of little 

desktop boxes that give 

stock and other informa¬ 

tion—called Tele rate, A 

fully functioning service of 

this kind needs to be able 

to spit out the price of 

Kansas wheat in 1976 at 

the push of a button, but 

unlike the services offered 

by competitors Bloomberg 
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and Reuters, Telerate was able to do no 

such thing. After sitting on the purchase 

for six years, Dow Jones realized that it 

was far behind in the research'-and-intbr- 

mation game, and announced that it 

would be spending $650 million to make 

the service competitive. 

"This is one of the worst-man¬ 

aged companies in the world," Andy 

Zipser, a staff writer for Barrms and a rep¬ 

resentative of the Dow Jones employees 

union, emphasizes over the phone, “Don't 

they ever read their own publications?’' 

Indeed, Dow Jones is a long way 

from the visionary businesses its reporters 

cover, Its offices weren't designed by 

Frank Gehry, there’s no Dow Jones “cam¬ 

pus," company president Ken Burenga 

isn't appearing with Andy Grove at the 

World Economic Forum. It's cubicled, 

and bureaucratic. "The company's over¬ 

run with lawyers and accountants, and 

they can’t run a company, especially not 

one whose biggest challenge is electronic 

media/' offers Zipser. “Management here 

is conservative, not visionary'. They try to 

head off problems, not carve out oppor¬ 

tunities/' 

The Independent Association of 

Publishers Employees (IAPE), the union 

that represents Dow Jones employees, has 

been around since the late thirties, when 

it was formed to keep larger unions out of 

the company. But in January of this year, 

after working a year without a contract 

and three without a raise, the IA PE vot¬ 

ed by a three-to-one margin to affiliate 

with the Communication Workers of 

America. Affiliation drives had been tried 

in the past, but every time, the company 

had beaten them back by demonizing the 

organizers as outside agitators with no 

feel tor the genteel idiosyncrasies of Dow 

Jones. Paternalism works best, however, 

when you're a successful company and 

able to deliver the goods to your workers. 

Hence the union's ad campaign on the 

PATH train. 

As fate would have it, another front 

was opening Lip against Dow Jones at 

around the same time that the workers 

were beginning to take action. An arti¬ 

cle in Fortune magazine reported that 

Lizzie Goth, inevitably referred to as a 

''beautiful horse-riding heiress" and 

member of the Bancrofts, the family in 

control of Dow Jones, was unhappy with 

the company’s performance. The very 

thought of someone injecting life into 

Dow Jones brought professional investor 

Michael Price, inevitably referred to as 

"the scariest 5.0.B. on Wall Street," and 

brilliant hedge-fund manager James 

Cramer into the game. Price bought 5 

percent of the company and Cramer 

bought a million shares, and the two be¬ 

gan to kick up a fuss and demand that 

Dow Jones rid itself of Telerate. Soon 

there were articles in rhe papers, in the 

Nett Republic and New York magazine. 

The media loved ir. 

But this, it turned out, was more or 

less all the disgruntled investors could do. 

Like many of the newspaper families in 

the sharkish eighties, the Bancrofts had 

adjusted the nature of their stock to make 

management rights non transferable* 

Cramer and Price could buy as much stock 

as they wanted, but they couldn't make 

the decisions. The media was the only way 

to go. Ac press time, it was clear that the 

union's publicity campaign had accom¬ 

plished its goal and a contract was ulti¬ 

mately negotiated. But whether Cramer 

and Price would be equally successful was 

very' much uncertain. 

What is even less clear, how¬ 

ever, is why Dow Jones would want so 

badly to be a world-famous info-player in 

the first place, given how successful it has 

been with its quirky, writerly approach, 

its appreciation of rabbit meat. Let 

wealthy temples of the boring and the 

mundane like Gannett worry about the 

bottom line, it is said, and let rhe Journal 

be thtJournal. This, at the end of the day", 

seems co be the common consensus. 

Megasuccess in the information age re¬ 

quires a kind of incessant pursuit of the 

next best thing, an unrelenting dedica¬ 

tion to spending more time on what's 

coming around the corner than on what’s 

already here. Bur while those qualities 

may make a company fabulously rich, 

they probably don't make a newspaper 

part ic ularly g tea c. —James Simm mki 
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A frisky and flirtatious Imatl attempts to 

snap the bra strap of photo-friendly Linda 
Evangelista. Qopsl Looks like Linda's 

chickens are running free-range tonight! 
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The ancient Egyptians had a dopey 

respect for cats that may hold some 

lessons for ns modems. Whenever, after a 

life of skittering around in the sand, little 

Cleopurrtra or Meowfertiti died, social 

pressure would quickly mount on the 

owner to a) mummify the thing in its 

own little kitty sarcophagus, and b) shave 

off his or her eyebrows in grief Or take 

the Hindus: in India, a person can tie Sen¬ 

tenced to death for mowing down a cow 

with a car—or at least get into serious 

trouble. It might, in fact, be a hallmark of 

all world-class societies that once they 

reach a certain plateau of sophistication 

they start to feel uninhibited about clut¬ 

tering the alcoves of their collective con¬ 

sciousness with the tchotckes of quirky 

obsession. Let's hope so anyway, because 

in the last five years or so, our own civi¬ 

lization has developed a bit ot a thing 

for teenage girls. 

It's almost impossible to 

believe, but until a few years 

ago, teenage girls and cine¬ 

matic motion pictures 

made awkward, grit-spriiv | 

klcd bedfellows. Though I 

Lauren Bacall was 19 when 

she starred with Humphrey 

Bogart in To Hat*, and Hart 

Nca and Natalie Wood was 1 

in Rebel Without A Cause, these 

were acting prodigies, girls with rhe 

talent and the hardware to portray women 

wrestling with universal female issues— 

to the extent there were any back in 

fifties. At the same time of course, Liz 

Taylor and Judy Garland were mak¬ 

ing careers out of playing pig tailed 

little girls. The last thing a pubes¬ 

cent girl would be asked to do back 

in those days was play a pubescent 

girl in the movies, It would have 

been like asking Rock Hudson to 

play a homosexual: too real. 

These days, pubescent female su¬ 

perstars dominate the landscape, win¬ 

some and precocious and 90 pounds in 

weight or less. Michelle Kwan (16) and 

Tara Lupinski (14) are burning up the 

ice, while Martina Hingis subjugates 

the walking handbags of the WTF. Nor 

are these girls trading cleanly on 

their talent -and precocity. 

They're pouting at 

the camera* flopping 

around in oversized 

men's shirts and 

doing coquettish 

chicken" dances 

as part of their 

floor programs. 

Consider the 

career of 1 5-year- 

old, 10 '4'\ Ivanka 

Trump. A couple of 

years ago the progeny of 

Ivan a and The Donald seemed doomed 

to a life of well-heeled irrelevance. How 

many major designers were going to run 

the risk of soiling his or her clothes by 

parading them on the back of a super¬ 

rich international symbol of cheese who 

wasn’t even 1None, But today she 

models for Versace and has her partially 

formed, homework-doing features in the 

pages of Bile. Que pasa? 

What it comes down to is this: 

either, as a society, we've taken another 

step towards a noble, an cient-Egyptian- 

Style civilization, nr, as seems much more 

likely, every man, woman, and child 

among us has become a vile, pustulating 

pedophile. 

made me an offer I couldn't refuse, 
“I understand you're something of a computer hack¬ 

er/' she accosted. 

“No/1 I said, truthfully. 
“I thought so/1 she ignored. “So I've got a challenge 

for you. They say you can find anything on the Internet, Can 
you find me a nude picture of Chelsea Clinton?1' 

“No/1 
“Oh, it doesn't have to be real. I know there aren’t any 

real ones. But with the new technology and all, somebody 
must have created one, I want you to find it so I can give it 
to Ephedra for her birthday. She's got a thing for Chelsea." 

Ephedra has even weirder taste than Psyche. 

“So can you do it?" 

"No.” 
“Oh, and I’ll pay you a hundred bucks if you find one." 
“When's Ephedra's birthday?11 

Without much hope, I hit the Net. Soon I was at the 
Chelsea Cinton Fertility Cult, founded by someone claiming 
that Chelsea had floated out of the television, spoke in 
Hebrew, and commanded him to worship her. Chelsea was 
meant to reproduce and form a supernatural race, he pro¬ 
claimed, and she wanted him to help her. Fortunately, no 
nude pictures had fallen into his hands. 

Then I turned to the ever-helpful Usenet group 

alt.tasteless, where the First Daughter gets her kicks by en¬ 

ticing young classmates into compromising positions—ex¬ 

tremely graphic ones—then crying rape and watching the 
Secret Service blow the horny bastards away. Illustrations 
were not available on alt.tasteless.binaries, either. 

I finally found some semi-s™ 
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_a verb. 
To eye with sexual intent. 
Coquettishty adorable when 
practiced by young girl. 
Scary and off-putting when 
practiced by real nan. 

When Bertolt Brecht said that “Good sport begins 

when good health ends/1 he could have been referring— 
presciently—to almost any aspect of modern high per¬ 
formance, or so-called “elite," sports. But the class of 
athletes to whom this applies most disturbingly and com¬ 

prehensively, are pubescent females. 
For the health of pubescent females in high-perfor¬ 

mance sports, such as gymnastics, figure skating, and 
tennis, is not merely compromised at a raw, physiologi¬ 
cal level; it is also psychically perverted in a most twist- 

! / ed and extravagant fashion-^a full, triple axel of rank 
noun, weirdness. 

exclamation "'BestFriends * , . . , 
Forever" a waV I *ee* not so much culpable, entwined in an 

insidious fashion with this odious development. My first 
concrete memory of gymnastics dates from 1972, when 

at age 111 was ensor celled by the spectacle of Olga 
Korbut—that 88 pound, rearview mirror dingle-dangle 

of a girl—exposing ass, then lack-oMit, then ass again, 
as she revolved end-over-end across the mat. The 
Munich Games may have been marked by a hideous ter¬ 
rorist outrage, but for my febrile 11-year-old sexuality, 
the hostage taken was my quivering little prick. 

Looking now at photographs of Korbut, I find it im¬ 

possible to recreate any sense of sexual attraction. 
Rather, I feel like Hunter S. Thompson's Samoan attor¬ 
ney: “Why should I fuck children? They're too small." 

Nevertheless, when the Games 

acfj. The soil of low-grade 
potbelly sported by Darius 
Rucker Haotie and Lite 

Bbwfish, 

adj. 
Fine, good, with an 
undercurrent of 

painful mediocrity 
that will probably 
find expression in 

secret, locked : 
diary under bed. 

it a JWl'p1i 
I -Or*#** " 1 

noun. A hettie so total that he 
deserves to be pinned up in 
one's locker. 

rolled round again, although 

now 15 and preoccupied by 
the romantic yearnings in¬ 
duced by Bob Marley’s "No 
Woman, No Cry," I still 
found time to imagine pene¬ 

trative encounters with Naoia 

Comaneci, that year's baby doll. 

Comaneci, who looked even more 
infantile than Korbut, without the least intimation of hip 
or breast, actually collected her medal after scoring an 

immaculate 10.0 score, while clutching a baby doll. 
Perhaps a tad immature—even for a 14 year old. 

For me at that time, the Olympic motto: “Citius, al- 
tius, fortius" (faster, higher, stronger) might have been 

referring to some murkily-imagined erotic calisthenics, 
with Nadia and me achieving ever more flexible linkages, 

states of utter, fleshly ductility. Nowadays, critics of the parlous 
condition of modem, women’s gymnastics, identify the sport's enor¬ 

mous popularity as being due—at least in 

BIG SISTERS 
The twin figureheads of the teen in- 

vasion are Alicia Silvcstone and Liv Tyler, 

both now safely twentyish, but still large¬ 

ly to blame for our society's current infat¬ 

uation with girls of a certain age. 

Tyler, perhaps, is the less interesting 

of the rwo. With her come-hither overbite 

and her major-league hardware, she would 

probably have flourished in an earlier era, 

perhaps as the Blushing Daughter in a se¬ 

ries of classic westerns. Torso crammed 

into a simple homespun bodice, Liv could 

have reinvented the art of bashfully ex¬ 

tracting bullets from trail-worn cowboys' 

backsides or turning up with a loaf of 

crusty bread as spoonfuls of soup were be¬ 

ing slurped through mustaches. It would 

be great. Her reproving one-legged dad 

could turn up ever}- few minutes and bus¬ 

tle her away. 

Tyler, in short, is a woman. Or, more 

precisely, she's a concise fleshly represen¬ 

tation of the last poignant seconds of 

childhood before womanhood becomes a 

mathematical fact. Her showcase vehicle, 

Stealing Beauty, bad her playing a 19- 

year-old who frantically manages to cram 

in losing her virginity before the teenage 

clock strikes 20, all the while parading 

her breasts-—themselves achingly sug¬ 

gestive of evanescent ripeness. Rather 

than dazzle you with their nudity, Tylers 

breasts have mastered the craft oflooking 

like they're wearing clothes, a constrict¬ 

ing carbon-spandex blend into which, a 

few critical seconds of maturation later, 

they would have just failed to squeeze. 

No, of the pair- Tyler and Silver- 

stone that is—it is Alicia who really carries 

the torch of the modern supeneen. 

Literally the Jackie O. of the omigod gen¬ 

eration, Silvers cone's role as Cher in Cluekss 

established her irretrievably as the buck- 

stops-here arbiter of nail-polish-shade dis¬ 

putes and bubble-blowing rule infractions. 

Particularly famous for an endearing curl 

of the lip, Silverstone apparently woke up 

a lot of people to the legitimately unset¬ 

tling fact that just because someone is a 

little on the young side, doesn't mean she 

can't make you want her. 

Yet in the wall-less cultural high 

school that the teen invasion has enrolled 
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us itll in, fylernnd Silverstont are the hit^ 

girls: catty and cliquish they lord it over 

the rest of us, staking unquestioned 

claim to the best sears in the cafeteria and 

monopolizing the quarterbacks. They're 

safely out of our league* The ones society 

ret/!!') has to ket-p irs eye on are the lilt It' 

girls, the 12 to 14 year olds, rbe Lolitas. 

R!ST 
Sleazy di rector Adrian Lyne—“sleazy" 

more lor his stringy blond ponytail than a 

racy oeuvre that includes 91/2 U’ leeks anti 

Fhtshxiana—has just made a new cinemat¬ 

ic version fit Vladimir Nabokovs novel of 

epic pedophilia* Lolita. Stanley Kubrick 

made a version back in 1962. but had to 

Lise every trick in his arsenal to avoid get¬ 

ting burned at the stake lor it, He lined 

up a salubrious cast: Peter Sellers, James 

Mason, and the 15-year-old (though she 

looked 30) Sue Lyon playing little Lo. 

Kubrick also made Mason act like a Dick 

Sargeantish dork rather than a sick crimi¬ 

nal genius. And he got Vladimir Nabokov 

himself to write the screenplay 

This was the masterstroke. Dis¬ 

tasteful though the premise of his novel— 

a man in erotic love with a 12-year-old 

girl—inarguably was, Nabokov had inge¬ 

niously hamstrung his moralistic critics 

by working extra hard at Lolita and mak¬ 

ing it unassailable brilliant. The world he 

had managed to invoke was far more com¬ 

plicated* structured and ultimately be¬ 

lievable than the one we actually inhabit. 

Critics basing their arguments in 'Tur¬ 

nout!. A bradsome boy or 
man. 

ad). part—to the athletes'presen- 
Muscular and athletic intatiol1 ^ ieons af femi„jne simplicity and innocence. I’m 

a bradsome sort r J 
of way. n°t sure I agree. 

While it’s true that we don't have the benefit of di¬ 
rectional mikes, to bring us the seeming-orgasmic 
grunts of these girls, the way they do those of Sabatini, 
Capriati, and Seles, we do have the visuals. Pubescent 

female tennis players when they leap up at the baseline, 
might reveal an iota of crotch, a soupcon of sheathed 

pudenda, but they are still effectively garbed. Whereas 
with gymnasts and ice-skaters, the material has become 
little more than a garnish, an allusion towards the pos¬ 
sibility of being clothed. There's that and there's also 
the movements themselves, the poised legs splayed be¬ 

yond credence, the zones of putative ingress thrown into 

the sharpest of relief. 

^ noun Hottie ^ fan*as*2iri&—■and indubitably male— 
resembling Simon Remind, the girl gymnast is a kind of ultra-stripper; all 

MTV veejay.the more provocative for being barely clothed. Such in¬ 
dividuals might wryly grimace, if stopping to consider 
the etymology of the word 'gymnastics,' deriving as it 

does from the Ancient Greek for 'naked exercise/ 
Some critics, better informed than It have seen the 

relentless decline in the ages of high-achieving girl 
gymnasts and the correspondingly harsher training 

regimens they undergo, as evidence of a bizarre in¬ 

semination. It's true that between Korbut's gold 

medals in 1972 and the present, there has been a grow¬ 
ing flood of sports coaches and trainers from East to 
West. It’s argued that these individuals have brought 
with them the raw ideology of Eastern Bloc athletics, 
in which the proposition that sport and medical sci¬ 

ence have a symbiotic relationship is taken 

noun. A 
particularly total hottie. 
Definitely date bait 

excf. Terminate this 
line of questioning/' 

Equivalent to the ar¬ 
chaic, “Don't go 

there!" 

for granted. Viewed in this way, elite 
sports are a gigantic bio-experi¬ 

ment tarried out on the human 
body; and whether the end re¬ 

sult is weight lifters resem¬ 
bling the incredible Hulk, or 
girl gymnasts with the size 

and deportment of Tinkerbell, 
is neither here nor there. 

Such assembly-line concepts 
of training certainly found fertile 

ground in the United States. Sandy 
Heinrich, the mother of Christy 

Heinrich—a girl gymnast who failed to 

make the 1988 Olympic team by 0.118 of a point and 

subsequently died of anorexia nervosa—said of girl gym¬ 
nasts: “Their body is a machine and they are a person/' 
I'm certain that Sandy Heinrich mourns her daughter 

bitterly, and there's no doubt in my mind that her comment reflects 

an awful synergy between the American on page 49 
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maT laws and standards simply failed to 

lay a glove on him. Months before Adrian 

Lynes shooting had even been completed, 

conversely, lusty hacks the world over 

were already trashing him for sexuaLizing 

teenage girls, suggesting he lacked the so¬ 

phistication to process chc book's subject 

matter responsibly. 

For his part, Vladimir Nabokov pre¬ 

ferred butterflies to little girls, though 

obviously the two categories have a cer¬ 

tain amount of overlap. You can't, for in¬ 

stance, fall in love with an individual 

butterfly the way you can (if you're a 

dork) with a cat or dog, because you have 

about a week and a half's worth of 

canoodling—tops—before you find 

yourself going ro the movies with a 

moldy thorax and a few strands of hair- 

thin cartilage where the wings used to 

he. No, with such a short shelf life, the 

only option is to fall in love with the im- 

mortal speciest which is of course what 

Humbert Humbert did with little girls. 

Lolita may shock, as the New York 

Times once argued, ' because it is great 

art," bur what this sort of noodling fails 

to appreciate is the end product of 

Nabokov s "great art.” He did more than 

investigate the idea that pubescent girls 

can be sexually attractive, he proved it. 

Twelve-year-old girls geniunely do have 

a certain je ne sal r qmu and a bra in-dam¬ 

aged vegetable with a 40-word vocabu¬ 

lary' might even, in a delirious moment, 

cal! it sexiness. 

CRACY 

exterior Not to say, of course, that she 

was actually sexy. For an 11-year-old, 

that would obviously be impossible. But 

if she wasn’t "sexy," she was that close, 

near-identical cousin ol "sexy" for which 

there isn't actually a word. 

Then, three or so years ago, the 

floodgates broke open. Tcn- 

year-old Anna Paqum 

dressed like a nuzzly 

little poodle, 

up an Oscar for 

her role in 

Piano, Anna 

Chi urn sky, age 

11, towered 

over Macauly 

Culkin in 

Girl, and a wi 

some couple 

young ladies named 

Christina Ricci a 

Natalie Port man took it 

upon themselves to change the 

world forever. 

Ricci sprang to fame in the two 

Addams Family movies. She was cute and 

spunky in the first, and then obscenely, 

brain-seramblingly majestic in chc se¬ 

quel, Under the nefarious direction of 

Barry Sonnenfeld, slow-zoom after slow- 

zoom lovingly irrigated, every fissure of 

the 11-year-old Ricci's haughty porcelain 

And then there was Natalie Portman. 

Watching her 12-year-old de¬ 

but in The Professional had 

in common with 

watching a young 

act in a movie 

it did with 

being kicked in 

the face by a 

man—she 

that aftect- 

ng. Similarly, 

appearance in 

Demme's 

Girls ren¬ 

dered the movie tin¬ 

ware liable to many males, 

as their fevered brains busied 

themselves with working out how old 

they'd be by the time she turned 18. 

Although, of the whole new breed, 

Foreman may be the purest Nabokovian 

nymphet, she turned down the title role 

in Lyne's Lolita. Apparently, she feels 

the world has enough moving images of 

sexualized little girls. Yup. Thanks to 

her it does. 

wholesome Chelsea fans at the 
Unofficial Chelsea Clinton Fan Club, where “Peter” was of¬ 
fering this piece of mature advice: “Chelsea, if you're read¬ 
ing this* about the hair, we all love it. Never change it. Don't 

even think about putting some kind of product in just to 

straighten it out a bit, ‘cause, man, you don't want to mess 
with whatever laws of physics are holding it up.” 

Needless to say, Peter didn't have any nude pictures, ei¬ 

ther. In fact, he threatened to sic the cyber cops on me 
when I asked about them. 

I'd always thought of Chelsea as a nice role model for 

nice girls. Sixth graders think she’s a hero, according to Dr. 
Mary Pip her, author of Reviving Ophelia: Saving the Selves 
of Adolescent Girls, But I was disco vering that most people 
had a whole other view, one that was bizarre yet at the same 

time strangely conventional. Until she’s old enough to be¬ 
come a brood cow, the thinking seemed to be, she must be 
cast as a seductress, a Lolita: seducing boys, fixing her hair 
(or not even needing to). 

I remembered an incident from 1993, soon after Clinton 

took office. Rush Umbaugh asked his TV audience, “Did you 
know there's a White House dog?” He then held up a photo 
of Chelsea in all her metal-mouthed glory. She was all of 13. 
It wasn't long before a tabloid took this same photo and per¬ 

formed arcane computer wizardry on it, running a second: pho¬ 

to that “projected” what Chelsea would look like at 21—a 
vaguely Amy Irving-like babe, “She may not measure up to 
our standards now,” America was assured, “but she'll make 
it someday.'' Does celebrityhood spell automatic sexualiza- 

tion, I asked myself, even for a nice little girt like Chelsea? 
Just as 1 was starting to despair, I found the picture. If 

was tasteful: Chelsea's hair and face morphed onto 
Botticelli's Birth of Venus, The First Kid stepping graceful¬ 
ly out of her shell, with angels attendant. Here was the sort 
of sexuality that seemed appropriate: divine. The goddess 

look suited her. 
Psyche loved it. Ephedra had a happy birthday. And, in 

case anyone cares, I spent some of my money on copies of 
Reviving Ophelia, which I distributed to teenage girls, hop¬ 

ing to atone for writing this story. —Poppy Z Brite 
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Young girls can bring out the worst in a man, especially if hers one of those men 

ftiade bitter and strange by a life of professional journalism. After a certain age, be¬ 
ing assigned to interview and profile a pubescent superstar is about as good as it gets. 
With the late-iwentieth century’s best novel as your license, you get to unload your 

wild, ecstatic similes. Attempt avuncular transcriptions of presumed internal mono¬ 
logue. Deploy a tenderly cinematic present tense. For a fun-packed instant, every hit 
as poignantly fleeting as pubescence itself, you are Vladimir Nabokov, 

05ANA IS SLEEPING. In the rearview mirror, I 
can see her there, tn all her furious Ukrainian al¬ 

lure, her long fingers tucked between her knees, 
her body curled up in the shape of a perfect 

store. She might be dreaming of all those near 6’s 

she racked up winning the gold medal for figure 

skating in *94...As for me, I want to spank 

her...[because soon she will awaken, rub the 

sleep from her eyes, and become the distaff 

Andrew Dice Clay again....Ahf she stirs. 

“You have to turn back there," hectors Oksana, 

her voice deep and sticky,.,.Oksana is laughing 

now, laughing her skate protectors off, spilling or¬ 

ange juice all over the backseat, 

Michael Angeli 

Esquire 

VANESSA-MAE 1$ TRYING REALLY hard to 

think of something she has been denied during 

the Id gorgeous, exciting years that have elapsed 

since her birth. The celebrated violinist—once 

known as the "Teeny Paganini"—furrows her per¬ 

fect, cinnamon forehead and closes her shiny, al¬ 

mond eyes as she concentrates. 

Jan Moir 

The Daily Telegraph 

A CHUNK OF OMELETTE THE SIZE of Borneo 

slips off Alicia Silverslone's fork and plops onto 

the white tablecloth of a hotel dining room, 
“Sorry, I'm a total Mute," she says, curling her 

expressive upper lip, one of her most attractive 

features. Her face turns a peachy color that 

matches Her modest knit top. 

James Ryan 
The New York Times 

A FRESH LITTLE THANG, Chloe looks up, wrap¬ 

ping her arms tight around herself in an Instinctive 

gesture of protection, as if to reduce the exposed 
surface area of her body even as she manages a 

smile that is shy and skeptical and indulgent all at 
the same time. It’s not like this happened before, 

but it’s still a little, you know, weird. 

Jay Mclnemey 

The New Yorker 

THOUGH SHE [ANNA PAQUIN] ACTS awkward¬ 

ness convincingly, there’s no getting around the 

fact that she's already a beauty. Her short haircut 

is very becoming and she’s coltishly graceful, al¬ 

together more attractive than the clunky, conven¬ 

tional girls she envies. Just possibly this is a 

deliberate irony, but I don’t think so. 

Lloyd Rose 
The Washington Post 

The teddy bear has reached its target. Liv Tyler 

places the stuffed animal, about the size of a 

large gingerbread man, over her shoulder and nuz¬ 
zles Her cheek against it. 

“Look what my mom gave me," she gushes to a 

studio publicist 

Yep, she’s just a kid. 

Ron Dicker 
The San Francisco Examiner 

Vanessa-Mae talks quickly and chirpily, a girl- 
woman reciting a practised spiel and treading a 
steady fine of universal 1st appeal. ...She is world¬ 

ly-wise and teen-fresh. She wears a silver-grey silk 

dress, a cream card! and a glinting necklace, is 

svette and dainty and perfect and charming and 

looks like a model 
Vanessa-Mae is not a little scary. 

But to dislike her is to dislike dolphins. 

Craig M clean 

Scotland on Sunday 

MEN ARE EVIL 
Teenage girls have not made it 

everywhere, however. Rock n‘ roll, for 

example, has yet to feel the full impact of 

che invasion. Sure, the hug e-headed-in- 

a-nice-way 1 7-year-oId Brandy sits 

astride R&B like a five-foot-nothing 

colossus. And 14-year-old shit-kicking 

yodeler Lf Ann Rimes recently picked up 

her first Grammy, but in each case, it 

seems that the age of the singer is in¬ 

versely proportionate to the womanly so¬ 

phistication of the lyrics, which tend to 

be smokey rales ol serial monogamy, di¬ 

amond anniversaries, and standing by 

one's man. Where are the acne raps? 

Where is 'Stairway to My Prom"?1 The 

most obvious explanation is that men's 

prurient impulses can find scant satisfac¬ 

tion in the three square inches of a CD 

cover, and instead, drive them slavering 

into movie theaters, where they can de¬ 

vour their nymphers up close. 

In fact, the most obvious explana¬ 

tion for the entire jail bait takeover is 

that men want it to happen. Presumably, 

the fetish has been lying dormant, and 

some recent, further weakening of our 

cultures moral underpinnings has 

flushed it, ebola-like, out into the open. 

But how does that explain Oksana 

Baiul? Martina Hingis? Did Hingis an¬ 

nihilate Mary Pierce in the Final of the 

Australian Open hecause a percolating 

TV audience of palely grinning men 

thought they'd have a chance with her 

if they ever met? Culture is where wee¬ 

nies find their truths; you can prove any¬ 

thing with a handful of self-imitating 

movies. The shocking reality is that 

teenage girls actually are taking over: 

they're smarter, stronger, and altogether 

more deadly chan they ever were before. 

And it s not because men are finally get¬ 

ting what they1 vc always wanted, It s be¬ 

cause men are finally crumbling into 

unsalvageahle mush. 

We can alt remember those crepus¬ 

cular aeons, age 12 or 13, when one fe¬ 

male after another would glide into the 

room in a clearly different mode than one 

had ever seen her before: as if suddenly 

perched behind the wheel of a huge, 

creamy, vintage Daimler—won, perhaps, 
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Men with mustaches. 
Faintly derogatory. 

Dream and the Franken- 

by playing rhac Diet Coke imder-the-cap 

game. And we can all remember, equal¬ 

ly vividly* that within days these newly 

de-cocooned creatures had mysteriously 

taken up with some loserish 22 year old 

with a job in a col fee shop. 

And that’s who men are now. The 

jaiibak revolution has less to do with the 

ascendance of teenage girls than ir does 

with the continuing slide of the modem 

male into a state of permanent adolescence. 

It’s the same inner crumbling that had 

men banging drums out in rhe woods a 

lew years ago, only now they've despaired 

of ever making it back to supremacy and 

are just try ing to find someone to talk to 

who wont ask them about their job secu¬ 

rity or laugh at their comb over. 

Every man alive today, from tile 

mightiest captain of industry to the 

wimprest of volleyball referees, has be¬ 

come that loserish mocha sprinkler from 

rhe coffee store, slipping on his cheesy, 

brown leather jacket as rhe sun starts to 

set and slouching round to the gates of the 

high school to spin his tales of jaded ma¬ 

turity to an unconditionally impressed 

nymphet As a consequence, when the 

weekend rolls around and the pubescent 

girls of our great soc iety venture our on to 

rhe tennis court or knife silently onto the 
rink, they find themselves stronger and 

more competitive than they have perhaps 

been in thousands of years. Men, for bet- 

ttr or tor worse, have surrendered their ad¬ 

vantage, and lor rhe next mi lie mum or 

two, will probably be forced to wear lacy 

little dresses, while the nymphets strut 

their stuff in the trousers of power. 5 

■ jf£ □Ok f ,* ''A1-■, *, noun. Platform 

shoes that a man with Leto 

eyes might wear, if Leto eyes 

was all he had. 
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steinian nightmare. 

But there's more to it than that. Pm concentrating 

here on girl gymnasts, because they are subjected by 

their training to maximal physical and psychic stress* 
but a rocking 66% of female college athletes in the 

Am otherwise states suffer from amenorrhea, which means 

script or bradsomethat they have either ceased to menstruate—or never 
with eyp? ms nice began to in the first place. This amenorrhea can lead to 

as those of Jared Leto , _ ... , . 
from the television show* be*ween two and threefold increase in osteoporosis, or 

My So-Called Life insufficient hone density. It's no wonder those girls 
looks so gossamer light—-they are, in a particularly gris¬ 
ly way. And as for eating disorders, one researcher who 
was investigating anorexia and bulimia among elite fe¬ 
male gymnasts found it ’impossible to find a control 

group among non-elite gymnasts. They all had disor¬ 

ders, to some extent. 
The creepiest thing about alt of this is the [{evolu¬ 

tionary pressure the system exhibits: higher performance 

calls for a suppler, more youthful body form, and main¬ 
taining that body form in turn arrests development, The 

individuals who benefit most directly from this biological 
dumbing down are not the poor girls—however success¬ 
ful they are—nor the pushy parents but the true profes¬ 

sionals—the trainers. 
The trainers benefit financially, of course, but more 

sinisterly they may benefit from access to a peculiar kind 

noun. An old man, anywhereof 9irlflesh-For til£ application ol training methods that 
over the age of 18, actually retard the onset of puberty present—for the 

with or without, sugar chj|d abuser—the teasing possibility of an individual who 

has the body of a little girl but the consensual status of 
an adult. In Britain, where I live* the last couple of years 
have been punctuated by child abuse scandals involving 

sports trainers, I don't think that any specific cases need 
to be adduced, or fingers pointed, for the thesis to gain 
a creepy plausibility, that punitive, emotionally abusive 

teenage giH on the very lowest trainers, may also be intent on getting inside their 
rung of high-school popularity, charges' leotards. 
Haog in there, I admit* it’s a shocking idea* but it has a cer- 

13 ^ awful symmetry about it. The last 25 
years may have seen the collapse of the 

Soviet Union, but I feel that far more 
salient—as regards to our perception 
of pubescent female athletes—has 
been the upsurge in our collective 
awareness of these crimes. I no lenger 
salivate over legs parted to a 1311 de¬ 

grees* like the hands of some surreal* 
sexual clock- and were I to find myself do¬ 

ing so, I would recoil. To paraphrase Jack 
Kerouac, in a particularly appropriate context* a 

naked lunch is where everybody knows what’s on the end of his 
fork—or his beam, or his uneven bar. — Witt $eff 

daddy potential, 

noun, A 

Sharp-Men 
pollute? 

ie< 
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FOOLING WITH A L L H H A [Jl^ wou^ chasing his own bliss, Artists have been blessed with God-given talent that 
* must be allowed to flourish,'' he wrote in his tie-in book, By A fry A \&tm Namay.L 'Its their life, that s 

All IIAII nilAlimr IO 1 n ll n I C^K weiie P1^ on ^ they have no other choice, Wynton ax^d Branford Marsalis 
uALMAN mm L Id A 3 * DI "l'jave-*ClC> "l-^'ow t) K.'ir liomsJ feel it hs as Simple as that. I am an artist, I live, bieadie and (lie for my art, 

* lor CINEMA.’' 

flllP fk I Q f T D MflllE DIIT PDIVC SP1KECINEMA t that is. With the early success of She’s Gotia Have It, Md Better 
UUu U A H L t It mil 0U I U Nv^Blues, Jungle Fever, and Do the Right Thjng—which won an Oscar nomination in 19&6 

for best original screenplay and should probably have been nominated for Best 

ICC UIlUTCn Tfl PUDOT OflME^*cture—Spike Lee had managed to carve a niche for himself as a purveyor of quirky 

LLL IInIII LU I U UIIUU I UUIHLpersonal films about being black in America. But these were movies about nympho¬ 

maniacs, jazz musicians, pizza parlors. Malcolm X would be Lee’s firsc Great Film, 

|C Mil Ml U V |U TilC um VMalcolm X would be about, well, Malcolm X. 

UI flIHLUKIi.ni fl III MIL IIU L I But what kind ol racial gravkas car’s adhere to a man who would try to make a sainr 

of X on film without mentioning the Anti-Malcolm, Minister Louis Fartakhan, who 

minci f|C MFPPA IF IIF [I Alibi but called for Malcolm s murder? Presumably the same kind that inspired him to 
III I HULL III IVILUUH. II IIL promotional T-shirt emblazoned with the legend: 'Jungle Few; Fear of a Big 

taai --black Dick.1' ' As a capitalist purveyor of pop politics and Black fashion/ writes 

III r |l K r A In V rtim IN I I ^rny >n ^ ^',rh i te, a blac k cri t ic Lee banned from scree n i n gs of Get on the Bus, Lee rs val en- 

cine to Farrakhan, ,LLee doesn't know what Malcolms conflict of principles meant." 

IAI III TA nrT Tlirnr IIIIAI IBIA Now an avalanche of documents, some of which spring from a recent lawsuit 

luLAUfl IP Utt Inflfr |l| ll Al | [ylyi^^^nsr Lee, indicates that Malcolm the Movie was, like Lees voyage to Mecca, an epic 

hustle and an exercise in unprincipled self-aggrandizement. In addition to feigning ntfIPP II | A Dl IPtf IPO I [conversion to Islam, Lee moon walked on the grave of James Baldwin, the original 

MOO [1 III DLHU A AUU■ 11 - {n[jter, while maneuver!ng h i s way into co-authorship vvith him on the Malcolm X 

script; he vanished a Muslim savant named jefri Aalmuhammed after Aalmuhammed 

rewrote many ol Washington’s lines and created striking scenes of Malcolms religious 

I (transformation in the Middle East. Worst of all, however, he shafted Malcolm X, his 

beloved hero, by genuflecting to Farrakhan, X’s historical Judas, first by leaving him 

out of the movie, and then by helming Get on the Bus. 

Spike Lee's oeuvre is impressive, especially in Hollywood, a town uncomfortable 

with noir power. Almost 60 years after Gone with the Wind, no black can green light a 

fiV PHI! IP NHRI! Fstudio Plcturc> and [bc industry's unions remain as white as a Frank Capra movie. In 
U I Ml I LI i 11U U lLLt^s contexr, Lee s scattershot belligerence can sometimes appear not only comprehen¬ 

sible, but even principled, evidence of his fighting the good fight. But however much 

Lee may have wished it to appear to the contrary, it seems clear chat in the case of 

Malcolm Xf the principle he was fighting for was not that of racial solidarity, Malcolm 

X, Louis Farrakhan, or even CINEMA itself It was good, old-fashioned self-interest. 

HIS STAR, DENZEL 

aiscGAiraTKS 
/ do not belong to any organized religion. 

Lee on 'Nightline/ November 17,1992 

The Mecca scenes of pilgrims praying lasted only seconds on the screen, but 

they hinted Allah's blessing, and Lee hyped them in his book about the movie: 
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“Our second unit was the first American 

film crew that I know about to be al¬ 

lowed into Mecca for the sacred rite of 

the hajj. Had to go. just like Malcolm 

had to go. 

And during the Malcolm X publicity 

tour, Lee expressed solidarity with Islam, 

"Denzel and I were reading the Koran be¬ 

fore we began to shoot/ he told Cineaste 

magazine. "We had to. If we didn't have a 

sympathetic attitude toward Islam, why 

would the Saudi government allow us to 

bring cameras into Mecca to shoot the 

holy rite of the hajj? You have to be a 

Muslim to enter Mecca, so we had two 

know, to try to make this film. 

Q. Are you still a Muslim today? 

A, I wouldn't say Km a practicing 

Muslim. 

Q. At the time, were you a practicing 

Muslim? 

A. I would say so while we were, you 

know, particularly while we were in Saudi 

Arabia. 

Q, Dp you remember giving an inter¬ 

view with ABC News [Nightltne] on 

November 17, 1992? 

A. No, 

Q, Do you remember being asked then 

whether you were a Muslim? 

Lee, it appears, had declared in 

Saudi Arabia that there is no God but 

Allah and that Muhammad is his 

prophet——as all those who convert to 

Islam must—but he did so with his fin¬ 

gers crossed, Denzel Washington, 

though, was more scrupulous. When 

tempted to follow Lee into Mecca via a 

mock profession of Faith, he resisted and 

swore to that effect on deposition: 

Q+ Did you have a conversation in 

Egypt with Spike about Spike converting 

to Islam in order to go to Mecca? 

A, *. J had heard of that and was, I 

think, asked to convert myself, but I didn't 

iEE TaTAa l Aaij AjjiiOvViTfGr H1M 

second units, Islamic crews/ 

Even though Lee had treated Islam 

respectfully, his sympathy” was tinged 

with fear. "Weve got to be careful.. .be¬ 

cause the same people who gave us the 

stamp of approval, the Islamic Court, are 

the same cats who sentenced Salman 

Rushdie to die, so we don't want to fuck 

around j he told Cineaste, 

The parallel with Rushdie was mis¬ 

leading. Lee could not have been con¬ 

cerned about Malcolm Xs reception in 

Muslim countries because Saudi author¬ 

ities had previously okayed the script. 

There must have been something more 

worrisome. The terrible secret came out 

Last summer after Aalmuhammed> who 

was listed in the film credits as "Muslim 

technical adviser," sued Lee in a federal 

court tor more credit and renumeration. 

Under oath, Lee admitted for the first 

time that he himself—as distinct from 

his Islamic film crew—had visited the 

sacred sire. This disclosure, coupled with 

a "forgotten1' 1992 remark on Night line, 

finally exposed the truth about the di¬ 

rector and his relationship with Allah: 

Q. Did you consider yourself Islamic at 

the time you went [to Mecca]? 

A. Yes, I did And the high Islamic 

court considered that also, and they were 

very pleased..,,This was something that I 

felt that would help me. We were commit¬ 

ted to making this film the best film it 

could be and I felt that it would be better 

for me, might give me some insights, you 
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A, No. 

Q, Do you remember saying, “No, I am 

not a Muslim"? 

A, No. 

Q, On or about November of 1992, 

were you a Muslim or were you not? 

Until this point in the deposition, 

Lee wore his Miles Davis face, ”mother- 

fuckin'" this and " get-the-fuck-out-of- 

here" that. But now he was trapped. 

Either he lied on Night line or he was ly¬ 

ing now. Perhaps recalling Rushdie s 

fate, the defendant copped to deceiving 

Nigh time; 

A+ They [the Muslim court] gave me 

the—they saw—I forgot the person's 

name—but they saw where there might be 

some difficulties with me working in the in¬ 

dustry that I am, that if 1 did make it pub¬ 

lic, so that they did tell me that if it did—if 

1 was asked that question, they would give 

me permission to say, you know, to deny It, 

particularly, specifically, because of the in¬ 

dustry I work in. 

Th is last response was perplexing. 

Bowing to Hollywood prejudice would 

be amazing for a raceman who made au¬ 

thenticity his calling card. What was go¬ 

ing on? A few minutes later* when 

Aalmuhammed's lawyer circled back to 

Islam, Lee confessed in a Perry Mason 

moment: 

Q. It's true that at the time the fi I m was 

being directed and written by you, you were 

not a Muslim, isn't that true? 

A. Yes. I was not a Muslim. 

feel that was right. 

Q. What information had you heard? 

A—that he and other members of the 

crew had to convert, I believe, in order to 

go to certain religious or spiritual places... 

May Allah have mercy on the son of 

a donkey if the Muslim world finds out 

Lee was just jiving and that he entered 

Mecca under false pretenses! 

rnTrtf;T'o An 
1 j. r \ d j JtA 

A,, this is not the case of a back 
director trying to steal a writing 
credit” 

Spike Lee to Writers Guild of America East 

July 15, 1992 

Lee was not Warner Brothers first 

choice for Malcolm X. Norman Jewison, 

director of a string of hits from In she 

Heat of the Night to Moonstruck, signed a 

developmenr deal for the film in 1989 

and then hired Charles Fuller, a black 

playwright who bad won a Pulitzer Prize 

for A Soldier's Story. to write the script. 

Setting off a national controversy, 

Lee argued publicly that no white man 

could direct the film and that Jewison, 

being white, was therefore ineligible, 

"There's no way he could do a better job 

on The Autobiography of Malcolm X than I 

can/' Lee contended on Night line in 

1990, After Jewison quit the project— 

he could not commit to Fuller's script—■ 
Warner Brothers passed the ball to Lee. 
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But where ro start in January 1991? Rather than spend a year re¬ 

searching and wnring his own script, Lee chose to adapt James Baldwin 

and Arnold Perl's original scenario based on The Autobiography of Malcolm 

X as told to Alex Haley, Veteran producer Marvin Worth (Lenny. The Rose), 

who had kept the X project in play since 1967, had seduced Baldwin, the 

hottest black writer of the fifties and sixties, into writing the script. 

Unhappy with the dark first draft, however, Worth engaged Arnold Perl, 

a former blacklisted scenarist, to jazz it up. 

The trouble was that Baldwin hated Perl's style of revision. "Each week J 

would deliver two or three scenes which [Perl] would take home, breaking 

them—translating them—into cinematic language, shot by shot, camera an¬ 

gle by camera angle,1' recalled Baldwin, This seemed to me a somewhat stran¬ 

gling way to make a film*.,. However, as the weeks wore on, and my scenes were 

returned to me, 'translated,' it began to be despairingly clear (to me) that all meaning 

was being siphoned out of them," 

Danny Aistlo, right, emoting 
Do. the Right Tiling 

bU 
v n m 

_ HIS HXLX G-1QTT 

Defeated by the white dream factory, Baldwin bailed out and in 1972 published 

his untouched script in book form under the tide One Day When ! Was Lost. “I did 

not wish to be a party to a second assassination, ' he later explained. 

Needless to say, however, Baldwin's name was gold to I-eeu Sharing screenplay 

credit with the author of Notes of a Nat he Son and The Fire Next Time would help ward 

off critics of color such as Amiri Baraka, who felt that Lee was too middle class to un¬ 

derstand X’s revolutionary thought, and Baldwin s association was promoted in the 

trailers. But when the Writers Guild of America East sent the Baldwin Estate a no¬ 

tice on the Elm credits (he., "screenplay by James Baldwin and Arnold Perl and 

Spike Lee"), the family objected strenuously. Richard Green, their lawyer, wrote 

the Guild on June 25, 1992: 

The Warner Brothers script for the Spike Lee 

movie as sent to the James Baldwin Estate is not 

Janies Baldwin's* It is antithetical to Mr. Baldwin's 

vision and his view of the world and of Malcolm X* 

On behalf of Ms. [Gloria Baldwin] Smart, as 

executor of the Baldwin Estate/ and on behalf of the 

Baldwin family we must therefore insist that the 

screenplay of the forthcoming movie not be attrib¬ 

uted to James Baldwin and that his name be removed 

from the screenplay credits, 

Lee was not pleased. He telephoned Smart, but 

she did not budge; her brothers wishes would l*? 'Jungle Fewer': Fear 

honored. Thumbing his nose at Baldwin’s sister, I^ee put Baldwin's name on a reprint 

of the shooting script in By Any Means Necessary r while neglecting to disclose that his 

legendary' collaborator had all but cursed the project from the dead, 

And then things got worse. The Writers Guild of America (WGA) denied Lee 

screenplay credit. According to WGA rules, an automatic arbitration occurs when¬ 

ever a production executive attaches his or her name to a script originally written 

by somebody else. This process is designed to protect powerless writers from ra¬ 

pacious directors and producers seeking extra luster or higher fees for merely brush¬ 

ing up the text. In order to obtain WGA credit, movie executives must have 

created 5 I percent of the script—defined to include changes in plot and charac¬ 

ter and the invention of 'sustaining moments," as well as the contribution of a 

high percentage of the words. After reading Baldwin/Perl and comparing their 

text with Lees shooting script, an anonymous arbitration board comprised of three 

HE’S-GOm-DO-THE-WRONG- 
THING-FEVER-DAZE BLUES 
Despite having said/ "It was never/ XI saw 

Lawrence of Arabia when I was two and 

suddenly I was hit by the magic power of 

film/ " Spike Lee has made lots of movies (or 

"joints/' as he calls them, perhaps because 

they fall apart at the end). 

SHE’S GOTTA HAVE IT: Made with a 

scraped-together budget of $175/000, the film 

won the Prix du Film Jeunesse at the Cannes 

Film Festival; Lee complained that he'd been 

"robbed" of the Camera d'Or, which went to 

Noir et Blanc; a film he said he hadn't seen. 

SCHOOL DAZE: His second film is set on an 

all-black campus. In one scene/ the heroes, 

named The Jigaboos, get one over on The 

Gammas, the bad guys, in a step 

contest by chanting, "When I say 

Gamma/ you say fag! Gamma/' 

"FAG!" "Gamma/1 "FAG!" 

DO THE RIGHT THING: 

Asked to explain why Mookie 

throws a garbage can through a 

pizzeria window for no apparent 

reason, causing a huge riot, 

Lee explained, "Every day, a 

whole totta whites ask. No blacks 

ever ask that/' 
Of a Biq Woman's Shoulder M Q, BETTEH BLU ES, The 

story's hero. 

Mood 
°m Manhattan: Denzel i 

,n Mo' Better Blues' 
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screenwriters nixed I^e's credit. 

This verdict was a blow to Lees 

ego, A $140,000 screenplay credit 

bonus was also in jeopardy. Consequent¬ 

ly, on July 15, 1 992, Lee dispatched a 

four-page letter to the WGA requesting 

a Policy Review Board hearing. Instead 

of detailing his contributions scene by 

scene, Lee argued from pomposity; 

I am a writer-director. I always write 

and direct my scripts. This has been the case, 

this will always be the case. I feel in this spe¬ 

cific case a great injustice has been done, 1 

have not been considered a writer but strict¬ 

ly a 'production executive/ Well, it is true 
that I did not originate the script, nonethe¬ 

less my contributions are more than enough 

to share credit with James Baldwin and 

Arnold Perl The fact that the Guild has de¬ 

cided to give sole writing credit to Arnold 

Perl is a grave mistake, 

... It was my decision, rather than 

Start from scratch, to pick the best script 

and rewrite that, the Baldwin/PeH script 

was the one. That draft was way, way too 

long and was unshootable. The focus was 

all over the place. That script, if shot, 

would have been all over the place plus a 

four-hour movie. There Is no way that a 

{1991}, and Malcolm X is and should be 

considered a part of my work. 

Lee s plea was gutsy- A compar- 

ison of Baldwin/Perl with Lee’s 

shooting script in By Any A\eans 

Necessary reveals substantial parallels 

of an almost line-by-line* camera- 

direct ion-for-camera-direccion na¬ 

ture, up until the final 14 scenes, 

relating to the assassination, all of 

which arc Lee s, He also omitted 59 

scenes and, to be fair, lobbed in a 

number of “sustaining moments' 

earlier in the movie—in scene 19> 

for instance, where young Malcolm 

makes out with his white lover 

Sophia. Baldwin and Perl low-keyed 

the encounter: 

I NT, SOPHIA'S CAR, NIGHT 

The only tight is the car radio which 

plays MUSIC. Malcolm kisses Sophia hun¬ 

grily; he is devouring her. 

SOPHIA: Hey, baby 

In contrast, Lee bumped up the sex 

and race angle: 

INT. SOPHIA'S CAR, NIGHT 

Sophia pulls her tight sweater over her 

head to expose two full white breasts. 

Malcolm's eyes are popping out of his head. 

Guild had to admit that Lee had been a 

writer first and that the arbitration should 

not have taken place, Since Baldwin was 

out and Perl’s widow had no complaint* 

the WGA restored Lee s credit. 

But whom was Lee kidding? 

Contracts aside, he had pushed himself 

in the media as director of Malcolm X 

from the get-go in 1990, well before 

he had become involved as a writer, 

“Marvin [Worth] and I sat down and 

talked about me doing the film* and if 

I was to do it* how to gracefully re¬ 

place Norman Jewison/' Lee admitted 

in his book, Then came more ne¬ 

gotiations between us and Warner 

Brothers, f flew out there in December 

1990,... We sat with Lucy Fisher and 

Terry Semel and Bob Daley and Mark 

Canton, who had sent us a letter/' 

Presumably, Lee and the aforemen¬ 

tioned WB executives were not, ac this 

stage, having a script session,, 

Indeed* the WGA might have 

stuck to its initial no-credit finding 

had it seen another contract dated 

April 16* 1991* in which Worth 

promises to pay Lee's production 

company $53*709 "in connection 

•t* n 

Aiii_A fi/P.ITEP.—D3 'T>T' A HYPHENATE 

complete novel can be shot into a single 

film, I threw out 30 pages, reconstructed, 

got rid of characters, combined characters, 

gave it a unified focus, 

... To me, the weakest part of the script 

was the third act, which we all know is the 

most Important one. This is where I did the 

most work.... Mr. Baldwin did not go into 

details about the assassination of Malcolm, 

he just skated around it... 1 was not twid¬ 

dling my thumbs. I am a writer and I was 

writing my ass off, trying to make this the 

best script possible. 

...[TJhis is not a case of a hack direc¬ 

tor trying to steal a writing credit. I am a 

filmmaker, a writer-director, a hyphenate. I 

wrote the script to She's Gotta Have It 
(1936), School Daze (1988), Do the Right 
Thing (1989), which was nominated by the 

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and 

Sciences for Best Original Screenplay, Mo/ 
Better Blues (1990), [and] Jungle Fever 

NOTE: It's very unusual for women not to 

wear a bra back In that day but you might 

say Sophia was way ahead of her time. 

SOPHIA: Malcolm, look at them. Have 

you ever seen white breasts like these? 

This spicy nugget did not make it 

to the cut ting-room floor; it was never 

filmed* said Aalmuhammed* because 

Washington found it crude. 

Lee's plea for credit would almost cer¬ 

tainly have failed had it not been for one 

thing. The automatic arbitration and the 

51 percent rest does nut apply to produc¬ 

tion executives who have worked on 

screenplays as writers—that is, before be¬ 

coming involved on the production end, 

Warner Brothers told the WGA that Lee 

had signed his writing con tract on 

February 12* 1991, and submitted his 

first script revision on April 15—both 

well before the producing and directing 

contract, dated May 16, Consequently* the 

with the development of the theatri¬ 

cal motion picture entitled Malcolm 

X (the Picture’)* including the de¬ 

velopment of production designs and 

costume designs with respect to the 

Picture.” Although dated the day af¬ 

ter Lees initial revision* this docu¬ 

ment shows that Lee the director was 

deep into production matters, while 

Lee the writer was adapting 

Baldwin/Perl between February and 

April. Thus his position before the 

WGA's Policy Review Board—that 

there was a sharp chronological dis¬ 

tinction between his directing/pro¬ 

ducing responsibilities and his 

writing ones—was false. 

After obtaining a copy of the afore¬ 

mentioned contract, the WGA. began to 

have second thoughts about the 

honafides of Lee’s screenplay credit* but 

the WGA has taken no further action. 
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("jTJ 1 "PT' I A A > ‘7\ )*P jazz musician Bleek Gilliam, is held to a bad 
t contract by two club owners* "Those two char- 

“Malcolm X is my artistic vision. ...It is no one else7s/T _octets were croot<5 t^iey 
Spike Lee?By Any Means Necessary'' 

Normally, writers arc quick to claim credit for 

their literary property—to boast and brag about 

what problems they artfully overcame, and so on— 

and in the case of Malcolm X, Lee had every reason to 

do the same. "X is not only Spikes best him, it is 

one of the great films of our time,” opined Harvard's 

Henry Louis Gates, Jr. on National Public Radio. In 

stunningly beautiful visual detail and through a pro- 

(mindly sensitive and nnamed script, Mr, Lee gives us 

Malcolm of the autobiography in all of his complex¬ 

ity” (emphasis added). Gates was so stirred by the sce¬ 

nario that he brought Lee up to Harvard's W.E.B, DuBois Institute to teach 

screen writing in 1993. 

But Lee can not be dragged into a discussion of bis specific work on the Malcolm 

X script. Nor is the 314-page By Any Means Necessary very helpful, and, when the ut¬ 

most clarity would have been appropriate, the appeal to the WGA had been con- 

were cheats, they were 
shysters- why can't they 

be Jewish?" asked Lee. 

JUNGLE FEVER: The 

story of forbidden pas¬ 

sions between an archi¬ 

tect and his temp 

secretary had as its not 

particularly relevant 

opening scene, which 

was shot but later cut. 

Two cops in ties; Mekhi Phifer as “Die docker" Lee descending in front 

of the Brooklyn Bridge on a crane and 

announcing, "All you people who think I'm 

anti-Semitic can kiss my black ass 

two times/' 
MALCOLM X: Lee faked a conversion to 

Islam, the religion of his subject; excluded 
spicuously vague. Lees memory went completely blank on deposition in the that would have proved! embarfflSS^fig 
Aalmuhammed suit: 

Q. Can you tell me how much of the screenplay you did take from Baldwin? 

A. I cannot remember, sir. 

Q. Can you give me an idea, Mr, Lee, how much 

of your screenplay was just taken virtually verbatim 

from the Baldwin/Perl script? 

A. I cannot give you a percentage. 

to the powerful Louis Farrakhan, who all but 

called for the assassination of X; "vanished" 

from all movie publicity an 

Islamic consultant who had made 

substantial contributions to the 

film's writing and directing; and 

attempted, against the wishes of 

the late James Baldwin, to 

include the author's name on 

the movie's script 

. i d Le 1 O ^ ^ CLOCKERS^For the movie 

her clients output on the following day, but then The lioroas Denzel Washington, as t(le belligerent director chopped 

went to the court to demand a confidentiality order, giving her an excuse to speak bKwm ,twas jn the wayj an 3ncierlt 

no further with me. and reverej Bradford pear tree that had been 

VO hat was the big mystery? What did Lee have to hide? Was it that he added planted by a civic group to promote local 
next to nothing to the script, and that he paraded the considerable work of harmony 

Aalmuhammed as his own and buried the script doctor under the ex post fac¬ 

to label of “Islamic technical consultant'? These issues were paramount in the 

legal wrangle. 

A devout Muslim savant and activist, Aalmuhammed grew up in the 

heart of the Nation of Islam under Elijah Muhammad and the young 

Farrakhan, and later under Wallace D. Mohammed, Elijah’s breakaway son. 

H is credentials were clearly useful, and to hear Aalmuhammed tell it, he 

saved Lee from religious catastrophe, 

''Denzel and I agreed that l would help him to research hLs role and we 

worked together ro guarantee the integrity of the script? Aalmuhammed 

said in an interview at a Manhattan coffee shop. "I had strong doubts about 

Spikes knowledge of the Nation and Islam, and the huge differences between 

them. After skimming through his shooting script, which was riddled with in- A man eats his own hdd 
" nair in Crooklyn11 
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accuracies and inept on Malcolms spiri¬ 

tual and intellectual metamorphosis, I be¬ 

gan to revise the dialogue myself. Denzel 

went along with most of my changes and 

we rehearsed the new pages privately as 

well as openly on the set. To a lesser ex¬ 

tent J did the same thing with Angela 

Bassett [Berry Shabazz, Malcolms wife] 

and AJ Freeman [Elijah Muhammad*]” 

Frustrated by a lack of recognition 

and proper compensation, Aalmuham¬ 

med sued Lee, Warner Brothers, and the 

film's foreign distributors in a Los 

Angeles federal court in November 1995. 

The plaintiff complicated the litigation 

by asserting that he codirected, copro¬ 

duced as well as cowrote Malcolm X. an 

argument he based on his having helped 

devise and arrange the religious scenes in 

Egypt and his intense coaching of 

Washington and others on the set, a func¬ 

tion of directing according to the 

Director's Guild. No matter how quixot¬ 

ic his legal quest might seem, the U S. 

Copyright Office allowed him to flic an 

adverse claim for copyright registration 

to the entire film, not merely the script. 

Whether he could ever exercise the copy¬ 

right would be determined in court. 

When Washington stated under oath 

that Aalmuhammed's contribution was 

great,” he was not just being polite. Having 

given Aal mu hammed a $100,000 check 

for personal services relating to Malcolm X. 

the actor could hardly have testified other¬ 

wise. Aalmuhammed hung out with him 

for four months on sets in New York and 

Cairo, laboring on the script, mainly, and 

noodling motivation, Aalmuhammed was 

keen to counsel Washington as to what the 

historical X might be thinking or feeling 

in upcoming scenes* Before a scene in 

which Malcolm's eyes were to be opened 

to Elijah’s treachery, for example, 

Aalmuhammed shook up Washington by 

showing him evidence linking Elijah to 

Malcolm's death. "Denzel almost turned 

pale and told me to return it to my 

archives. But it let him understand 

Malcolm’s anguish,'’ Aalmuhammed said. 

Aalmuhammed contends, and my 

analysis confirms, that he revised 1 2 

English-language scenes in the second 

half’of the movies final cut and six of his 

rewrites were significant to the drama by 

any measure. In particular, Aalmu¬ 

hammed doctored Elijah's lecture on 

women, Malcolm X’s argument with the 

prison chaplain regarding the color of 

Jesus’ skin, and Malcolm X's TV face-off 

with an NAACP-type Negro. In the lat¬ 

ter scene, Aalmuhammed furnished the 

film with its only explanation for the X 

in Malcolm's name. When the TV mod¬ 

erator asks Washington what the letter 

means, he replies, 11X in mathematics 

representing the unknown.” Brodkin, 

who also repped Warner Brothers, coun¬ 

tered that the plaintiffs revisions were 

limited to '"his theological and historical 

The origin of the next scene— 

Washington and pilgrims washing before 

prayers—was another baffler for Lee. 

Q. Is this scene in the movie? 

A. Yes, that's in the movie. 

Q. Was that scene Mr. Aalfmiham- 

med's idea? 

A* I do not know that, sir. 

Q. Was it your idea? 

A. 1 do not know. 1 don't know where— 

I can't keep track of where ideas come from* 

Despite Lee s amnesiac testimony, the 

judge dismissed the case against him last 

November on the grounds that Warner 

Brothers, not Lee, would be the legally re¬ 

sponsible party. Without commenting on 

Aalmuhammed s writing claims, on 

February I 8 the court granted summary 

judgment for Warner Brothers, finding that 

expertise" and were “neither qualitative¬ 

ly nor quantitatively significant.” 

Fluent in Arabic and expert in Islamic 

rites, Aalmuhammeds doctoring was in¬ 

dispensable when the production shifted to 

Malcolm's 1964 trip to the Middle East. 

He devised five separate scenes marking 

Malcolm X's conversion to true Islam, pro¬ 

viding both the Arabic words and, he em¬ 

phasized, the codirection. 

In his deposition, Lee did not con¬ 

test any of Aal mu ham med's writing 

claims, but he heatedly denied chat the 

plaintiff co-directed anything. The prob¬ 

lem with this defense, however, wras Lee's 

faulty memory. There is a scene in the 

Mecca section in which Washington 

leads a long line of white-robed pilgrims 

across the desert in one of the hajj's more 

colorful rituals. This beautiful shot, used 

in several promotional packages, is not 

in the shooting script. On deposition, 

Lee appeared clueless about its origin. 

Q* Did a scene like that appear in the 

movie? 

A. I don't remember. 

Q. Isn't it a fact that this scene was cre¬ 

ated by Jefri Aalmuhammed? 

A* I cannot say that's a fact, sir. 

Q. Is it your testimony that you don't 

recall whether this scene es in the movie? 

A* I don't recall. 

the studio had not hired him with rhe in¬ 

tention of having him serve as author, direc¬ 

tor, and producer, Such are the legal 

intricacies that Aalmuhammed is probably 

looking at an involved appeal, 

Lee's gangsta style does not foster full 

communication. During a brief telephone 

conversation, laced with his sarcasm for 

Aalmuhammed, I was able to wedge in a 

question. Why was Aalmuhammed—a 

solid Islamic consultant, a prolific con¬ 

tributor to the script, and a recipient of an 

uncashed $ 100,000 check from rhe Oscar- 

nominated lead—nowhere mentioned in 

Lee's book, press kit, or interviews3 If 

Aalmuhammed was so good, why was he 

so invisible? Lee replied that he had dis¬ 

appeared Aalmuhammed for daring to re¬ 

quest a writing credit during post- 

producrion. Then Lee hung up before I 

could read the following passage from his 

deposition: 'T never kncwr about those 

claims he wanted, those credits he want¬ 

ed, until I got hit with this suit. Never 

before did he say, 'Spike I want screen- 

writing credit on this/ ir 

Beyond the law, as a matter of simple 

fairness, l,ee should have reported Aal¬ 

muhammed s script contribution to the 

WGA and he should have added Aal¬ 

muhammed s name to the screenplay. That 

would have been the, ah, right thing to do. 
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SpioEissKsJums -SPIKE AND THE FAIWA MEN 
Smh a man as Malcolm is u orthy of death. Recent court testimony suggests that Spike 

Louis X, aka Louis Farrakhan, in 'Muhammad Speaks,' December 4,1964 Lw converted t0 Is|am in order t0 fj|m scene5 

for his movie Malcolm X in Mecca and then 
Malcolm X and Farrakhan were once tight- But the younger minister irom 

the Boston temple broke with his mentor over Elijah Muhammad's unholy tom- 

catting and joined the killing chorus in 1964. “Only those who wish to be led to 

hell, or to their doom, will follow Malcolm," Farrakhan wrote in the Nation's 

newspaper, Muhammad Speaks, whipping up sentiments against his rival. The 

minister admitted, in 1990, to having been at the Newark temple—the reputed 

staging ground for the murder—on the day of the assassination, confirming FBI 

surveillance records. This admission placed him only one degree of separation 

from four of the assassins, who were members of the Newark temple. 

lied about it on Nightline, and that he may 

have claimed authorship of a script to which 

he had actually contributed relatively little. 

How would the cultures of Saudi Arabia and 

of Hollywood view these peccadilloes? 

Differently—and yet the samel 

ISLAMIC WORLD; QUASI-APOSTASY 

Denying your religion is morally impermis¬ 

sible: tiie penalty is death, often by beheading, 
Despite Farrakhan's prominence in Malcolm's demise, he was strangely missing t|loug)l exceptjot1s are macie (or |jfe-threaten- 

from the biopic. Leaving him out of X's martyrdom story was not unlike omitting |ng sjtuatjons Tractjtjotla||yj the convicted was 
Judas from the story of the crucifixion. Why did Lee do it? Perhaps he caved in to 

Farrakhan’s ham-fisted threats, "The consequences of the mishandling of this film 

could be very, very grave for all concernedhe said to Lee during a pre-production 
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allowed three days in which to recant, but 
modern regimes have abolished the waiting 

period, an expression of a renewed interest 
among Muslims in matters of the spirit. 

HOLLYWOOD: QUASI-APOSTASY 

Denying your religion h aesthetically im¬ 

permissible (one's "religion" is supposed to 
interview quoted in By Arty Mtam Necessary. ► dm not going to stand by in 1991 just drift Quietly away no denials necessary) 
or Imi h,„ io„ do » Elij* Muta»™d „h„ ,oo „ do be™* ^ " 

you are not interested m digging enough to give this thing the balanre that it should prospe(.t of a monetary |oss or an overpower- 

be given." While Lee could hardly skirt around Elijah's prolific mating habits, he jng ,ove of CINEMA- There are even some 

could keep the Anti-Malcolm offscreen. "I think it would be a too risky thing for benefjts lf1cllJCljrlg Oscar nominations, beauti- 

them to try some shit with me," Lee postured in his book They did not have to. Hefu| $hot$ of sb(.irieSj the chance t0 eKpress a rfr. 

was already in Farrakhan s pocket. newe(J irterest among Ho[|ywoodians in 

In die end, Farrakhan forgave Lee for his movie, which did nor flatter the matters of the spirit 

Black Muslim cult. But Malcolm X Farrakhan would never forgive. In a bizarre J5LAMIC WORLD* QUASI-AUTHORSHIP 

February 1993 speech to his Chicago temple, he wigged our on his nemesis. "Was Because of a tradition that required urswhv- 

Malcolm your traitor or was he ours? " he shouted. "It we dealt with him the way jng adllerence t„ g bo(Jy „f re|igieils doctrine 

a nation deals with a traitor, what the hell business is it of yours? A nation's got 

to be able to deal with traitors and cutthroats and turncoats. The white man deals 

with his. The Jews deal with theirs.’ 

“Malcolm has always been my man, Lee wrote in his book. How did he re¬ 

act to Farrakhan's infamous late hit? In a monumental act of betrayal, Lee senr up 

Farrakhan's baby, the Million Man March, with Get on the Bns, Asked by the ptinj5hments'can inc|ucte a 5tem ta|kmg 't0 by 

Village Voice what he thought of X's unrepentant reprover, the director replied, "I g judge 

and the very late discovery of quotation 

marks, traditional Islamic culture has a less 

keenly developed concept of originality than 

other places. In theory, however, copyright 

law is very similar to that of the U.SV and 

respect him.” 

Malcolm X, a reformed hustler, analyzed the 

breed in his autobiography: "The ghetto hus¬ 

tler is internally restrained by nothing. He has 

no religion, no concept of reality, no civic re¬ 

sponsibility, no fear—nothing. To survive, he 

is constantly out there preying on others, 

probing for any human weakness like a fer¬ 

ret. The ghetto hustler is forever frustrated, 

restless and anxious for some ‘action/ 

Whatever he undertakes, he commits him¬ 

self to it fully, absolutely," 

Sound like any hyphenate we know? 

MrnmocUAPlfY 

Malcolm x 

’ br Ittirv 

'Tf,e Amob'°9raj% of fliaJaTxT"* by Sppke Lee.r 

HOLLYWOOD; QUASI-AUTHORSHIP 

Because of an annoying tendency to come 

up with the idea for one movie 

I by combining the salient features 

of two other ones, as well as a 

creative process that requires 

dozens of people Lo "synergize" 

on a movie's content, Hollywood 

has a less keenly developed con¬ 

cept of originality than other 

places. In theory, however, the law 

is very similar to that of the rest of 

the Lf.S.; punishment can include 

the loss of "juice." 
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Since 1845 our master cigar-makers developed a 

technique to many the full-bodied flavor of the 

English marker wrapper with die supreme mildness 

of the Claro into a world-class, hand-made cigar 

like Excalibun 

Our craftsmen make sure that every 
4 

precious long-filler leaf, binder and 

wrapper that goes into each Excaltbur 

is hand-bunched in the traditional, 

time-honored way, then packed in a 

HT[ ai 
11!B)“P 

Spanish cedar Roire Nature Box ro enhance the 

seasoning and taste to guarantee a classic smoke that 

is truly the finest of its kind. 

Available at Fine Tobacconists Everywhere. There \ 
are eight sizes and shapes available in English Claro 

and Rich Madura to satisfy the most 

discriminating smoker. 

Imported by Danby-Palado Division S| 

25 Park Way, Upper Saddle Riven NJ 07458 

For more information, call: (201) 934-9440 (800) 526-4653 
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Hand to hand wombat 
Down low? Too slow? How to high five" with the big boy. 

YOU FINALLY MASTERED inflating the basketball with a bike pump. You 

look so good in your rust-colored tank top that you've been approached to star in 

your own hair-transplant commercial. But someone on your team has just thrown 

the r,B-ball" into rhe basket, and now they’re heading your way with one hand in the air. 

What’s going on? Chances are you’re being asked for a “high-five" -a congratulatory 

slapping of hands between two men. But a soundless scraping of fingers—or, worse, a 

miss—can he a real embarrassment. So make sure you get with the program: 

Some levelheaded tips on 

outsmarting mental illness 

If nutso behavior like uncontrol¬ 
lable snorting or barking is inter* 
faring with your workout take a 
few tips from the experts; 
■ Magnesium, Bouts of crazi¬ 
ness can often be triggered when 
nutrient levels in the body be- 
come depleted. Ask for a baked 
potato cooked without skin. And 
why not try apple butter as a fast 

and-filling alternative to mayo? 
■ Warning signs. As with all 
things, the best way not to dance 
with Sgt Psycho is to spot the tell 
tale warning signs and take early 
action. Anything can be a telltale 
warning sign, so Stay alert. 
■ Take advice. Even if it means 
paying for it. New research sug¬ 
gests that while some men may 
survive for a couple of years with 

1. ,JKnow Where You Want to End Up.” 
Focus squarely on the other guy's palm, 

2. 'Be Yourself.,r 
Set your hand moving in the right direction* 
A thin layer of moisturizer and a low-fat diet 
can help minimize air resistance. 

3. "Be Gentte. * The other guy's hand may 
look tike funt but it isn't a toy Don't just 
smack at it like you're calling an elevator. 
Slap it as you would your own. 

4. "Check Your Hand." Your teammate may 
be able to jump up and literally put the bas¬ 
ketball in the basket, but that doesn't mean 
he s germ free—quite the opposite, in fact 

out expert advice, the vast major¬ 
ity will experience either 
madness or abdominal softening. 
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step up to the plate 

To eat is human 
Put stuff in your mouth and reap the benefits 

YOU PICK HER UP at her place. She looks fantastic, and, 

at least, she doesn’t actively stare at the patch of razor horn 

under your ear. All six cylinders roar with delight as you feel 

your radial tires grab at the twisting road beneath you. All systems 

go, right? Wrong. You're checking your stomach for taut ness in the 

rearview mirror and—uh-oh! In the area above your washboard, a 

row of strange banana-shaped formations bulge underneath your 

skin. This is good, right? 

Wrong. According to Dr. San jit Subliminalinsmictiontape of the 
Manhattan Fitness Project in Ijos Alamos, these "banana" protuberances, 

known as ribs, can be a red flag your body is frantically waving at you, in an 

attempt ro warn you that your natural reserves of grams of fat may be de¬ 

pleting themselves down to dangerous levels. The solution? It may be rime 

to shift your nutritional focus. 

"Food” according to the galley proofs of a book that arrived in the mail 

a few days ago, "is a natural fibrous binding agent that is nature's way of 

connecting the grams of fat to the milligrams of sodium and other nutrient- 

style commodities racing through your body" Sometimes comprised of leafy 

things or ever certain animals, food is quite literally the X factor in the nat¬ 

ural ecosystem of your body—and how you handle it can be decisive in 

making or breaking your physique. Too much and you're Tommy Tube. Too 

little and you're ribbed for her pleasure. 

The good news, however, is thar you don't need to pawn your prescrip¬ 

tion-ground scuba goggles to join the International Brotherhood of Food 

Eaters. Bagel halves, some brands of apple button anti even one to two serv¬ 

ings of white meat or fish with the skin removed can have enough of a food 

component to keep your body happy for another day, and save it the trouble 

of sending a strip-o-gram round to your apartment—in the form of a nasty 

hypoglycemic blackout—to announce that its feeling the pinch. 

unk 
getting older and older 

Stricken zie deutsch? 
Don V let the had health drive out the good 

As your body gets older, you can expect to play golf and 
eat out a lot, says Dr, ivtarvin Chin beard of the 
Telegenesis Institute in upstate Mew York. But there car 
be hazards, so stay alert for telltale warning signs: 
■ Disease.Think of your body as a car engine. Now 
imagine the engine doesn't work because some part of 
it is broken. Now imagine that engine is your body. 
■ Death. Think of your body as a serving of skinless 
chicken that you’ve asked your butcher to debone and 

trim the fat off of. Chilling, isn't it? 
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◄ Don’t make a splash 
So you finally have her on the couch. Hootie's blaring from the 
mini system and there's a photograph of your glistening ab¬ 
domen right where she can see it. She asks you to bring her 
some water, but the only time you like to get your hands wet is 
when you're being towed by a power boat. Not a problem. 
Introducing the Glass, a crystalline cylinder with a built-in circu¬ 
lar base that lets you moisten her up without ruining your 
trousers. The Glass is see-through as well, so you can examine 
her beverage for nutrients and grams of fat before she drinks 
it. Price: $420. 

▼ Get on a roll 
You've just moved your bowels. Normally* yourd run 
outside and find a piece of garbage, but your boss 
sounded serious when he said he wanted that report 
on his desk by nine. Pas tfe problems. Why not just 
bring the garbage indoors? Botto me raft’s ToiletRoH, 
comprising several hundred sheets of lightweight 
high-performance tissue, is small enough to fit in 
your bathroom but absorbent enough to handle 
the runniest of ' Number Twos.M Comes with a 

sturdy cardboard Inner tube for easy mounting. 
Price: $85. 

A Shelter from the storm 
Cellular phones with rechargeable batteries seem like 

neat little gizmos—until you plug them in. No problemo. 
The House from Lifeworks comes with multiple main out¬ 
lets for you to rejoice your phone, as well as solid-state 
step-climbing devices for your lower body. It's also a 
warm, dry alternative to the ol' stars-are-my-comforter 
"outdoors” lifestyle. For a monthly fee you can even 
arrange for a nutritionist to stop by and prepare three to 
four servings of boiled poultry or fish. Price: $800,246« 

Where to Buy Glass: Mail order from Aqua boy Inc,. Portland, OP. 
ToilctRoll: Available in White1M or Sensitive Skin™ from most major re¬ 
tail ers House: Send self-addressed envelope to Santa in Lapland. 
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self-care 

The perfect body 
in 15 seconds 
In the time you wasted reading this headline, you 
could have lost 100% of your total body fat! OH, SURE. Your boss is probably so flexible, mellow, 

and laid-back, he probably couldn’t care less if you 

disappear to the gym tor 19 (See Men's Self, April 

1997) or 20 (See Men's Self March 1997) seconds during the 

middle of the day to work on your physique. When it comes 

to getting fit, you’ve got all the time in the world, right? 

Wrong. According to Dr Ern:t- Rbumajamahamasaran of the Oneness Policy Center 

in Santa Ft, the traditional crunch with a 5,000 Jb barbell strapped to your head only 

harnesses a hour 0,04$ of your rorat effort, the rest of your energy ts dispersed mro the 

natural ecosystem of the gymnasium. Follow proper form, however* arid you can slash 

your exercise time to 15 seconds..,or less! 

• Oft extremely heavy weights. According to Dr. Omar Rush receptionist of the 

Telegenesis Institute in upstate New York, the success of your quest lor the perfect 

body has nothing to do with the number of hours you spend at the gym, reading about 

"servings" of broccoli and sword fighting in the locker room. Next rime you do a 
3t0G0 lb crunch, stick a towel or a washcloth under your ankles. You 11 feel the burn 

instantly, which is your body 's way of telling you that it’s harnessing the static electric¬ 

ity of the towel fim* and turning it into pure, rock-hard muscle, 

H Every day for the rest of your life. It s doubly important, once you’ve completed 

your 15-second workout* you nor rest on your laurels. Hey, those grams of fat dinging 

to your abdomen aren't going to go window-shopping lot new "ergonomic" ski poles, 

50 why should you?! With new advances in cloning and barbell manufacturing, Dr. 

Alvin Bottletan of the Federation of Taikshow E>octors thinks, it may one day—maybe 

as soon as next month!—be possible to beat exercise time down to 13* or even 12, sec¬ 
onds. Until then, repeat above workout—-after a four-second rest to allow essential nu¬ 

trients co replenish themselves—-without stopping for the next two and a half-hours. 

red flags 

Sound the Ab-larm! 
Five telltale warning signs 
of flabby abs 

There’s nothing loveable or handlesble 
about love handles. Be alert for the fol¬ 
lowing classified adsr paid for by your 
body, announcing that Mr. Tummy may 
be moving to Chubbsvilte: 
■ Crimson Tide. Trickles of blood from 
the nose and ears are probably signs of 
internal illness, but what if it's your abs? 
Better to be on the safe side. Crunches, 
10 sets. 
■ “Pink-slip slidlnT away." Suddenly get¬ 
ting Fred can also be a message from 
Senor Sixpack, Did you remember to 

have your "Boss Love Your Belly"? Why 
not try a cup of apple butter instead of 
coffee as an appley morning pick-meHjp? 
M “So long, amigo.” The word around 
the water cooler is that a close friend 
and office mate of yours died a couple 
of years ago. Sure, maybe he was sick. 
Or maybe he was trying to tell you some¬ 
thing. Start off with 100 oblique crunch¬ 
es, but tell yourself that they're actually 
called “bunches/' thereby confusing your 
brain and fooling it into burning extra 
grams of fat. 
■ Nuclear Standoff: According to the TV, 
China and the U.S. are within minutes of a 
full-scale nuclear fistfight. While everyone 

else stands around feeling helpless, make 
a mental note that next time you make 
chili you 'll toss in a half cup of pinto beans 

or a fistful of chewy and nutritious barley. 
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LEFT F n f) T 
HA- 

How Science 
Can Help You 
Reach Orgasm 
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YOUR BROKER SAYS he had one when the 

Yankees won die Series. Your weekly squash partner 

claims he has them all rhe rime, bur then again he 

also invokes the laws of quantum mechanics at least a couple 

of times per game to explain why the ball comes so strangely 

nit his racket, The Honduran guy who parks your Bonneville 

in the morning says that if you want to swing by his Aunt 

Sylvia's church in Elmo ParkT she can hook you up with a lit¬ 

tle pouch of magic bones that’ll have you having them all 

day long without even breaking a swear. Yep, it seems like 

everyone's in on the big secret except for you know who. 

And let's lace it. Even if you did somehow end up having 

one, would you even know how to pronounce icP Shouldn’t 

there lx an extra vowel in there somewhere? Maybe there at 

the end? What is it: or-ga-SMUH? Or-ga-SUM? OR-gam 1/ 

"Part of the reason women find it so&/.q to achieve orgasm," 

says Dr. Stefan H el me chair, who once apjieared on Al Roker's 

show explaining flesh-earing bacteria, 'could well he thar fe¬ 

male erogenous zones are scattered all over rhe body, whereas 

for many men they are entirely concentrated in this tiny perns 

area. While a woman can bring herself rt> orgasm simply by 

ware hi ng a soap of^era, or buying a simple pair of black shoes 

essentially identical ro the pair she bought the previous week, 

men may require actual penitic stimulation;’ 

The jargon can be daunting, but Dr. He 1 mediair is plan¬ 

ning to offer subliminal, hands-on workshops at his Institute 

starring next spring, where women can learn to find their 

partner's penis area and stimulate it to maximum effect 

’Should be a lot of tun," he promises, "Though probably nor 

if you're at all squeamish.*’ 

“A couple of years ago, all the talk in the sauna was about' Penetration this, 

and penetration that,’ ” recalls one frustrated ad creative. "People were talking 

about penetration like it was some sort of ‘magic orgasm spell.' 

Orgasm? Hmm, Orgasm. Okay, so rhe pronunciation isn’t chat 

tough. But, given your druthers, you'd rather be having them 

than pronouncing them, tight? 

Wrong, lt,. .sorry, right. Meet Jake, 32+ an advertising cre¬ 

ative who has been glumly waiting for rhe Big O ever since 

puberty Like the vast majority of men with orgasm problems, 

Jake is desperate and willing to try anything to push himself 

over the cliff of sensation, "A couple of years ago, all rhe talk 

in rhe sauna, and in thar little hallway area where you show 

the guy your membership card, was about 'Penetration this 

and penetration that,' People were talking about penetration 

like it was some sore of'magic orgasm spell,' like you'd have 

to be a moron for it not to work for you. Needless to say, 1 

tried it. And needless ro say, fm still waiting." 

Literally millions of men share Jake's predicament, accord¬ 

ing ro Dr. Mitch Ponytail, tantric director of the Jerry 

Springer Aromapunishment Institute. "Penetration can only 

take you so far," says Pony tail, "Unless there's actually anoth¬ 

er person involved—here at the Institute we like to use 

women—penetration on its own, simply going in and out of 

an office building or wriggling your way into the cave1 un¬ 

der your comforter, is totally inefficient and useless, rather 

like an old-fashioned sir-up, or one to two servings of grilled 

chicken with the skin still on them/’ 

But hope is at hand. Taking clues from alternative tech¬ 

niques that have been practiced in some rural communities for 

ac least the last 10,000 years, scientists have discovered what 

may literally turn out ro be the "light at the end of the tunnel' 

for the overwhelming majority of non-orgasmic males. Last 

May, in a paper published in the Swedish journal Borgasm, tor 

example, researchers at the Tony Little Neurological 

Foundation in Oaxaca, claimed to have identified a tiny "bun¬ 

dle" of nerve endings at the base of rhe abs that may be rhe 

first genuine glimmer of hope for the vast percentage 01 the 

male population char struggles with "Calvin Climax." This 

bundle, known 31s the penis. may also help shed some light on 

the widely divergent sexual responses of men and women. 

liealthwaich 

Troubleshooting Your Wad 
So you finally had an orgasm. Now what? 

It was wonderful, magical exciting. You can't wait to make 
"orgasm-ing'' a permanent part of your lifestyle. Well, not 
so fast bo mb re. Your troubles may have only just begun. 

Zinc, Having an orgasm can deplete the body's natur¬ 
al reserves of zinc, as well as other vital nutrients and vi¬ 
tamin-type substances. In order to preserve your firm 
hair, shiny abs, and healthy bones and teeth, make sure 
to replenish the body's natural reserves by eating a 
serving of, err zinc after each orgasm. 

Two’s Company, You probably felt pretty stupid, writhing 
around with the excitement of it all. Well, remember that 
woman who was there? You may have to go and pick her 
up from the airport whenever she returns from a trip. And 
not just once, either. 

Body Clock. High-octane orgasnnesrs particularly those 
who orgasm late into the night and combine it with drug-tak¬ 
ing, laughter, and creative activities can fall victim to sleep 
disorders, often waking up disoriented and far from home. 

The Boomerang Effect: While most of the residue from 
your orgasm will be reabsorbed back into the natural 
ecosystems of your bathroom or that woman who was 
there, certain parts of it may literally take on a life of its 
own in the form of a "child." technically a human being just 
like yourself, except with softer abs, 

Abs: Orgasms can help strengthen your abs, right? 
Wrong, While it's true that many of the movements lead¬ 
ing up to orgasm involve the lateral and oblique muscles 
of the abdomen, overreliance on orgasm-ing can literally 
be a red flag that your reserves of expensive abdominal 
exercise machines may be dangerously depleted. 
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Autographed Entertainment Photos 
Personally Signed By Your Favorite Stars & Guaranteed Authentic For Life. 

Order 2 or More Pieces & Take 15% Off!! 
Order 4 or More Pieces & Take 20% Off!! 

Models Movies A TV 
Tyra Banks - $40 Tim Allen ■ $50 
Brigitte Bardot - $40 Gillian Andersen - $60 
Christie Brinkley - £65 Pam Anderson - $65 
Naomi Campbell ■ S55 Jen niter An iston - 555 
Cmdy Crawford - $75 Christina Applegate - $55 
Linda Evangelista - £40 Scoll Bakuia - S5D 
Bridget Hall - £35 Alec Baldwin - $65 
Rachel Hunter - $5Q Stephen Baldwin * S45 
Elizabeth Hurley - $45 William Baldwin - £55 
Kathy Ireland ■ $65 Antonio Banderas - $60 
Elle Macphcrson - $65 Drew Barrymore $75 
Jenny McCarthy - $50 Kim Basinger - £75 
Ashley Montana ■ $50 Elizabeth Berkley - £40 
Kate Moss ■ $50 Halle Berry - £50 
Paulina - $60 Yasmme Ble&th - £50 
Claudia Schtffer - $60 Bruce Boxieitner - $45 
Siephams Seymour -855 Kenneth Branagh - $50 
Anna Nicole Smith - $50 Pierce Brosnan - $55 
Nikj Taylor - $55 Sandra Bullock - $65 
Christy Turlington - $S5 Nicolas Cage - $4S 
Vendela - $50 Dean Cain - $60 
Risque 1 Welch ■ $45 John Candy * $75 

Check or Money Order ■ CPG Direct Dep-SPY, R0 

Jim Carrey - $75 
Jackie Chan ■ $45 
Claudia Christian - $45 
George Clooney - S50 
Jennifer Connelly - $50 
Seen Connery - $125 
Kevin Costner - £75 
Courteney Cox - $55 
Tom Cruise - $110 
Jamie Lee Curtis - $60 
Ellen Degerieres - $45 
Dana Delaney - 550 
Rooert Den ro - S95 
Johnny Depp - $55 
Cameron Diaz - $50 
Leonardo DiCaprio - 550 
Michael Douglas - $65 
Fran D rescue r - $40 
David Duchovny - $60 
Clmt Eastwood - $75 
Erika Eleniak * 565 
Ra ph Fiennes - $55 

Linda Florentine - $50 
Came Fisher - $40 
Bridget Forma - $75 
Harrison Ford - $150 
Jod:e Foster - $150 
Richard Gere - $75 
Mel Gibson - $125 
Hugh Grant ■ $55 
Mark Hardill ■ $50 
Linda Hamilton - $50 
Tom Hanks $75 
Wpody Harrclson - $45 
Teri Hatcher - $65 
Lauren Holly - $50 
Dennis Hopper * $50 
He«en Hunt ■ $50 
Samuel L. Jackson - $50 
Tommy Lee Jones - $75 
Harvey Keitel - $50 
Nicole K nrran $60 
Val K'lmer- $60 
Stephen King - $75 
Nalflfisja Kinski - S50 
Christopher Lambert - $50 
Jay Leno - $40 
Tea Leoni - $40 
David Letter man - SS5 
Daniel Day Lewis - $75 
Juliette Lewis - $50 
Heather Locklear - $65 
Traci Lords - $50 
George Lucas - $95 
David Lynch - $50 
Michael Madsen - S45 
Julianna Margufies - $45 
Mary 5, Masterson - 560 
Samantha Mathis - $45 
A lyssa Milano - 550 
Demi Moore - $125 
Julianne Moore - $45 
Kale Mulgrew - $65 
Eddie Murphy - S7S 

Paul Newman - $95 
Jack Nicholscn - $75 
Leonard Nimoy - $75 
Gena Lee Nolan - $45 
Chris O’Donnell - $55 
Rosie 0'Donnell - $40 
Gary Oldman ■ 355 
Julia Ormond - $5D 
Al Pacino - $75 
Gwyneth Paltrow - $45 
Mary Louise Parker - $50 
Sarah Jessica Parker - $45 
Adrian Paul ■ S50 
Sean Penri - $50 
Matthew Perry - $45 
Michelle Pfeiffer - Si 25 
River Phoenix - $195 
Brad Pit! - $65 
Robert Redlord - $95 
Christopher Reeve - S60 
Keanu Reeves - $65 
Michael Richards - $45 
Julia Roberts - SI95 
Tim Roth - 345 
Kurt Russell - $50 
Rene Russo - S45 
Mcig Ryan - $75 
Winona Ryder - $95 
Susan Sarandon - $55 
A. Schwarzenegger ■ $125 
David Schwimmer ■ $4 5 
Martin Scorsese - 56D 
Steven Seagal - $65 
Jerry Seinfeld - $60 
William Shatner - $75 
Charlie Sheen - S50 
Elisabeth Shue - $45 
Alicia Silverstone - $60 
Christian Slater ■ $55 
Kevin Sorbo - $40 
Mira Sordino ■ $45 
James Spader - $45 
Steven Spielberg - $95 
Sylveslor Stallone - $95 
Howard Stern. - $110 

Patrick Stewart - 875 
Sharon Stone ■ $75 
Meryl Streep - $65 
Sherry Stringfleld - $45 
Kristy Swanson - $50 
Patrick Swayze ■ $55 
Quentin Tarantino - $60 
Tilfani A. Thiessen - $55 
Emma Thompson - $60 
Dma Thurman - $65 
Nancy Travis $45 
John Travolta - $55 
Liv Tyler - $50 
J.C. Van Damme - $75 
Denzel Wash nylon - $55 
Sigourney Weaver - $50 
Robin Williams - £50 
Bruce WFIJis - $75 
Noah Wyle - $45 

Music 
Tori Amos - $55 
Pat Benetar - $45 
Jon Bon Joyi - $55 
Bono - $95 
David Bowie ■ $75 
Garth Brooks - $55 
Jimmy Buffett - $45 
Mari ah Carey - $75 
Eric Clapton - $75 
Kurt Cobain - £250 
Eivis Cosiello - $55 
Sheryl Crow - $55 
Celine Dion - $50 
Bob Dylan - S36Q 
Melissa Etheridge - $55 
Peter Gabriel - $65 
Jerry Garcia - $225 
David Gil mo u- - £75 
Sammy Hagar - $45 
George Harrison - 5295 
Deborah Harry - $45 
Faith Hilt - S5D 
Whitney Houston - $75 
Janet Jackson - $95 
Michael Jackson - £250 
Migk dagger $175 
Billy Joel - $75 
Ellon John - $75 
Lenny Kravitz - $5Q 
K.D. Lang - £55 
Courtney Love - £95 
Madonna ■ $250 
Paul McCartney - $350 
Fteba Me Entire ■ S5Q 
Natalie Merchant ■ £55 
George Michael - £75 
Asanis Morrisebe - $95 
Stevie Nicks - $75 
Joan Osbourne ■ S50 
Ozzy Osbourne - $55 
Jimmy Page - £75 
Tom Petty - S95 
Liz Phair - $55 
Robert Plant - $75 
Pnnce - $350 
Tront Roznor - $60 
Keiih Richards - $95 
Axl Rose - $65 
David Lee Rolh - $45 
Frank Sinatra - S25Q 
Bruce Springsteen - $200 
Paul Slanley - $40 
Red Stewart - S75 
Sting - S65 
Barbra Streisand - S250 
Shania Twain - $55 
Steven Tyler - $56 
Lars Ulrich - $40 
Eddie Van Helen . 375 
Eddie Vedder - $65 
Vanessa Williams - $55 
Nail Young - $95 
Frank 2appa ■ $295 

Valley Cottage, NY 10989. Checks are held 7-10 days. 
Shipping - include $6,95 & add $1.50 for each additional item. 

Please call tor International rates. All prices are subject to change. 

* Visit our web site at hnp://www.cpgdireci.com 

We Accept Visa, Mastercard\ Discover & American Express 

CAL11-800-382-3175 24 HOIRS 
Customer Service is available Mon - Fri 10am - 8pm (ET) 

AUTOGRAPHED COLLECTIBLES 

- EACH PHOTO IS RAND SIGNED BY THE CELEBRITY 

- photos mim mmwAn ofautnehtwity. 

* SPECIAL LIFETIME GUARANTEE OF AU THEH TIGi TY. 

30 BAY UNCONDITIONAL MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
Other stars are available from Sports 3 Entertainment 

- PHOTOS ABE MATTEL! * READY FOR FRAMING. 

- FINISHES MAT SIS IS USUALLY ft9 A14" 

- BLACK METAL FRAMING LS ANAUARIF FOB $25. 

- AIL ORDERS INCLUDE FREE COLOR CATALOG. 
Cali or write today for your favorite star 

jUi 'ighted ma 



PHOTO CREDITS: 
Cover: Varum Kahana/Shooting Star (Ricci 
head), TKt* Neal Peters Co] lection 

(Si) ve rstone heart), M. Her nandez > ( j a I e 11 a Ltd. 
(Tyler head). Page 2: Burch Be lair Michael 

Ginshurg Page 6: Eddie Celnick/EUimr 
Korn Lid. (Courtesy ofSasson) Page 14: The 
Neal Peters Collet tion Page 16: Albert 

Ortegn/Celehri1y Photo (Goldnian), WaIter 

McBride Rem a Ltd. (Rivera), Manny 

HcrnandtWGaU'lb Ltd. (Simpson), Focus On 
Spa rt s. (Tysor i ) Page 17: Dav id All c it ■(. i a I e! I a 

Ltd. (Shakur), Globe Photos (Presley) 

Page 18: Clio ton; Top: Reuters Stephen 
Jaife/Archive Photos (left), Gamma Liaison 

(center), Steve Berm an ■'Gamma Liaison (right). 
Bottom: Archive Photos Consolidated (left)* 

Reuters Rick Wit king Archive Photos (center). 

Diana Walker Gamma Liaison (right). Com- 

stock (boy with hot dog) Page 20-21: Richard 
Reinsdorf Winston Wesr Page 22: Joyce 

S i 1 ve rsre i n ■' Photo Rtpt>rr e rs (Wes r), J aq ues 

Boisrg Lift Svgmu (Siephaii ie), W:i 11 

Disney The Neal Peters Collection i Potato 

Head), James Smtai/Galella Ltd. (Lawrence)* 
Steve Granitic Retna Ltd. (Carey). Robin 

Price Alpha Globe Photos (Hockney), James 

M. Kelly.'Globe Photos (Maltre), Lisa Rose. 

Globe Pharos (Wuhl), Walter Weiss man 
Globe Photos iFund.i', Victor MalaTmnte 

Archive News pho tos (Isaak), Superstock 
(woman on beach) Page 24: Courtesy of 

Kohler Page 25: Steve Finn.- Alpha-Globe 

Photos (Townsend)* Archive Photos.'Express 

Newspapers (Adams), Janet Gough Celebrity 

Photo (Lucei). Globe Photos (Thomas) 

Page 26: Sylvain Grandadam 'Tony Stone 

Images (alligator) Page 27: Dave Martin AP 
Photo Page 28: The Neal Peters Collection 

(Brady), Dubert Whitaker Globe Photos 
■ Dali) Page 29: Buddy Mays PPG Pag<? 34: 

Jim Smeal 'Galella Ltd. (Nicholson), David 

Allocca/DMI ( Pescovj), Walter McBride * 
Retna Ltd. (Nolan), Marion Curtis DM I 

(Jones) Page 35: Kelly Jordan.' GaleIIsi Ltd. 

(Gooding), Barry Talesnkk Retna Ltd. (Jack’ 

son), Marion Cunis/DMT (Iman- Evangelista), 

Paul Smith Retna Ltd, (Geese) Page 43: Ellis 

Sygma (C I inton head) Page 44: Butch Be lair 
Michael Ginsburg (Tyler), Sylvia Norris/ 
Archive Photos (Paquin) Page 45: David 

James/Photoltst Page 46: Fotos Inter¬ 

national Archive- Photos (Campbell), Laura 

Luongo, Our line i Portman) Page 47: The 

Neal Peters Collection Page 49: The Neal 

Peters Collection (Danes)* Jim Smeal/Galella 

Ltd. (Brandy) Page 53: Courtesy ol" 
Universal Pictures Page 55: The KobaJ 

Collection Page 59: Stanley Bach. Photonica 

Page 60: Gait Shumway■!;PCi (man s face) 

Page 61: John Reis/Photolink (cow, j, Ed 

Braverman FPG (doctor) Page 62: Robert 

Shafer/Tony Stupe Images (house) 

Page 63: Stanley Bach PhotonJca 

Page 64: Frank Vemnsky 

FULL BODI€D UJITH R SMOOTH DRHUJ! 
Every FI1T CUT cigar is hand made by some of the worlds 

finest cigar rollers from the richest blend of Dominican 

tobaccos. Available in: Churchill (7"x50), Torpedo 

(6*5,rx54) Corona {6'x44) and Robusto {5"x52) sixes with 

a smooth wrapper, guaranteeing a firm, 

even cigar that feels and 

smokes great through and through* 

Please Call 1*800*267*6506 
Inti. {954)749*5591 * Fox {954)749*6039 



ADVICE CATALOGS PERSONALS PHONE SERVICES 

TWIN VISION 
presents Kl-jM Lit.. 

+ * The Best of the Best ++ 

(900) 860-5777 
Established 15B9. slill only £3 25-min 

* Pamela (“MEL") Pin #1006 - TAROT 
Leading feader m USA - Relationships 

•Sonja Pin #1023 - CLAIRAUDIENT 
Spirrhjfil.' l 23% Accurate on a Bad Day 

•Tanya Pin #1019• CLAIRVOYANT 
£ Mailers degrees. Now Shat s smart 

The Psychic institute has rated us *1 

in America lor The past two years 

ASTROLOGY 

Learn the craft of the wise* 

Write: School of Wicca, P.O. Box 

297SY, Hinton, WV 25951- 

AUDIO/V1DEO 

Cable TV descramblers/convert- 

crs. Lower your bill. All major 

brands. Money back guarantee. 

The Cable Store, (800) 390-1899* 

CATALOGS 

Nude Celebrity Photos! Movie 

and television stars. Catalog: 

$2,00. Prime Media, Box 2253, 

Bbsddl, NY 14219. 

SURVEILLANCE 
Ultra-Miniature Pinhole Camera 

w/audio $159.00 ■ Hidden Video 

»Wireless Video * Electronic Kits 

■ Shotgun Mies»Vehicle Tracking 

* Voice Changers • Bug f Phone Tap 

Detectors * 7 416 Hour Telephone 

Recording Systems 

* Locksmrthing* And Much Morel!! 

Whofesafe / Retail 
FOR CATALOG SENDS 5.00 TO: 

SPY OUTLET 
POBM 337 BulfaloHV 1d2?6 [716) 691-3475 

Photos, autographs, collectibles. 

Thousands of Items! Movie/TV 

stars, music artists, sexy models. 

Topless celebrity pharos. High¬ 

est quality money back guaran¬ 

tee, HZ order, VI5A/Master 

Card. Rig illustrated catalog - 
look before you buy. Send $1,00 

to: Hummerdude's, Box 4348-S, 
Dune lien, NJ 08812. 

ing all Dicks! 
Oscki af Anicj'ica 'i □ gif T fiatniog. 

nt.'fcs ietta- end *«b STt for fiichtj-is 

Dickl. Now celebrating ourJOth ytaH 

CKeck nil kit FRfE entertaining Mtaag. 

P O but 600762 
Son DiegG. CA 92l*o 

or call 
2fi6-M4fl 

EDUCATION 

Termpaper Assistance. I 9,278 
papers available! 306-page cat a- 
log-rush 52.00, Research,. 11322 
Idaho, #2Q65P, Los Angeles, 
90025. Toll-free: (800) 351-0222 
or (310) 477-8226). 

EMPLOYMENT 

Easy Work! Excellent pay. Assem¬ 
ble products at home, Call toll 
free: (800) 467-5566, Ext. 12297. 

HEALTH/FITNESS 

Penis Enlargement. Professional 
vacuum pump or surgical. Gain 
1-3". Permanent, safe. Free 
brochures. Dr. Joel Kaplan (312) 
409-5557. 

MERCHANDISE 

HALF/DOG™ caps, t-shirts, 
sweats. 11A Celeb ration, of Male¬ 
ness’'™, Free catalog and call: 
888-HALF DOG, http://members, 
ao!. com/ha I fdogco 

Asian Women desire marriage! 
Sunshine International Corre¬ 
spondence, Box 550G-AE, Kailua- 

Kona, HI 96745-5500. {808) 
325-7707, http://su nshi ne- 
girls.com 

Beautiful Latin Ladies! Tradi¬ 
tional and loyal, seek friend¬ 
ship/marriage with sincere gentle¬ 
man. Group tours, four-srar hotel. 
Free brochure. (954) 52"-1340. 
http:/ / www. la r i ill i females, co m 

Russian Ladies, truly beautiful, 

educated, seek romance: 3,000 
selected from 80,000+ applicants, 
Exciting tours, videos. Free color 

photocatalog! Euro219t F O B. 
88885 1, Atlanta, GA ,30356, 
(770) 458-0909, 
..- - i ■* - 

Latin American Ladies! Beautiful, 
traditional, marriage-minded. 
Tours, videos, free photo 
brochure, T.L.C., P.O. Box 
924994SY, Houston, TX 77292- 
4994, (713) 896-9224. 

Elite Russian Ladies. Delightful 
Moscow tours. Free photo- 
brochure catalog. Personal 

approach for compatibility of 
trans-cukural romance connec¬ 
tion. European Introductions, 

Dept. 25, F.D.R. Station. P.O. 
Box 6570, New York, NY 10150* 

(212) 397-0489. 

Increase overseas personal corre¬ 
spondence. Instructions 22-page 
booklet. Hints, ideas, suggestions, 
$20 cash or money order. A.L., 
P.O. B □ x 82584, Baton Rouge, 
LA 70884-2584. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Free degrees! Counseling, Spiritu¬ 
al, Hypnotherapy, Ministerial 
License. P,U,L.C,, Box 276265- 
Y, Sacramento, CA 95827. 

Un censored photo fin is King, 
Regency Color Lab. Box 32084, 
Louisville* ICY 40232. 

PERSONALS 

Asian beauties! Worldwide. 
Romance, Lifemates, Color pho¬ 
tos. P.I.C.i Box 46l873-St Los 
Angeles, CA 90046, (213) 650- 
1994. www.pacisJ.com 

PHONE SERVICES 

Still Bimbo-Phobic? Lindsay's 
back with a new recorded Mistress 

Session every week, (900) 993- 

5949, $2.50-$3.99/minure. I8+, 

The Amorous Adventures of 

Georgina Haynes, Follow the sex- 

capades of this wild and crazy 

British beauty. (900} 745-2626. 

$2,50 - S3.99 per minute, 18 + 

Confession Hot Line! (900) 288- 

7325, Extension 130. $2.95/ 
minute. 18+. TTPTMP LV. 

For advertising rates and information, call: (BOO) 237-9851 

Home phone of single girls in 
your area! (900) 680-6770, 
Extension 132. $2-95/minute. 
18+ TTP TMP LV NV* 

Swingers! Bisexuals! Get real 
local names and phone numbers. 
(900) 420-0420, Ext, 171. $2.95/ 
minute. 18k 

Backdoor Bambi — J lome alone, 
(800) 932-0690. (800) 560- 
G! RIM e lst be ! S+, 

. ...... i . .... ....... . i .. . i.S 

Pleasure Dome, 1268) 404-4414. 
Live adult party lime, wild dateline. 
1-on-L Must be 18 + . Gay Men’s 
Playground* (268) 404-4410, 
Man to Man, Group Grope* Meat 
Market. Regular international 
tong distance rates a pply. 

I 'IP! I I P ■ I r ■ I ■ I I R P I !■■■■■ Ill I I ■ I I9MII11IIMIMIIIIMIIII 

Motel 69 is open - America's all 
new+ all hot* all night, live party- 
line is totally free. Call: (520) 
718-5443. Pay only normal L.D. 
to AZ, 18+ 

Horny housewives at home! No 
credit cards needed. (800) 903- 
1000, 18+. 

#1 in explicit phone sex. 011- 
597-6700, 24 hours/day. 1st. 
Inti, toil 

Explore vour fantasies! Hot live 

girls* (918) 222-2HOT. Wild 
passionate chat, (918! 222-2222. 
Sizzling beach party, (217) 873- 
0102, 18+. 

AH your horny needs satisfied 
here! Get comfortable and dial 
011-582-399-0525 for the best 
xxx phone sex. Inti, ID, Adults 
only. 
- — p i - - »■ . 

Four fabulous fetishes! Domina¬ 
tion, foot worship, cross-dressing, 
and more. New recordings every 
week. (900) 993-9202. $2.50- 
$3*99/rniniue. 1H+, 
hlJ ■ . I J . i 1 ■ t ■ - ■ .1 IllJil.. .1 i . I 9 ■ 4 I • ■ ■ 4 1. | I ■ I I 4 1 4 . k I « (. 

Find your pleasure ar the Sex 
Shoppe, Anything goes* 011-592- 
588-677. Sexv treats, 011-683- 
SEXY. Im'J. roll. I8+* 

I lornv young black girls. (800) 
695-7933. (900) 993-4184. No 
CC/9G0 Block? (800) 699- 
0090. 011-239-129-5913, 18+. 
$2,50/ minute. Live video! 
www. sex service. Co in 

Horny H ousewlves - Real 
women at home who love to be 
naughty on the phone. (800) 
984-4688 or (900) 937-4462. 
I8+* $3.99/mumte. 

Copyrighted material 



PHONF. SERVICES PHONE SERVICES 

Real Girls who love phone sex. 
For inscane credit call: {800) 
483-2527. Must be I8+. 

Free party lined 24 -hour Vegas 

Scene, (702) 748-7900; Anything 
Goes in Arizona, (520) 718-5476; 
Guy 2 Guy - The Men s Club, 
{664) 410-2016. Regular long dis¬ 
tance applies. 181. 

Nasty bored housewives! (800) 
449-4017, (900) 993-7190, 
Gay/Bi college boys. (800) 801- 

8605, (900) 745-6659, 18 + * 
52.50/minute, 

Nasty young Students! Live 
sex, (800) 721-8424, (900) 
993-4641, 18 + , S2.99/minute. 
http://www.hornygirls.com 

■I fc i - - *■ H ■» - f. » - S..M - - t J I. UJ.H # «■*■!-»■ i -4 *■ *■ 

Hot, live phone sex, l ive 1-on-l, 
,99tf/minute. 21+. (212) 741-1202, 

Best phone sex! Very explicit. 
Bored housewives, young submis¬ 
sive.^ hi-curious* local dateline, 
domination, live group action, 
imu) 524-3969, (900) 745-2635, 
18 + , V/MC/AMEX, $2.50/ 
minute, wwW. pa rt y naked .CO rn 

Hot talk, low price, (800) 443- 

5678. ,69^/minute. 2I+. (900) 
993-1456. From $2.50/minuie. 
Join Club 69! 

Sizzling hot. Live phone sex, (800) 
238-UVE.S1.69/minute, 2U. 

Eavesdrop Line. Secretly listen to 
hot phone sex calls! (212) 691- 
2444, *99c7minute, 21+ , 

XXX Fantasy Personals* (900) 
725-2433. 52,98/minutc. (888) 
306-2662. Men and women place 
your own personal ad. Free: (888) 
749-3733. IR+. 

Awesome Amber live! Sex 
starved. (800) 699-0100. LDR. 
!8k (818) 597-9707, 011-592- 
574-639, 

Young gay studs! Hot bodies, 

(800) 828-7742* (900) 993- 
3640. 1 8 +■, $2.99 / minute, 
http:// www, gay gu y s,co m 

■ 1 ■ 1 ■ 1 > 1 1 r 1 ■■ I a ■ ■ ■■■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 1 ■ I * r ■ ■ ■ ri 1 ■ ■■■!■■ Ii til if i«r ma 

Unfulfilled mature ladies! Ar 
home. (800) 65 3-9969, (900) 993-2650. 18 + . $2.99/minute, 
http://www. hornygirls.com 

. . ■ ■ - ‘i - ■ •*■»■■* 

Cheap and nasty! Call now. 
Backdoor Bambi, 011-592-597- 
896. Ultra Hardcore. 011-509- 
900-029. Inti ID, 18+. 

Sexy fantasie. (800) 825-6622. 
I8+. 

Real sex samples. (80(1) 94~7- 

4066, 18+* 

PHONE SERVICES 

Hot phone sex, (800) 416-6505. 
Adults over 18. 

#1 rated! Best phone sex. (800) 
692-4638, (900) 435-5778, No 
CC/90G Block? (800) 699- 
0900* OH-239-129-5913. 18+. 
$2.50/minute. Live video, 
ww w. s exse r vice, co m 

Horny H.S. seniors. (800) 906- 
5378, (900) 993-7493. No 
CC/9QQ block? (800) 699- 
0900, 011-239-129-5913. 18* + 
$2.50/m i n ute. Live video, 
www.sexservice.com 

Horny Oriental girls. (800) 
217-4999. (900) 993-9002. No 
CC/900 block? (8 00) 699- 
0900, 011-239-129-5913. IS*, 
$2.50/minute, Live video, 
www. sex service, co m 

POSTEftS/PHOTOS 

Movie Poster Shop. Free color 
catalog. Models* stars and much 

more. Toll free: (888) 905-7588. 

VIDEOS 

FRENCH LOLITAS at Riviera 
beaches. Video; $50. Catalog 
$2,00, Brazil Video* Box 8572* l,a 
Jolla, CA 92038* 

PSYCHICS 

K£NMV KINGSTON PSYCH.fC HOTLINE:. 

P Den'i 5-: Alrad Cal! rev, 
f i,** 21 N.,yi Or*, 13 M per , 

V900-98B-9225 
Uu* yo,..- -c*i ■ :w1 ■v'y T W ’I-, ,-v. 

1-888-58 8-00 88 

WS7J$P0mttTPH0HECM 

We wan I Ptfed Ea (irC-iJicI you? linancial rum 
tieca u-se vdu just ant ctia 53 90 n & min 
LIVE TAROT READINGS! 
Talk live Willi pialessKinal psyrhics.. You pay 

riO SOD ' CHARGES' * Dial Direct NOW! 

1-268-404-7392 
,V] I*i| i* i^*( * »It* *,i J| A,, iFj! I ■ 1 j. | . Mjj. V 

PY-432 

New! Toll Free! 
All New Psychic Samples Line. 

1-888-708-3819 
Adults over Iti, 

Foe F.nlertammcnt Only, 

iqhtG 



• THE MAGELLAN GEO 0 P'O TOOLS FOR LIVING «i 

YOUR SECRET WEAPON AGAINST AGING_ 
Methodo Medique Beauty 
Pads are an extremely 

intensive moisturizing 

treatment chat revitalize 

and tone vout skin while 

greatly diminishing the 

; a p pea ran ce o f fine lines 

and wrinkles. Created in 

Europe by a renowned 

haJian plastic surgeon, 

these beauty pads were 

first developed to impart 

rapid re-hydration to pro¬ 

mote healing for pus {-sur¬ 

gical procedures. Met ho do 

Medique Complete is a 

comprehensive regimen of 

three separate ready-to¬ 

la sc treatments for the 

eyes, itps and cheek area 

(four applications each) 

that re-hydra res your skin 

to help fight the ravages 

of time and living in today's environment. lJre-cut, pure cotton surgical 

gauze designed tor the eyes, cheek, and lip area is imbued with the healing 

power of botanical extracts* oils and other natural ingredients. A special daily 

use cream maintains revitalized skin between 

treatments. Simply apply the gauze pads and 

relax fur 30-45 minutes. Remove the gauze, 

apply the special daily use cream that rein¬ 

forces che effects of the Beauty Pads, and he 

prepared nut to believe your eyes. The intense 
re-hydration increases the blood flow and circula¬ 

tion to your skin, imparting heightened color, 

renewed skin tone and texture. You will look 

refreshed, renewed and invigorated — like you 

jLisc returned from a spa., Quick, easy, wonder¬ 

fully gentle, and without a doubt, extraordi¬ 

nary. So extraordinary, in fact, that Mechodo 

Medique has received patents world-wide. Salon 

and Spa tested and approved. Today, for millions of women of ail ages 

in Europe and in 44 countries a round the world* Methodo Medique is their 

secret weapon in che war against aging skin. Imported directly from Italy, 

Medique is not sold, in any store. It is sold qnly through The Magellan Group. 

Satisfaction guaranteed or your money-back. Simply return the unused por¬ 

tion. Medique Eye Contour #5 3 00. Face Contour "5200. Ijp Contour 

#5300, $39.95 Add 56.95 S&H each. Hu\ all three treatments and Save 

5JO,00, Medique Complete$99.95 {SI0.75 n&h) #>400. 

nWlI fo LjtffM 

Intensive Re-hydration Smooth Skin Facials 

Easy-to-use pre-cut pure 

cotton surgical gauze is 

designed specifically for 

the eyes, face and lips. 

Imbued with che healing 

power of purified botan¬ 

ical extracts, oils and 

other natural ingredi¬ 

ents, Medique revitalizes 

and tones your skin 

while reducing the 

appearance of fine lines 

and wrinkles. 

DESTROY PLAQUE AND FIGHT GINGIVITIS 
AND GUM DISEASE - ULTRASONICALLY 
Now you can remove plaque and fight gingivitis and gum 

disease — ukrasonicdlly! Until now, only your dentist could 

use ultrasound technology to clean vour teeth and treat you 

gums. Now there's UltraSonex Plus* the world's only ultrasonic 

toothbrush officially approved for home use and it's recommended 

bv dentists. UltraSonex Plus is the latest and most advanced 

model available from the company that invented this rechnolog 

fUttuhs at ■ Jfl dur rlrAiCnUriil 

BWkJrtei 

r-j.ajr GhTiVns 

C'linic:ll lasting pnjvrt lh.il using L ilr.i- 

Stirtc’L can rcducL- Kmctcii.il plaque by 97% 

daily, bleeding gum a by ftO% .ind flings1, iii< 

bv 28% - in just 4 week* - and l?lir-,tSnnc!( 

can revere [he prngreq.unn of gingivitis, 

which can IimlI in peripthinta) disease, 

fartkfn * J*T dr iiyiSi" iV-hi! m1 * AnrAI«v 

A'-Jf-V*- 5-s^n'fl' --f «r rtwnjfirt ro ***& 4utfrM J »*■ ■iiiJttL 

/ s 
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A. 
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sound waves 

,■ ■ iiA*e I 
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for home use. UltraSonex Plus is not an electric toothbrush, it 
has no moving parts and does not vibrate. It works by cmining 

1.6 million cycles per second of incredibly effective ulrrasunu 

waves. These waves penetrate ultrasonic deep penetratin' 

10 millimeters below the 

gum line and deep into 

periodontal pockets 

where harmful bacte¬ 

ria grow. Clinical 

studies prove that 

ultrasound disrupts 

the growth of these 

harmful bacteria. No 
other toothbrush can da pi“° ElMt,k Cr/S,a 

mii.'Jiist brush normally, Try UlrraSoncx Plus. You’ll be 

_ ( amazed! UltraSonex Plus ami sis Replacement Heads 

(Yr.'s Supply) Sr29.95 (512.95) #3600. Optional 

Travel Kit S/5.95 (S^S.93) #3700, 

THE WATCH ISSUED TO 
U.S. TROOPS DURING DESERT STORM 
T’he U.S. Army selected this watch 

for our troops during Operation 

Desert Storm, "J’hc Night Vision 

model 5903A from Stocker and Yale 

is standard issue because it exceeds 

che Army s strict M1L-W-46374 

specifications lor accuracy, durability, 

reliability and readability at night. 

This is the only watch available m the 

world that is completely Self-luminous. 

Using technology developed exclu¬ 

sively by Stocker and Yale, the Night 

Vision can be read in complete dark¬ 

ness without any external light 

source, pushing buttons or draining 

the battery. The secret is Tritium 

(H-[X an exotic hydrogen isotope. Each hand and hour marker consists of a 

small vial of tritium coated with phosphorous. The result is the brightest 

luminescent source available. And, it will shine brightly unaided, for 12 

years' Added features include a Swiss quartz movement, scratch-resistant 

crystal, date calendar and sweep second hand all encased in lightweight 

nylon alloy making it shock-proof and water resistant to 660 ft. A Tools for 

Living exclusive. Available with a black leather band or stainless steel band 

(shown) with or without the American Flag emblem. Each includes a nylon 

scrap. Your choice $f29.9S (S9.95); Stainless steel hand #6700; without 

flag emblem #6750, Leather band #6800; without flag emblem #6H50. 

For more greal products visit our web site at: htlp:/M'WW,tTHgusa.cDm 
'KJ "ighted mi rfa I 



COMFORT, WARMTH, QUIET, SAFETY - 
A REMARKABLE HEATER 

The Vonuuto EVH's 

(Electronic Vorrex Hear) 

breakthrough technology 

does it all. This portabic 

space heater automatically 

responds to your every need 

with C3 — Constant 

Comfort Control -— contin¬ 

uously delivering she precise 

amount of heat you require. 

Simply set the desired tem¬ 
perature on the calibrated 
tempo ram re- control panel 

and EVH goes to work rais¬ 

ing the room temperature to the exact setting. Once the temperature is 
reached, EVH ‘’throttles back” both heat output and fan speed to maintain it 

efficiently and effectively. No annoying hot bhists or cold spots typical of other 

heaters, just set it and forget it! The EVH features a non-glowing heating ele¬ 
ment, maximum 120° l-xu air temperature and a cool-touch cabinet making 

it completely sale -— even around kids and pets. It has two energy-saving 

power settings plus essential 

over-hcat and tip-over protec¬ 
tion. No other heater warms the 
dir more evenly Or trio re safely. Its 

compact size, flat back and 

angled air inlets allow you to 
ruck it dose to a wall or under 

a desk and out of the wav. 
i* 

Lighted power switch. UL 
listed. Mfr/s 1-year warranty. 

$709,95 ($ 12.95) #7100. ' 

The AtrTensity,L' Grill creates a warm air vortex 
that circulates heal throughout the entire room 
quickly and evenly. 

don't be fooled by its size - 
THIS IS ONE POWERFUL VACUUM 
You II be amazed with the performance of 

this machine, At how effortlessly the 

Greek Power Broom picks up anything 

and everything in its path. Dust, crumbs, 

broker glass, bugs — you name it. This 

is the one electric broom that has more 
power them you'll ever need. 

Manufactured bv one of the leading 
vacuum cleaner suppliers to the hotel 

industry, the Power Broom features a 
two-speed motor for customized 
cleaning control, a large capacity 
dust cup with a washable, re-usable 

filter and an extra-long 2 5- foot cord 
to make easy work of even the 
largest spaces. With a self-adjusting 
floor tool that quickly and easily 

glides from floors to carpets, the Power Broom goes places 

most regular vacuums can't, like under beds, up and down 

stairs, against walls and other hard ro reach spots. It makes 

quick pick-ups a breeze. And when you’re done, ii hangs flat 

and out-of-the-way in a minimal amount of space. What's 
more, the Power Broom is so well-built and reliable, its 

backed by a Min's 2-yr. ltd. warranty. That’s twice as long as 
most warranties. You’D find so many uses for the Oreck 

Power Broom, it just might make your regular 

vacuum obsolete. f69.9S($9.95) #3925. 

Seff-Adju sting 
Floor Tool 

Breathe air that’s 99.97% raj_ 
If you suffer from asrhmaT hay fever, 

allergies or just want to breathe 

mountain fresh air the Hepa-Clear 

Air Purifier with Ionizer from 

S3 ant/Fin' is for you. Recommended 

by health care professionals, the 

Hepa-Clear is a true HEPA (High 

Efficiency Particulate Air) filtration 
system, Orly true HEPA filtration 
systems, like the Hepa-Clear, operate 

at an astonishing 99.97% efficiency. 
Literally scrubbing the air clean, in a 
lO'xlA* room, of billions of pollu¬ 
tants and allergens like pollen, dust, 

dangerous bacteria, mold spores, animal dander, even tobacco smoke, every 

1 5 minutes, The Hcpa-Clear is 166 times more effective than purifiers chat 

operate at 95% efficiency, yet ii is so light weight and compact (12" diame¬ 

ter x 14" high) it can be placed anywhere! And, the Hepa-Clear discharges 
purified, negative ion enriched air from the cop of the unit up and back 

into the room away from dusty floors and rugs. And best of all, the Hepa- 

Clear outperforms air purifiers 

costing ho ice as much. Were so 

sure youll be completely satis¬ 

fied with the Hepa-Clear, we 

offer a 100% money-back guar¬ 

antee. $729,95 {$ 12.95) 
#"4280. Replacement Hcpa Filter 

$49,95 ($5.95) #4290. 
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PARTICLE SIZE 
SLANT/FIN HEPA-CLEAR 
FILTRATION EFFICIENCY 

Only a facelift is more effective 
Without exercise all muscles, even 
facial muscles, will weaken and sag 

with age. Until now, it was virtually 
impossible to give your facial mus¬ 

cles a daily workout that would 
prevent and reverse chat inevitable 

sagging around your eyes, mouth, 
chin and neck. Facial Pint, first 
developed for stroke and hum 

patients, lets you tone your facial 
muscles using “flexible resistance'1 — 
die best way lu strengthen any 

muscle, About 70% of all facial 

muscle are interconnected with the 

mouth. Using the Facial Flex foi two minutes twice a day will tone, uplift 
and redefine the appearance of your face. Clinical testing shows a 32% 

increase in facial firmness and a 250% increase in iaciat muscle strength in 

just two months. And facial exercise improves circulation resulting in a nat¬ 
ural, healthy glow. Satisfaction guaranteed. Includes 25 elastics. $69.95 

(57,95) #4400. 60 Replacement elastics (A year’s supply) $70,00 #4425. 

“The Magellan Ultimate Guarantee”™ 
you're not completely satisfie i with your 

purchase, simply return it for a full ref ind. 

ORDER TOLL-FREE 24 HOURS A DAY 

800-644-8100 Extension 
PHY081 

TO CWFR BY MAIL; The MapjelEan Croup's 

Send check or money Tools For Living 

order tor the total ■ HhHIH Dept. PHY CO I, 
amounUinctii'dina HI 2515 East 43rd 5t. 
ot credit card number I3.Q. Hox [B223G 
and expiration date to: Chattanooga, IN 37422 

tPU © 1 Thr MispiMan Croup. Inc, 

For more great products visit our web site at: http://www.tmgusa.com CoDvriohted n 



SPY Index 

Aalmuhammed, Jefri, as Islamic ex¬ 

pert, 50-57; as practitioner of highly ef¬ 

fective index-dominating strategy, 12, 

Abs, as reason for getting up in the 

morning, as midday source of executive 

relief, as something to show your grand¬ 

children, .59-65, 

Bananas, in pajamas, 34; as red flags 

desperately waved by body, 6L 

Beast, Nature of the, 26, 
Beat, cool, jazzy, 18, 

“Bunch,” Brady, 28; as unit of mea¬ 

surement, 63', as self-hypnosis tool, 63, 
Chinbeard, Or. Marvin, as expert on 

aging and skinless chicken, 61. 
Cow, possibly cut in half and pickled in 

formaldehyde, depending on who's call¬ 

ing, S; as victim of hyperactive prognos¬ 

ticator, 30; standing in field, 6L 
Crack, as noticeable feat Lire beginning to 

appear in armor of capitalist war machine 

after decade of heroic Suicide raids by 

gadfly satirical magazine, 8-11; new book 

about, 12; top of butt, 22, 

Dm Lisa, 12; Chuck, / 7; as letter desig¬ 

nating appropriate face for attending 

world leader's funeral, 18, 

Daughter, First, 18, 30, 44-43; blush¬ 

ing, 51, 
er/\ as linguistic ejector seat for 

magazine writer trapped in gning- 

no where sentence, 2, 24. 65. 

Equestriennes, of the apocalypse, 42- 

49; beautiful, 67, 

Faces, altered, 16; simultaneously ex¬ 

pressive of pride, imminent weeping, vi¬ 

sionary intensity, and resilience, 18; 

distressingly contorted in build up to 

zinc-depleting physical catharsis, 65. 
Fever, Jungle, 47, 51; shameful, 49, 
Grams, of fecesf 22; of fat, 61. 
Graham, Katharine, who she is, what 

she did with Adlai Stevenson, 30-31. 
Huck, Joseph, as distinct from David 

Hook, 19; as smooth fucker, 19; as prin¬ 

cipal rival to Graydon Carter for Editor 

of the Year, 38-41. 
Huge Man, experience of getting kicked 

in face by, as testimony to acting bril¬ 

liance of young girl, 48, 
Idiosyncrasies, one-piece removable, 

76; grief-born, 17; affected, 17; uptight, 

19; how to acquire successfully in 30 

days, 20; compared, 22; fetishistic, 22; 
of St, Patrick's Cathedral's fund-raising 

department, 24; arranged in ironic order, 

25; called to account, 26; explained by 

reptologisr, 26; made fun of, 27; sorted 

into two piles, 28; of rabbis, 29; of fe¬ 

male bigwigs, 36; genteel, 33; momen¬ 

tary, 34-35; punished, 39-41; of men 

who work in coffee shops, 49; in conflict 

with one another, 50-57; ironed out over 

time with hard work, 63. 

Kangaroo, as descriptive of one particu¬ 

lar court of public opinion, 8-11; pho¬ 

tographed while peaceably attending a 

movie-release party, 34. 
Knight, Marion “Suge,” as makeshift 

ambulance, 18, 
Lunch, Fluffy, 26; naked, 49, 

Meowfertiti, See Cieopumra. 

Mustaches, as tiny, hairy element of 

bigger sinister whole, 76; law-and-order 

zealots stripped of their, 28; as evaluated 

by teenage girls, 49. 

Noodiing, ca~f at movies with remains 

of butterfly, 47; delicately around explo¬ 

sive issue, 41 - 
Nutritional Value, of corpses, 76-/5; of 

Wheaties, 7 7; of life itself, 60-65. 
Neilsen, Brigitte, as person with last 

name ending in A, 24. 
Omelette, as watertight excuse for egg¬ 

breaking and persecution of innocents, 

19; as wielded in Borneo-sized chunk 

with superhuman strength by lip-curl¬ 

ing star of Clueless, 6L 

Poppy, as first name of hired cyber-stalk¬ 

er, 72,44 47; dead, as cruel label, 49. 

Quality Sportswear, that s also afford¬ 

able, 7 7; rendered frictionless and armor¬ 

like by the hand of God, 27; stuffed to its 

absolute limit, 47, 

Robots, unsaveable, 74 
Sandwich, declined by religious insti¬ 

tution, 24; as ironys deadly, fat-filled 

thunderbolt, 25: imminent chocolate-ba¬ 

nana, 34- 
Snorkel, as secret life of microscope, 20. 
Splash! Italia!, as expression of table of 

COntents-COmpiling zeal, 6; as new jour¬ 

nal of Euro culture and style, 79; as fash¬ 

ion concept, 38-41. 

Taiwan, as exporters of moderately 

priced percussion equipment, 34 

Tele genesis, devastating levels of, 44 

49; as pioneering research institute in 

upstate New York flooding airwaves 

with experts, 67, 63. 

Trousers, moist, 38-41; as possible 

structure of diaphanous membrane cov¬ 

ering Liv Tyler's breasts, 45* 
Under 20s, as happy band of magazine 

pages, 1-19; as sector of population 

whose female half rules rhe world, 48. 
Vegas, as hard-earned nickname, 15; as 

lawless killing zone, 7 7. 

Wad, one's troubleshooting, 65, 
Wuerfell, Danny, as live-in lover, 27. 

X, Malcolm, Spike Lee’s cinematic treats 

merit of, ingeniously assigned as maga¬ 

zine article to bridge awkward gap in 

alphabetical comedy index, 56-57. 

Zinc, body’s reserves of, wantonly de¬ 

pleting* 67, 62, 65; replenishing, 65. 
Zork, Commander Glaxon GL., as 

rogue quantum physicist, on run for 

last four billion years from hotshot 

member of the Interuniversal Time 

Police. 18; as bitter former love-rival of 

Sylvester Stallone, 24, 72. 
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5500R 

MOTIVATING EXERCISE, 
MAXIMUM RESULTS. 

The Recumbent Lih'cvck' SS(X)R .kiubic 

FREE 30-DAY TRIAL • CALL TODAY! 
]mpnmr yt.au- fitness tad with the Recumbent 

Litkyde 5500R [miner! Gill new to m dvU&qdc 

5500R I'Rbi-, fbr30tW If yon itt-J 

its not the Ixst I ionic we irki jut ever, M 

we IE pick it up kv! it dhaigp! ! 
After dt) davs tr c< ^ i mlv $49.95 
per month!* Plus, order today , TTb 

ml lie Live £J" n lin. irk inland VijLm 

tree shippiiig ml kindling— 
a totil amngp of over $500! 

Tlie Recumbent Lifccyc[o' ncrobie trainer, 
die w irki kit equipment sweeping die n.itk -r k 
finest health dub, \\n> \ i. air lxkJ\ rn a ^mi me ltn 
infl [rotom tor better Criidk 'v.KitUu iklitii nmu, 
better bads support and maximiEm ailone burning. 

WORK OUT LONGER IK COMFORT, 
Ilie Utavdc 5500R trainers rminibcnt riding 

pusoon impress bluod flow; making it easier on vnur 

born, .lI|< iwing y\>n uv wtirk out Itmger in a union. 

Now you can bum more calorics and mnn* body list 

widi every rkid T Tils minimal i mpas aerobic exodscr 

helps you avoid hip or knee problems Arid because 

you si r on an mra-vvidc sear behind the pedal s, your 

lower back gets superior support, oik ring you a 
totally vondortable ride! 

■Jr > J 

kreumbent t SStWft 
ivmpvtfr j-lVj •■/tit ajfrr-i find 

bufi tjt.i year fit**** piUfrUb, CALL BEFORE JUNE 30,1997 
FOR 0% FINANCING AND FREE 

! t 
i 

It 1 

CALL 1 877-3867 FOR A FREE BOOKLET 
OR FOR THE RETAILER NEAREST YOU. 
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